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INTRODUCTION
In deep caries and trauma cases a tooth can lose a significant amount of coronal structure, and as a result
might require root canal treatment (RCT). For the resultant endodontically-treated tooth (ETT) to satisfy
its functional and aesthetic requirements, it should receive a well-designed, full-coverage crown as a final
restoration. Commonly, prior to crown insertion, the missing tooth structure is reconstructed with a
foundation restoration consisting of a post and core to provide sufficient anchorage for the crown.
Clinicians can choose from a range of alternative materials for post fabrication. In recent times, aesthetic,
tooth-coloured, fibre-reinforced composite (FRC) posts have been developed to overcome the
disadvantages of their metallic predecessors. The most recent potential addition to the restorative
treatment options for ETT is a short-FRC (SFRC) post and core build up. This material consists of a semiinterpenetrating fibre network (semi-IPN) with randomly-orientated, discontinuous, short, E-glass fibres.
The first commercially-available products of this type were introduced as bulk-fill restorations. Based on
an assessment of physico-mechanical parameters of SFRC as a bulk-fill material, it was hypothesized
that this material had the potential to sustain intraoral stresses and to function as a post and core
restoration (Garoushi et al., 2013b). Subsequently, three studies have investigated SFRC as a post and
core restoration in ETT (Bijelic et al., 2013; Forster et al., 2017; Nagas et al., 2017). They concluded that
under static load application ETT restored with a SFRC post and core had a superior load bearing capacity
compared with teeth restored with alternative materials.
To date, there is insufficient data on the fracture resistance and mode of failure of the ETT restored with
SFRC as a post and core, particularly when applying a mechanical testing protocol that reflects the real
clinical situation. Therefore, this research aims to fill this gap in our knowledge by investigating the failure
of ETT restored with the SFRC as a post and core restoration under cyclic fracture resistance test
protocol, followed by evaluating the mode of failure. Moreover, this research presents structural analyses
of SFRC posts and cores before and after failure utilizing two analytical research tools; micro-Computed
Tomography (micro-CT) and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM).
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THESIS ABSTRACT
Statement of problem: There is insufficient data on the failure of ETT restored with SFRC as a post and
core restoration.
Objectives: To comprehensively analyse the failure of ETT restored with SFRC as a post and core by
conducting the following investigations: (1) analysis of the internal structures of SFRC posts and cores
using micro-CT; (2) evaluation of failure load and failure mode of ETT restored with SFRC as a post and
core after subjecting the teeth to fracture resistance testing and (3) analysis of the fractured surfaces of
SFRC using SEM (fractography).
Methods: Extracted premolars were divided randomly into three groups (15 teeth/group); control group
of untreated teeth (C), ETT restored with SFRC posts and cores(XFP), and ETT restored with
prefabricated FRC posts (PFP). Teeth in XFP group and PFP group received RCT and were restored with
posts and cores and ceramic crowns. Qualitative and quantitative analyses of SFRC posts and cores
(XFP group) were performed using a micro-CT scanner and associated software. All groups were
thermocycled and subjected to a gradual cyclic fracture resistance test followed by failure mode
evaluation. Fractured XFP specimens were imaged using SEM for fractographic analysis.
Results: The control group had the highest mean failure load (1209.20N±126.65). The mean failure load
of the XFP group (731.25N±86.33) was significantly higher (P <0.0001) than the mean failure load of PFP
group (373.85N±64.21). While all teeth in XFP group had restorable failures, four specimens (27%) in
PFP group had non-restorable root fractures. Voids were detected inside SFRC post and core build-ups
and at the interface between the posts and dentine. Voids were distributed evenly inside SFRC posts.
88.2%±2.6 of the voids were smaller than 100µm3. For every 1% increase in the post voids, the mean
failure load of teeth restored with SFRC posts increased by 53.9N. Fractographic analysis indicated that
fibre orientation and distribution influenced the failure of ETT restored with SFRC posts.
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Conclusions: Endodontically-treated premolars restored with SFRC posts and cores demonstrated high
failure load and favourable failure modes. The presence of voids and alteration in fibre orientation and
distribution can affect the failure of ETT restored with SFRC posts and cores.
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CHAPTER 1

Background and Aims

This chapter presents a literature review to document the development of non-metallic fibrereinforced composite (FRC) posts as alternatives to metallic posts, the development of the
contemporary short-fibre reinforced composites (SFRC) and their application as post and core
systems. This chapter concludes by defining the aims of the thesis.
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1.1 Endodontically Treated Teeth (ETT)
An endodontically treated tooth (ETT) is a tooth that has received Root Canal Treatment (RCT) to manage
acute or chronic pulpitis resulting from dental caries and/or trauma (Shillingburg and Kessler, 1982).
Successful RCT starts with complete canal cleaning and shaping in order to decontaminate the pulp,
followed by root canal obturation (Schilder, 1966). When performed properly, RCT should eliminate
infection and protect the tooth and surrounding structure from microbial spread (Gulabivala and Ng, 2004).
According to Morgano and Brackett (1999), after successful endodontic and restorative treatment, an ETT
should resume its normal function. However, the biomechanical changes and structural strength of ETT
are controversial subjects in the literature. Some investigators have indicated that ETT are brittle due to
compositional alterations following endodontic treatment. The brittleness of ETT has been attributed to
moisture loss (Helfer et al., 1972; Kishen and Asundi, 2005; Jameson et al., 1993), collagen content
alteration (Ferrari et al., 2004, Moreira et al., 2011) and blood supply impairment (Baraban, 1967). Other
group of researchers have suggested that the ability of ETT to resist fracture is affected, not by the
compositional alterations, but by the coronal and radicular dentine loss due to deep caries, trauma,
previous restorations and root canal treatment procedures (Steagall et al., 1980; Larson et al., 1981;
Trope et al., 1985; Sedgley and Messer, 1992; Assif and Gorfil, 1994; Reeh et al., 1998; Bier et al., 2009).
On the other hand, other investigators have concluded that there are no significant structural or
mechanical differences between ETT and vital teeth (Fusayama and Maeda, 1969, Lewinstein and
Grajower, 1981, Rivera et al., 1988, Papa et al., 1994).

1.2 Restoration of ETT
Despite the disagreement on the biomechanical changes in ETT, the restoration of the missing tooth
structure immediately after RCT is mandatory for the tooth to resume masticatory and aesthetic functions
(Morgano, 1996) and to prevent coronal micro-leakage (Wu et al., 1998; Ng et al., 2006).
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Restorative options for ETT varies from conservative access cavity restoration to a complete coverage
(artificial crown placement) depending on the amount of missing tooth structure. Crown placement is
indicated in ETT with substantial coronal tooth loss due to deep caries, trauma or previous complex
restorations.
Before crown placement, a foundation or core restoration is required to reconstruct the missing coronal
structure. The core restoration restores the coronal geometry that provides retention and resistance
requirements for the crown (Rosenstiel et al., 2006).
Different guidelines for core restoration material selection and design have appeared in the literature
(Shillingburg et al., 1970; Christensen, 1996; Smith and Schuman, 1997; Fernandes et al., 2003;
Schwartz and Robbins, 2004; Rosenstiel et al., 2006). The guidelines are based on the overall prosthetic
treatment plan, the material’s physical and mechanical properties, tooth location in the dental arch
(anterior vs posterior) and the amount of intact remaining tooth structure. Considering the aforementioned
guidelines, different restorative protocols have been suggested, of which, post and core restoration is an
option.

1.3 Post and core restorations
Post and core restorations are often used to restore ETT with extensive loss of coronal tooth structure.
This approach involves placement of the post in the canal to support the core restoration followed by a
full crown or fixed partial denture (PDF). Posts and cores are constructed separately or as a single unit
utilizing different materials and techniques.
1.3.1 Rationale of the post placement
According to the Glossary of Prosthodontic Terms, the post is “usually made of metal that is fitted into a
prepared root canal of a natural tooth. When combined with an artificial crown or core, it provides retention
and resistance for the restoration” (The Academy of Prosthodontics, 2005). Although this definition does
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not reflect the versatility of the currently available post and core systems, it outlines the post’s main
function. The post is inserted in the canal to provide retention and anchorage for the core restoration,
when adequate coronal tooth structure is not available to support the core (Cheung, 2005; Schwartz and
Robbins, 2004). Additionally, an ideal post should aim to preserve tooth structure and disperse intraoral
forces in a strategic pattern within the radicular dentine in order to avoid increasing tooth susceptibility to
fracture (Sokol, 1984; Sorensen and Martinoff, 1984a; Assif et al., 1993; Asmussen et al., 1999; Yenisey
and Kulunk, 2008).
The functions of posts are affected by factors such as post length, diameter, design, surface configuration
and material composition (Sokol, 1984; Holmes et al., 1996; Stockton, 1999; Cheung, 2005). In terms of
material composition, posts are generally categorized as metallic or non-metallic.

1.4 Metallic posts
1.4.1 Classifications of metallic posts
A Metallic post was traditionally the standard of dental care for the restoration of ETT (Perel and Muroff,
1972, Shillingburg et al., 1970). Metallic post can be either custom-fabricated (cast post and core) or
prefabricated.
Guidelines for fabricating a cast post and core are well documented (Lloyd and Palik, 1993; Shillingburg
et al., 1997; Rosenstiel et al., 2006) and involves either a direct (auto-polymerizing acrylic resin pattern)
or indirect (root canal impression) duplication of the prepared canal morphology into a one piece post and
core pattern, which is cast in either gold (precious) alloy, base (non-precious) metal alloys or silverpalladium alloys (Dale and Moser, 1977). Cast post and core is generally indicated in ETT with minimal
sound coronal structure available to support the crown (Bergman et al., 1989; Morgano and Milot, 1993;
Smith and Schuman, 1997), and in cases where adjustment of tooth alignment to accommodate the
adjacent teeth is required (Schwartz and Robbins, 2004; Rosenstiel et al., 2006). The indirect techniques
are also an efficient way to fabricate multiple posts and cores with minimal chair-side time (Schwartz and
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Robbins, 2004). However, the construction of such posts includes two clinical visits, additional laboratory
work and extra fees. Additionally, the cast post and core fabrication procedure necessitates temporary
restoration placement, which might increase the risk of root canal contamination (Fox and Gutteridge,
1997).
To avoid additional chair-side time and the laboratory stage and temporisation, prefabricated metal posts
have been developed. Prefabricated posts are cemented or screwed into the root canal followed by core
construction using amalgam, resin composites or resin-modified glass-ionomer. Prefabricated metal posts
are available in different structural compositions, designs and surface configurations to suit different
clinical situations. The metal composition of a prefabricated post can include different pure metals or
alloys such as, stainless steel, pure- titanium, titanium-based alloys, platinum-gold-palladium and
chromium-based alloys (Shillingburg et al., 1997; Rosenstiel et al., 2006). There are two surface
configurations of the prefabricated metal posts; serrated posts (active) that engage the canal walls and
smooth posts (passive) that are retained in the canal by a luting agent. In terms of designs, prefabricated
post is either tapered or parallel sided. It has been suggested that the prefabricated post’s design,
composition and surface configuration can influence the longevity of the restored ETT, therefore, proper
prefabricated metal post selection is paramount.
1.4.2 Limitations of metallic posts
Increasing numbers of practitioners have moved away from the use of metallic posts due to their
unavoidable biological, mechanical and aesthetic properties. Both custom-fabricated and prefabricated
metallic posts are generally dark-coloured, which restrict their use in highly aesthetic areas. Metal
deterioration and release of corrosion by-products is a common long-term disadvantage of metallic posts
(Angmar-Mansson et al., 1968; Derand, 1971; Arvidson and Wroblewski, 1978). It is believed that
corrosion by-products accumulate inside the root and exert pressure between the post and canal walls
and eventually lead to root fracture (Angmar-Mansson et al., 1968; Rud and Omnell, 1970; Petersen,
1971; Arvidson and Wroblewski, 1978). Moreover, corrosion by-products have been detected in the
dentinal tubules (Silness et al., 1979) and gingival tissue surrounding teeth restored with metal posts
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(Arvidson and Wroblewski, 1978), which has been related to the development of tissue irritation,
hypersensitivity and allergic or toxic reactions (Frykholm et al., 1968; Christensen, 2004).
More than forty years ago, it was widely believed that placement of a stiff metal post strengthened the
ETT (Perel and Muroff, 1972; Kantor and Pines, 1977;Trabert et al., 1978; Sapone and Lorencki, 1981).
But, more recent studies have challenged this believe and confirmed the tendency of metal posts to
increase the chance of irreversible root fracture (Lovdahl and Nicholls, 1977; Guzy and Nicholls, 1979;
Assif and Gorfil, 1994; Sorensen and Martinoff, 1984b; Trope et al., 1985; Cormier et al., 2001; Akkayan
and Gulmez, 2002). In this regard, it has been speculated that the poor mechanical performance of
metallic posts is due to disparity in physical properties, namely the modulus of elasticity, between the
metal posts (ranges between 53 GPa – 200 GPa) and dentine (15 - 40 GPa), which hinders the uniformity
of stresses distribution in the restored ETT (O'Brien, 2002; Kinney et al., 2003; Torbjorner and Fransson,
2004; Dietschi et al., 2007; Dietschi et al., 2008). Finite element analyses (FEA) have demonstrated that
the stresses accumulated around the metal post circumferentially and apically, which might protect the
tooth’s cervical structure but leads to catastrophic root fracture below cemento-enamel junction
(Eskitascıoglu et al., 2002; Asmussen et al., 2005; Boschian Pest et al., 2006; Rodriguez-Cervantes et
al., 2007).
Placement techniques of threaded, prefabricated metal posts can also introduce undue stresses during
threading and tapping. When poorly placed (off centred), serrated post can cause uneven internal
stresses distribution and root fracture (Standlee et al. 1972; Standlee and Caputo 1992).
Precise adaptation is an advantage of cast post techniques compares with the prefabricated post
alternatives. However, some technical issues during cast post fabrication can lead to undesirable
outcomes. For example, it has been suggested that the presence of undetected casting defects (nodules)
on the surface of the cast post can affect post adaptation and act as a wedging point with possible root
fracture (Morgano and Milot, 1993).
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Since non-resinous cements (zinc phosphate, glass ionomer and poly carboxylate) are traditionally used
to cement metallic posts, the bonding depends on mechanical interlocking between the post and dentine
(Hanson and Caputo, 1974; Jokstad and Mjor, 1996). Therefore, insertion of a wider and longer post was
a common practice to improve the retention of the non-adhesively bonded metallic post (Standlee et al.,
1972; Standlee et al., 1978; Sorensen and Martinoff, 1984a). The undue removal of tooth structure
associated with this approach weakens the ETT and possibly results in root perforation and disturbance
of apical seal with further compromise of ETT prognosis (Sokol, 1984; Mattison et al., 1984; Hunter et al.,
1989).
Metal posts have shown inconsistent clinical performance results, which further complicates the clinician
decision. In a 25-year clinical follow up study, ETT restored with cast post and core had a similar survival
rate to crowned vital teeth (Valderhaug et al., 1997). Comparable results were documented in other
retrospective (Roberts, 1970; Turner, 1982; Bergman et al., 1989; Mentink et al., 1993) and prospective
(Ellner et al., 2002) research. On the other hand, after reviewing the clinical records of 1273 ETT,
Sorensen and Martinoff (1984b) found that regardless of the tooth location in the mouth, teeth restored
with cast post and core had significantly higher failure rate when compared to teeth crowned without post
placement. Compared to prefabricated metal posts, cast posts and cores have demonstrated both similar
(Salvi et al., 2007) and lower survival rates (Sorensen and Martinoff, 1984a; Torbjorner et al., 1995).

1.5 Non-metallic posts
Athey, defines a "system" as “any set of components working together for the overall objective of the
whole” (Athey, 1982). In a dental context "biomimetics" is a term that refers to “mimicking or recovery of
the biomechanics of the original tooth by the restoration” (Magne and Douglas, 1999). Combining the two
concepts, planning the restoration of ETT should be based on the compatibility of the restoration with the
dentine to work as one system. The compatibility needs to be on mechanical, biological and aesthetic
levels. Ideally, the post and core material should induce no adverse biological reaction, it should also be
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tooth-coloured or translucent, especially with the increasing demand for all-ceramic crown restorations.
In addition, post and core materials should be of similar physical properties to each other and to dentine
(Akkayan and Gulmez, 2002; Lassila et al., 2004; Torbjorner and Fransson, 2004).
Assessment of the structural, mechanical and functional properties of the teeth has led to the development
of restorative systems that mimic teeth nature. In this context, non-metallic posts, namely Fibre Reinforced
Composite (FRC) posts, were introduced and perceived by clinicians as an alternative post material to
the traditional metallic predecessor. FRC posts are composite resin intra-radicular posts that
characterized by improved mechanical, aesthetic and bonding properties.

1.6 Composite resin
Dental composite resin is composed of inorganic phase of reinforcing fillers within an organic phase of
monomer matrix that polymerizes during application and a silane coupling agent that bind the filler to the
matrix. Additional chemicals such as polymerization reaction initiators, pigments and stabilizers are added
to the matrix.
Classically, matrix in dental composite is dimethacrylate-based; e.g. Bis-GMA (bisphenol-A glycidyl
dimethacrylate), Bis-EMA (bisphenol-A ethoxylated dimethacrylate) and UDMA (urethane dimethacrylate)
and diluted with TEGDMA (triethylene glycol dimethacrylate) or EGDMA (ethylene glycol dimethacrylate)
to control matrix viscosity (Ferracane, 2011; Bayne and Thompson, 2013).
The reinforcing phase in dental composite is essentially silica-based fillers that are modified by other ions
such as lithium, boron or yttrium to achieve desirable properties such as easier manufacturing and
improved radiopacity (Bayne and Thompson, 2013). During the last sixty years, the particle-filler
geometry, content, morphology and distribution have been subjected to continuous modifications, which
resulted in the development of a wide range of Particulate Filler Composite (PFC) with variable physical
and mechanical properties, consistencies and application techniques (Figure 1.1). Therefore, dental
composite can be classified according to:
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-

consistency: into flowable and condensable,

-

insertion technique: into injectable or packable (applied with hand instrument),

-

application technique: into indirect and direct (further classified as incremental or bulk-fill*),

-

polymerization method: into light-cured, self-cured and dual-cured,

-

filler size: into macro-filled, midi-filled, micro-filled, nano-filled and hybrid (mixed ranges of particle
sizes) (Figure 1.1).

During the evolution of different composite formulations, the reinforcing fillers have been modified to
improve the mechanical properties, polymerization shrinkage, aesthetics and wear resistance of
composites as well as to broaden their clinical applications (Ilie and Hickel, 2009). In this context, the
interest in FRC that are reinforced with fibre-fillers has increased.

Original
composite
development
Macro-filled
PFC
(10-100µm)

Midi-filled Micro-filled
PFC
PFC
(1-10µm) (0.01-0.1µm)

Microhybrid
PFC

Midihybrid
PFC

Minihybrid
PFC

Nano-filled
PFC
(5-100nm)

FRC

1950

Figure 1.1:

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

The historical evolution of dental composite based on reinforcing fillers alterations
(Ferracane, 2011 and Bayne and Thompson, 2013).

* Bulk-fill are newly introduced composite resins that are applied as a bulk of 4mm or more to simplify the restorative
procedure and reduce the chair-time and drawbacks of incremental application
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1.7 Fibre Reinforced Composites (FRC)
Fibre reinforced systems are naturally available in structures such as wood, which is reinforced with short
cellulose fibres and in bone and dentine, which are reinforced with collagen fibres. Hence, the idea of
fibre reinforcement was applied in many man-made products where high static and dynamic strength and
fracture toughness are desired. FRCs have functioned successfully in a range of industrial applications
such as aerospace systems, marine and automotive industries, building constructions, medical
applications, furniture and sports equipment. Industrial FRC gained popularity due to their strength,
adaptability to conventional manufacturing technique and low fabrication cost.
In dentistry, the concept of fibre reinforcement was first introduced and used in acrylic removable denture
bases in early sixties (Smith, 1962). However, due to handling and technical difficulties in combining the
fibres into the resin systems, the availability of dental FRCs for clinical application was delayed until late
nineties (Meiers and Freilich, 2000; Vallittu, 1996; 1997b).
When first used in the acrylic base of removable dentures, the reinforcing fibres were found to be superior
to conventional metal wire reinforcement (Vallittu, 1996). Thereafter, the reinforcing fibres were
successfully combined with dimethacrylate resins and particulate filler composites (Vallittu, 1997a , Meiers
and Freilich, 2000). An improved understanding of the FRC led to the development of a wide range of
FRC-based dental materials that are now used in different dental disciplines (Vallittu, 2018) including fixed
prostheses (Freilich et al., 1998), implant prostheses (Meiers and Freilich, 2006), orthodontics (Rantala
et al., 2003), periodontics (Meiers et al., 1998), endodontics (Goldberg and Burstone, 1992) and
restorative dentistry (Fennis et al., 2005).
1.7.1 Structure of FRCs
FRCs are essentially polymer matrix with embedded reinforcing fibre-fillers connected via a silane
coupling agent.
Polymer matrix: consists of a cross-linked polymer matrix, which is a resin-based composite such as
epoxy resin or dimethacrylate-based materials (Lamichhane et al., 2014; Tanner and Le Bell, 2016).
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Recently, a new FRC matrix has been developed by mixing the cross-linked resin with a linear poly methyl
methacrylate (PMMA) non-crosslinked resin to create a multiphasic polymer blend known as a semiInterpenetrating Polymer Network (semi-IPN) (Vallittu, 1995b; Sperling and Mishra, 1996). On the
molecular level, the two polymers in the semi-INP polymer are partially interwoven but are not chemically
bonded to each other, and upon setting reaction, a well interlocked structure is established (Sperling and
Mishra, 1996). The function of the matrix is to absorb and transfer the stresses to the reinforcing fibres
and protect the fibres from surrounding moisture in the oral cavity (Tanner and Le Bell, 2016).
Reinforcing fibres: fibres of a variety of types, geometry (length and diameter), orientations and quantity
are incorporated into the matrix in different FRCs. When FRCs are in function, the following fibre-related
factors contribute to the reinforcement efficiency of the fibres and the structural, mechanical, physical and
optical properties of the FRCs:
1.7.2. Fibre-related factors
1.7.2.1 Fibre length
Reinforcing fibres in FRC can be long (continuous) or short (discontinuous), which is further described as
micrometre-scale or millilitre-scale fibres. The use of long fibres in dental composite is justified by the
superior reinforcement achieved along their long axis (Vallittu, 1999). Short discontinuous fibres have
been introduced recently to reinforce dental composites that are known as short-FRCs (SFRCs).
However, the short-fibres length (lf) needs to exceed a critical fibre length (lfc) to offer an effective
reinforcement (Petersen, 2005). The critical fibre length is the minimum length that allow efficient transfer
of the load from the matrix to the fibres (Norman and Robertson, 2003), which for SFRC has been
estimated to be as much as 50 times the diameter of the fibres (Batdorf, 2012; Petersen, 2005). Shortfibres with a subcritical length have ineffective reinforcement (Hull and Clyne, 1996; Callister and
Rethwisch, 2007)
Additionally, the ratio of the fibre length to fibre diameter (l/d), which is given as a number and known as
fibre aspect ratio, is another parameter that has an influence on the reinforcement efficiency of FRC (Lee,
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1992; Vallittu, 2015). The higher the aspect ratio, the greater is the strength of FRC (Lee, 1992). On the
contrary, in the FRC with low aspect ratio, the fibre ends create discontinuity in the matrix, act as stress
concentration, and consequently weaken the composite (Shouha et al., 2014). The lowest limit for efficient
fibre aspect ratio in dental SFRC has been determined to be 5.2, whereas the highest aspect ratio that
assure a significant improvement in the mechanical properties ranges between 68 and 640 (Kardos, 1985;
Shouha et al., 2014).
1.7.2.2 Fibre orientation
The reinforcing fibres can be oriented in a unidirectional (aligned) manner, where the fibres are parallel
to each other, or they can be in a bidirectional orientation (woven, knitted or braided). Fibres can also be
multidirectional (randomly oriented) in three or two dimensions (Bateman et al., 2003; Vallittu, 2009).
The mechanical properties of the FRC are affected by the orientation of the fibres in relation to the
direction of the applied stresses. Hence, FRC can be classified as isotropic or anisotropic (Murphy, 1998).
FRC with unidirectional fibres are described as anisotropic, which means that the material possesses
different properties in different directions. In other words, the material provides maximum reinforcement
when the stresses are exerted along the long axis of the fibres and the reinforcement reduces when the
stresses are perpendicular to the long axis of the fibres (Khan et al., 2015). On the other hand, FRC with
randomly oriented fibres in three dimensions (3D) are isotropic. Isotropic material provides the same
mechanical properties regardless the applied stresses direction. However, if the fibres are randomly
oriented in two dimensions (e.g. transversely oriented) the isotropic properties are changed to anisotropic
properties (Zhu et al., 1997). Finally, bidirectional FRCs are orthotropic with same properties in one
direction of the fibres and different properties in the other direction (Khan et al., 2015).
The theoretical estimate of the mechanical strength magnitude of FRC -based on fibre orientation- is
described as Krenchel’s factor (Krenchel, 1964). Krenchel’s factor scales the efficiency of fibre
reinforcement from 0 to 1 (Figure 1.2). Unidirectional fibres attain the highest Krenchel’s factor =1 (100%)
when the stresses are in the direction of the fibre’s long axis and reaches the lowest value (Krenchel’s
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factor=0) when the stresses are perpendicular to the fibres’ long axis. Other fibres orientations have
variable Krenchel’s factor values that ranges between 0.2 to 0.5. For example, bidirectional fibres can
achieve reinforcement in two directions with Krenchel’s factor 0.5 (50%) or 0.25 (25%), and randomly
oriented fibres provides same reinforcing properties in all directions with Krenchel’s factor of 0.38 (38%)
when oriented in 2D and 0.2 (20%) when oriented in 3D (Chong and Chai, 2003).

Figure 1.2:

1: load in the direction
of the fibres
0: load 90o to the fibres

0.5

0.25

A

B

C

0.38:2D
0.2:3D

D

Reinforcing efficiency (Krenchel's factor) for different fibres orientation; A:
Unidirectional, B: Bidirectional (0/90), C: Bidirectional (45/45) and D: Random
orientation (arrows indicate the direction of the load) (modified from Tanner and
Le Bell, 2016).

1.7.2.3 Fibre impregnation
Effective impregnation is achieved when the matrix is completely contacting all surfaces of reinforcing
fibres. Fibre impregnation is accomplished during FRC manufacturing process, and it is essential for
durable adhesion between the fibres and the matrix and therefore effective transfer of the load from matrix
to fibres and optimal mechanical performance and longevity of dental restorations (Vallittu, 1995b; 2009).
The complete degree of impregnation can be obtained easier if the fibres are pre-impregnated either with
polymer, monomer or with a combination of both (Vallittu, 1997b; Lastumaki et al., 2002). Strong adhesion
between the fibres and the polymer matrix is further enhanced by pre-treatment of the fibres with silane
coupling agents (Vallittu, 1993)
Failure to achieve successful impregnation (e.g. due to resin high viscosity or polymerization shrinkage)
might lead to failure to reach the theoretically-calculated mechanical strength values of FRC (Vallittu,
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1998b; 2009). The degraded mechanical properties in such cases have been explained by fibre
debonding and voids formation as a result to incomplete impregnation. Voids might increase the chance
of water sorption, which results in hydrolytic degradation of the resin or discoloration of the composite due
to microbial invasion (Miettinen and Vallittu, 1997). Moreover, voids can act as oxygen reserves, which
might affect the complete polymerization process (Lastumaki et al., 2003). Consequently, to overcome
the problem of incomplete impregnation, pre-impregnated fibres with the linear poly methyl methacrylate
(PMMA) has been introduced (fibre-resin prepregs) (Vallittu, 1998b; 1999).
1.7.2.4 Fibre quantity
Fibre quantity in FRC is expressed in fibre volume (Vf%) or fibre weight (Wtf%) fractions, which indicate
the fibre volume and weight in relation to matrix volume and weight, respectively. Fibre weight can be
measured by simply weighing the fibres during manufacturing of an FRC product. Fibre weight fraction
can be converted to volume fraction using a mathematical formula when the densities of the fibres and
the matrix are known. The FRC product developers measure the fibre volume fraction for more control of
the structural performance of the material (Vallittu, 2015).
Although it has been found that increasing the fibre volume increases the mechanical properties of the
FRC material (Norman and Robertson, 2003), the fibre volume fraction should not exceed a critical fibre
volume fraction limit, which ranges between 45-65% (Vallittu, 1994; Lassila et al., 2005; Ilie and Hickel,
2009). Excessive fibre inclusion can create defects/flaws in the matrix and affect the impregnation of the
fibres with the matrix and, consequently, the transferability of the load from matrix to fibres (Lassila and
Vallittu, 2004).
1.7.2.5 Fibre type
As part of the development of FRCs, several reinforcing fibres have been used. Initially carbon/graphite
fibres were used to reinforce composites. Despite the strong reinforcement guaranteed by carbon fibres,
their black colour and complicated manufacturing technique limit their dental applications (Torbjorner et
al., 1996).
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Ultrahigh molecular weight (UHMW) polyethylene fibres are one of the strongest available reinforcing
fibres (Gutteridge, 1992; Murphy, 1998). Nevertheless, their clinical use is limited also due to technical
difficulties in bonding to the dental polymers as well as their high affinity to microbial adhesion in the oral
environment (Gutteridge, 1992; Tanner et al., 2003).
Currently, glass fibres are predominantly used to reinforce composites in both industrial and dental
applications. For dental FRCs, the composition and the mechanical and optical characteristics of glass
fibres support their compatibility with dental polymers (Murphy, 1998; Tanner and Le Bell, 2016). Glass
fibres have high mechanical strength, low cost, transparent aesthetic appearance, and most importantly
a surface composition that permits adequate adhesion to the polymer matrix (Vallittu, 1993; 1996; Ellakwa
et al., 2002). Glass fibres are formed by mixing and heating raw materials (sand, kaolin, limestone and
colemanite) at a temperature of 1600°C. The liquid glass mass is then transformed into filaments, from
which the fibres are processed.
The first generation of glass fibres used in dentistry required the dentist/technician to manually add resin
and bonding agent to the nonimpregnated fibres. The second generation were preimpregnated with resin
by the manufacturer. The second generation glass fibres were first produced in 1999 by Vallittu, who
introduced the pre-impregnation of the fibres to overcome the technical challenges with the first
generation and to improve the fibres adhesion to the polymer matrix.
There are different types of glass fibres classified according to their structural composition, mechanical
and chemical properties (Vallittu, 1998a; 1998b):
-

A-glass (Alkali),

-

C-glass (Chemically resistance),

-

D-glass (Dielectric),

-

E-glass (Electrical),

-

R-glass (Resistance), and

-

S-glass (High strength).

E-glass fibres is the most commonly used to reinforced dental composites, followed by S-glass fibres.
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1.8 Glass FRC in dentistry
The glass FRCs are used in different applications in dental practice. Glass FRC periodontal splints are
used as an alternative to the metal wire splints (Hoeppner et al., 2011). Glass FRC is used also for both
active and passive orthodontic appliances (Burstone and Kuhlberg, 2000) and as implant supra-structures
(Meiers and Freilich, 2006). In fixed prosthodontics, glass FRC is used for direct (Freilich et al., 1998;
Vallittu, 2001) and indirect (Meiers and Freilich, 2006) fabrication of fixed partial dentures (FPD).
In restorative dentistry, FRC was used as a substructure that is covered with a PFC surface layer to create
bilayered composite restorations (Garoushi et al., 2007a; Garoushi et al., 2007b). One of the restorative
applications of glass FRC is the restoration of ETT (Garoushi et al., 2013a). This includes using glass
FRC as a core restoration (Tuncer et al., 2013; Kemaloglu et al., 2015) and/or as a root canal post material
(Newman et al., 2003; Mannocci et al., 2008; Bijelic et al., 2013; Abduljawad et al., 2016).

1.9 Glass FRC as a root canal post system
Since the development of glass FRCs, and with the growing interest in aesthetic dental restorations during
the past decades, progress has been made toward optimizing their mechanical and handling properties
and introducing them as a potential post material for ETT. This has been achieved through manipulating
the size, quantity and orientation of the glass fibres as well as changing the matrix formulations. As a
result, different glass FRC post systems have been introduced: prefabricated FRC posts, individuallyformed FRC posts and short-FRC (SFRC) posts (Figure 1.3).
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1.9.1 Prefabricated glass FRC post
The concept of incorporating reinforcing fibres into the resin matrix to produce intra-radicular post has
been demonstrated primarily in the prefabricated FRC posts. Prefabricated FRC posts were first produced
and used clinically in 1989 in France (Composipost, C-Post™). The first scientific article on FRC posts
was published in 1990, by Duret et al. (Duret et al., 1990), and in 1998, the first long-term clinical study
on that post system was published (Fredriksson et al., 1998).
The prefabricated FRC post consists of high volume fraction of closely packed long continuous
unidirectional fibres embedded in a fully-polymerized (cross-linked) matrix of epoxy resin or a combination
of epoxy and dimethacrylate resins (Lamichhane et al., 2014). The first prefabricated FRC post contained
dark carbon/graphite fibres. It was popular until glass reinforced prefabricated posts were introduced
(Goldberg and Burstone, 1992). Since then, a wide variety of prefabricated glass FRC posts manufactured
in several compositions, designs, dimensions, translucencies, and therefore variable mechanical and
physical properties, have become available. Prefabricated glass FRC posts are cemented to the canal
using composite resin luting cements. Subsequently, a core is constructed using a variety of composite
resin materials.
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1.9.1.1 Advantages of prefabricated glass FRC posts
When compared to metallic posts, prefabricated glass FRC posts are biologically, mechanically and
aesthetically compatible with tooth structure. Prefabricated glass fibre posts have been primarily promoted
for their modulus of elasticity that is compatible with the dentine when compared to metallic posts (Table
1.1). This compatibility has been reported to allows slight post flexion during function, which presumably
dissipate stresses and reduces the likelihood of unfavourable tooth failure (Fokkinga et al., 2004; Galhano
et al., 2005; Boschian Pest et al., 2006; Varvara et al., 2007).
Additionally, when compared to metallic posts, prefabricated FRC posts have demonstrated, high flexural
strength (Stewardson et al., 2010) and high fatigue resistance (Wiskott et al., 2007). However, it is
noteworthy that variable physical and mechanical properties have been reported for different
prefabricated glass FRC posts with different dimensions, designs, compositions and manufacturing
qualities (Seefeld et al., 2007, Freedman and Jain, 2008).

Table 1.1:

Elastic modulus of human dentine, prefabricated FRC and metallic posts

Material

Elastic modulus (GPa)

Reference

Dentine

15-40*

O'Brien, 2002; Kinney et al., 2003; Ziskind et al., 2011;
Zhang et al., 2014.

Prefabricated
glass FRC post

15-24

Lassila et al., 2004; Plotino et al., 2007; Zicari et al., 2013.

40

Pegoretti et al., 2002.

29-46

Mallick, 2007.

Titanium

66-110

Stainless steel

109-202

O'Brien, 2002; Plotino et al., 2007; Dietschi et al., 2007;
Goracci and Ferrari, 2011.

Gold

53-108

Metallic post

O'Brien, 2002; Pegoretti et al., 2002; Plotino et al., 2007.

*Values vary based on dentine location, tooth type and dry/moist environment.

The use of adhesive systems and resin cements allows bonding the prefabricated FRC posts to dentine
(Love and Purton, 1998). It has been suggested that adhesively bonded post (using resin cements)
together with a composite resin core, creates a homogenous unit, which might further contribute in the
homogeneity of stresses distribution in ETT (Mendoza et al., 1997; Mezzomo et al., 2003).
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The prefabricated FRC post is translucent and has been described as a “fibre-optic light guide” that carries
the light deep into the root canal (Strassler, 1999; Bassi, 2001; Milnar, 2010). In addition to enhanced
aesthetics, light transmitting translucent post can enhance the post retention and ultimately the final
structural integrity of the restored ETT (Pitel and Hicks, 2003). Nevertheless, studies have documented
that some light was transmitted through the translucent FRC post up to a depth of 10mm (Teixeira et al.,
2006) but not at the apical third of the root (Galhano et al., 2008), which suggests that this proposed
advantage may be limited.
1.9.1.2 Limitations of prefabricated glass FRC posts
One of the shortcomings of the prefabricated FRC posts is the fact that they are manufactured to a
predetermined shape and diameter that rarely adapt well to the root canal anatomy. Therefore, they are
centrally positioned in the neutral axis of the canal. The consequences of this limitation are summarized
in figure 1.4.

A space is
created
between
post and
tooth
especially
coronally

The space
is filled
essentially
with resin
cement

Thick cement
increases the
chance of voids
formation and
polymerization
stresses

Reduced
post’s
stiffness at
the cervical
area
(increases
post
flexesion )

Functional
stresses
accumulate
cervically

Adhesive
failure and
marginal
breakdown

Secondary
caries

Figure 1.4: Possible consequences of imprecise adaptation of prefabricated FRC post to canal walls.
(Tanner and Le Bell, 2016).

The second disadvantage of prefabricated FRC posts is related to the inner structure of the post. The
matrix is highly cross-linked (polymerized to a high degree of conversion) and allows no inter-diffusion
bonding between the post and the adhesive cement or resin-based core materials (Lastumaki et al., 2003;
Monticelli et al., 2004; Sadek et al., 2007). Therefore, the post’s retention to dentine and core material is
described as a mechanical interlocking, not a chemical bonding. However, manufacturers continuously
introduce surface features and recommend chemical and mechanical pre-conditioning to improve the
adhesion of the post to tooth structure and core material (Sahafi et al., 2002; Monticelli et al., 2006;
Perdigao et al., 2006).
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The fibres in the prefabricated glass FRC post are arranged in a continuous longitudinal manner.
Therefore, under intraoral loading conditions, the post possess its maximum strength and mechanical
performance when the load is along the fibres’ long axis, but when the load is perpendicular to the fibres,
the reinforcement efficiency of the post is reduced (anisotropy) (Vallittu, 2015). Importantly, intraoral loads
are multidirectional.
1.9.1.3 Studies on prefabricated glass FRC posts
The data for prefabricated FRC posts derived from in vitro studies are variable, especially when reporting
the mechanical performance of the posts under stresses (Cormier et al., 2001; Akkayan and Gulmez,
2002; Hu et al., 2003; Giovani et al., 2009; McLaren et al., 2009). The variable results in these reports are
ascribed to variability in design (cylindrical or tapered), surface characteristics (smooth-sided, threaded
or serrated) and dimensions of the tested posts. Additionally, different manufacturers produce
prefabricated FRC posts with different fibre/matrix ratio, fibre diameter, and fabrication quality. Moreover,
there is lack of consistency in testing protocols, such as nature of load (static/dynamic), load direction and
angle, which hampers the assessment and comparison of the reported results and conclusions.
The reports on the fracture resistance of ETT restored with prefabricated glass FRC posts in comparison
to metal posts were inconclusive. Higher failure load has been reported in metal posts (Newman et al.,
2003; Qing et al., 2007; McLaren et al., 2009), and in FRC posts (Barjau-Escribano et al., 2006; Hayashi
et al., 2006) while other reports have found no significant difference in failure loads between metal and
FRC posts (Hu et al., 2003; Fokkinga et al., 2006a). However, dental clinicians predominantly appreciate
a restoration that have high probability of tooth-repairability in cases of failure, to avoid extracting the tooth
and complicating the treatment plan. In this regard, in a review conducted by Fokkinga et al. (2006), they
concluded that ETT restored with FRC posts have more restorable failures than metal posts (prefabricated
and cast posts).
Although several systematic reviews have been reported on FRC posts, all agreed that it is difficult to
compare the clinical studies due to inconsistencies in sample selection and the baseline evaluation
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protocol such as RCT quality evaluation, remaining tooth structure (e.g. ferrule effect) and
presence/absence of parafunctional habits (Soares et al., 2012; Dikbas and Tanalp, 2013). Nevertheless,
over reasonably long follow-up periods in both retrospective (Signore et al., 2009; Ghavamnasiri et al.,
2011) and prospective (Naumann et al., 2005a; Naumann et al., 2005b; Zicari et al., 2010; Schmitter et
al., 2011; Naumann et al., 2012; Gbadebo et al., 2014) clinical studies, prefabricated FRC post showed
favourable clinical performance with high survival rates (65%- 98%-follow-up period of 2 -7 years) and a
more repairable root fracture when compared to metal post.
Finally, in finite element analyses (FEA), prefabricated FRC posts demonstrated high stresses in the
cervical region due to post flexibility and lowest stresses inside the root (Pegoretti et al., 2002; Boschian
Pest et al., 2006).
1.9.2 Individually-formed glass FRC post
Although several attempts have been undertaken to improve the bonding between the prefabricated glass
FRC post and the adhesive cements through chemical treatments of the post, neither the chemical pretreatment modalities nor the adhesive monomers were able to penetrate the fully polymerized matrix of
the prefabricated glass FRC posts (Le Bell-Ronnlof et al., 2004; 2005). Hence, an intra-radicular post with
a partially polymerized matrix was developed. This was achieved by manufacturing a glass FRC material
consisting of a semi-IPN matrix that is reinforced with continuous longitudinal fibres. Among the dental
applications of this glass FRC material is the restoration of ETT where the FRC is used to construct
individually-formed posts (Fokkinga et al., 2006a; Abo El-Ela et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2008; Ozcan and
Valandro, 2009,). For individually-formed post construction, multiple strips of the material are cut and
adapted to fit the post space depth and width, then polymerized in situ. This is followed by composite core
build up.
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1.9.2.1 Advantages of individually-formed glass FRC posts
Since both prefabricated and individually-formed posts are essentially glass FRC material, they have
common basic advantages over metallic posts. However, compared with prefabricated FRC posts,
individually-formed FRC posts have the advantage of being fabricated to fit canal configuration and
dimensions without undue root structure removal. Unlike prefabricated FRC post, the individually-formed
post is closely adapted to canal walls in the cervical area of the root, which has been found to improve
the load bearing capacity (Le Bell-Ronnlof et al., 2011). It has been demonstrated that when the
reinforcing fibres are placed closer to outer dentine rather than the centre of root canal, the resultant
configuration closely simulates the biomechanics of the natural tooth (Guzy and Nicholls, 1979;
Torbjorner, 2000). Additionally, closely adapted posts minimize the cement thickness, thus minimizing
polymerization stresses.
The presence of the linear phase in the crosslinked matrix has been found to provide greater toughness
(Lassila et al., 2004) and improved inter-diffusion bonding of individually-formed FRC posts (Kallio et al.,
2001; Lastumaki et al., 2002; Mannocci et al., 2005). The linear polymer phases act as an adhesion
facilitator. Some dental resin-based bonding agent monomers can diffuse into that linear phase and
dissolve it, forming a secondary-IPN (Mannocci et al., 2005; Vallittu, 2009). This results in an interdiffusion bonding between the post and the adhesive cement (Vallittu, 2009; Wolff et al., 2012).
1.9.2.2 Limitations of individually-formed glass FRC posts
Clinically, the build-up procedure of individually-formed post is technique sensitive (Terry et al., 2001).
Similar to prefabricate FRC posts, individually-formed posts have an anisotropic nature.
1.9.2.3 Studies on individually-formed glass FRC posts
Compared to metal posts, contradictory results have been reported on the in vitro mechanical
performance of individually-formed glass FRC posts (Lassila et al., 2004; Fokkinga et al., 2006a; 2006b,
Abo El-Ela et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2008,; Ozcan and Valandro, 2009; Davis et al., 2010; Le Bell-Ronnlof
et al., 2011). While, improved flexural strength has been reported for individually-formed FRC posts by
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Lassila et al. (2004), low flexural strength has been reported by Davis et al. (2010) and Yang et al. (2008).
In contrast to Ozcan and Valandro (2009) , Abo El-Ela et al. (2008), have reported higher failure load of
ETT restored with individually-formed FRC post compared to metal posts. On the other hand, Fokkinga
et al.(2006a and 2006b), Le Bell-Ronnlof et al. (2011) and Yang et al. (2008) found no significant
difference between the fracture resistance of metal posts and individually-formed FRC posts.
Favourable failure mode has been demonstrated by utilizing individually-formed FRC posts (Fokkinga et
al., 2006a; 2006b, Yang et al., 2008; Le Bell-Ronnlof et al., 2011), whereas Davis et al. (2010) have
identified both favourable and unfavourable failures mode in ETT restored with individually-formed FRC
posts.
Unfortunately, long term clinical evaluation of ETT restored with individually-formed posts is not available
yet.
1.9.3 Short-Fibre Reinforced Composite (SFRC) posts
Recently, a glass FRC with modified fibre orientation and length was developed. It is a composite material
with discontinuous millimetre-scale reinforcing E-glass fibres that are randomly oriented in a semi-IPN
matrix, and it is known as short-fibre reinforced composite (SFRC). It was first introduced to the dental
market as a restorative filling material in high stress-bearing areas to overcome the disadvantages of PFC
restorations and has recently been promoted as an intra-radicular post material.
1.9.3.1 Development of SFRCs
PFCs are increasingly selected by clinicians to restore anterior and posterior teeth due to their bonding
ability, aesthetics and low cost (da Veiga et al., 2016). However, the success of PFC in high stress-bearing
areas is limited by commonly occurring secondary caries and restoration fracture (Demarco et al., 2012;
Heintze and Rousson, 2012; Opdam et al., 2014). In this respect, it has been demonstrated that PFC bulk
fractures were more frequent than caries and were associated with early failures (Brunthaler et al., 2003;
Rodolpho et al., 2011).
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In a recent systematic review conducted by Heintze et al. (2017), they have correlated the clinical fracture
of composite restorations to the material’s fracture toughness. Fracture toughness is a mechanical
property reflecting the ability of a brittle material to resist catastrophic crack propagation under an applied
load through efficient load transfer from the matrix to the reinforcing fillers (Kim and Okuno, 2002). Hence,
fracture toughness is influenced by the material’s composition. In this regard, the PFC (reinforced with
particle-fillers) has been acknowledged as structurally different from dentine (reinforced with collagen
fibres), which might affect the fracture toughness of PFC (Manhart et al., 2000). Therefore, the idea of
reinforcing restorative composite with fibre-fillers to resemble dentine microstructure has evolved, and
consequently a variety of restorative SFRCs have become available. Generally, restorative SFRCs are
reinforced with discontinuous randomly oriented short-glass fibres and are available in packable or
flowable consistencies. They are recommended to restore large cavities in vital and non-vital teeth.
Early attempts to reinforce restorative composite with discontinuous short-glass fibres were not
completely successful and some products have been withdrawn from the market (Van Dijken and
Sunnegardh-Gronberg, 2006; Al-Turki et al., 2007; Drummond et al., 2009). Investigators have correlated
the materials’ poor clinical performance mainly with quantity, geometry and aspect ratio (length to
diameter ratio) of the reinforcing fibres (Van Dijken and Sunnegardh-Gronberg, 2006).
Bearing in mind that for efficient transfer of load from matrix to fibres the reinforcing short-fibres length (lf)
needs to surpass the critical fibre length (lfc), the earlier SRFC products, on reflection, probably have not
fulfilled this requirement (Petersen, 2005; Batdorf, 2012). The fibres in the earlier SFRC formulations were
described as micrometre-scale fibres (60 - 200µm) with a diameter that is less than 9µm, therefore, such
formulations were speculated to be sub-optimally reinforced and not capable of providing adequate
strength and toughness. Hence, restorations constructed using earlier SFRC formulations showed clinical
problems such as progressive wear and surface roughness and high failure rate mainly due to restoration
bulk fracture (Van Dijken and Sunnegardh-Gronberg, 2006).
Also, the earlier SFRC products were described as low aspect ratio composites (l/d ranges between 6
and 22). Although their aspect ratio is above the lowest aspect ratio limit for dental SFRC, which is 5.2
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(Kardos, 1985; Shouha et al., 2014), it has been found that a higher aspect ratio improves the strength,
fracture toughness and reinforcing efficiency in SFRCs (Lee, 1992; Petersen, 2005).
The efforts to develop a reinforced restorative composite continued and were documented in a series of
in vitro studies conducted primarily by Garoushi and groups of researchers. They tested different
experimental SFRC formulations through incorporating longer fibres (millimetre-scale glass fibres), in
higher aspect ratio and in different quantities to semi-IPN matrix until they reached the formula of the
contemporary restorative SFRC. Their early experimental formulations were prepared by adding BisGMA-TEGDMA impregnated millimetre-scale glass fibres (1-6 mm in length and 0-22 Vf%) to PMMA
(Garoushi et al., 2006). They concluded that there is no significant difference in reinforcing capacity with
embedded fibres lengths from 2mm to 5mm. Additionally, since longer fibres were associated with more
challenging handling of the material, 2mm fibre length were considered as the upper limit of the reinforcing
millimetre-scale glass fibres.
Subsequent studies were carried out to test the mechanical properties of the new millimetre-scale SFRC
experimental formulation in various restorative applications in comparison to PFC. In these studies, the
new SFRC was tested using a bi-layered restoration approach that consists of SFRC bulk-filled
substructure and a cover layer (1-2mm) of PFC. In this context, experimental SFRC was used to repair
fractured incisors and the results revealed a significant increase of the load bearing capacity (Garoushi
et al., 2007a; 2007b). Similar observations were identified when experimental SFRC was used as a single
crown restoration (Garoushi et al., 2007c), 3-unit fixed partial dentures (Garoushi et al., 2007d) and for
post and core construction (Garoushi et al., 2009).
Physical and biological properties of the experimental SFRC were also evaluated. Studies have revealed
an acceptable depth of cure, reduced polymerization shrinkage and microleakage for the experimental
SFRC specimens (Garoushi et al., 2008a; 2008b). The experimental SFRC also have shown similar
bacterial adhesion (Streptococcus mutans) to that of PFC in spite of rougher SFRC surface (Lassila et
al., 2009).
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The experimental millimetre-scale SFRC demonstrated a significant improvement in mechanical
properties, namely; fracture toughness (14 MNm-1.5), compressive strength (129 MPa) and load bearing
capacity (1584 N) in comparison to PFC (2 MNm-1.5, 112 MPa and1031N) (Garoushi et al., 2011). The
authors concluded that these findings supported the use of the new SFRC as a bulk-fill restoration in the
posterior region.
The first commercial millimetre-scale SFRC (Xenious, StickTeck Ltd, Turku, Finland) was manufactured
and launched for clinical application in Finland in 2011. With the promising results of the in vitro studies,
in 2012, Garoushi et al. reported a short term (12 months follow up) study to investigate the clinical
performance of the commercial millimetre-scale SFRC. The material was used to restore complex cavities
(class I and II) in vital and non-vital posterior teeth as a bulk-fill restoration. The results were promising
with lack of caries and restoration fracture, however, five out of 37 teeth exhibited marginal leakage with
one case of post-operative pulpal sensitivity.
In 2013, the name of the millimetre-scale SFRC material was changed to everX Posteriorä (StickTeck
Ltd, Turku, Finland) and launched globally. everX Posterior is a millimetre-scale SFRC consisting of BisGMA (bisphenol-A diglycidyl dimethacrylate) and TEGDMA (triethylene glycol dimethacrylate) crosslinked
polymers with a linear polymer of PMMA (polymethyl methacrylate) creating a semi-IPN matrix. It is
reinforced with high aspect ratio discontinuous, randomly oriented millimetre-scale short E-glass fibre
fillers with diameter of 16-17µm and length ranges between 0.3 mm and 2 mm (according to the
manufacturer) and inorganic particulate fillers (Appendix 1). Since then, everX Posterior has been
recognized primarily as a packable bulk-fill SFRC restorative material. Although, different packable and
flowable bulk-fill SFRC have been commercialized since then, to the author’s knowledge, everX Posterior
is the only bulk-fill SFRC with millimetre-scale E-glass reinforcing fibres in a semi-IPN matrix.
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1.9.3.2 Studies on everX Posterior SFRC as a bulk-fill restoration
everX Posterior SFRC has attracted the interest of a number of researchers and has been the focus of
both laboratory and clinical studies. In these studies, the mechanical properties of everX Posterior SFRC
has been compared with either micro-filled or nano-filled PFC. everX Posterior SFRC was evaluated as
a direct onlay restoration (Garoushi et al., 2013a) and as a complex restoration (Frater et al., 2014; Soares
et al., 2018). It has been concluded that the mechanical performance of everX Posterior SFRC is superior
to PFC in high stress bearing areas. Similar findings were reported when everX Posterior SFRC was used
to restore complex cavities in endodontically treated premolars (Kemaloglu et al., 2015; Bilgi et al., 2016;
Gurel et al., 2016; Eapen et al., 2017; Gaintantzopoulou et al., 2018) and molars (Ozsevik et al., 2016;
Yasa et al., 2016; Garlapati et al., 2017; Tekce et al., 2017). On the other hand, some studies found no
significant differences between PFC composite and everX Posterior SFRC when used for complex
restoration in molars (Rocca et al., 2015) and premolars (Atalay et al., 2016; Barreto et al., 2016).
Clinically, everX Posterior SFRC has been evaluated in a number of case-reports. In these reports, everX
Posterior SFRC was used to restore structurally compromised ETT molars as a bulk-fill restoration. Casereports indicated that SFRC provided coronal reinforcement and seal and conserved tooth structure (Shah
et al., 2016; Soares et al., 2016; Yadav et al., 2016).

1.9.3.3 Structural and physico-mechanical properties of everX Posterior SFRC
The reported studies on everX Posterior SFRC have addressed the performance of this new SFRC in
relation to its structural and physico-mechanical properties:
everX Posterior physico-mechanical properties: Under mechanical testing, everX Posterior SFRC showed
significantly improved mechanical properties (Table 1.2) including flexural strength, flexural modulus,
fracture toughness and compressive strength when compared to PFC and other bulk-fill restorative
composite resins (Garoushi et al., 2013b; Belli et al., 2014; Leprince et al., 2014; Abouelleil et al., 2015;
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Bijelic et al., 2015b; Bijelic et al., 2016; Tsujimoto et al., 2016c; Garoushi et al., 2017). Additionally, everX
Posterior SFRC showed improved static and fatigue fracture resistance when compared to PFC and other
bulk-fill composite resin restorations in ETT and non-ETT teeth (Bijelic et al., 2015b; Ozsevik et al., 2016;
Eapen et al., 2017; Garlapati et al., 2017).
In a recent study conducted by Garoushi et al. (2017), they evaluated the mechanical properties of all of
the currently available SFRCs (micrometre-scale SFRCs: Alert, EasyCore, Build-It, TI-Core, millimetrescale SFRC: everX Posteriorä). everX Posterior demonstrated significantly higher fracture toughness
(2.4MPa1/2) than other materials (1.3-1.8 MPa1/2) and comparable flexural strength (120MPa) to other
materials (90-125MPa).

Table 1.2:

Mechanical properties of everX Posterior SFRC as reported in various studies

Reference
Garoushi et al., 2013b; 2016
Belli et al., 2014
Leprince et al., 2014
Goracci et al., 2014
Abouelleil et al., 2015
Bijelic et al., 2015b
Bijelic et al., 2016
Tsujimoto et al., 2016c
Garoushi et al., 2017

Flexural
strength
(MPa)
124.3
110.7
101
201
153
107
119
124.3
120

Flexural
modulus
(GPa)
9.5
12.2
8.3

Fracture
toughness
(MPa1/2)
2.9
2.2
-

Compressive
strength
(MPa)
-

14.6

3.1
2.6
2.4
3.1
2.4

247
235

12.6
9.5
-

-

The ability of a restorative material to resist fracture is of a vital importance especially in stress-bearing
areas. Dental materials with adequate fracture toughness can hinder the fracture propagation, which
reduces the chance of restoration bulk fracture and results in a more “graceful” restoration failure and a
more favourable outcome for the tooth. It has been claimed that there is no other composite material has
a fracture toughness greater than the reported value of everX Posterior SFRC (Garoushi et al., 2017).
The high fracture toughness of everX Posterior SFRC has influenced the fracture behaviour of the
restored teeth. Favourable failure behaviour of teeth restored with everX Posterior SFRC has been more
frequently reported (Garoushi et al., 2013a; Frater et al., 2014; Kemaloglu et al., 2015; Bilgi et al., 2016;
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Gurel et al., 2016; Eapen et al., 2017; Garlapati et al., 2017; Soares et al., 2018) than the unfavourable
failure behaviour (Rocca et al., 2015; Barreto et al., 2016; Yasa et al., 2016; Tekce et al., 2017)
Another factor that might influence early or late restoration failure is compatibility of the mechanical
properties of the restorative material to dentine (Donovan et al., 2017). everX Posterior SFRC modulus
of elasticity is reported to range between 8.3-14.6 MPa, which is close to the reported values of the dentine
(Table 1.3). Similarly, the reported flexural strength, fracture toughness and compressive strength values
of everX Posterior SFRC match those reported for human dentine.

Table 1.3:

Comparison between everX Posterior SFRC and dentine mechanical properties
everX Posterior SFRC*

Elastic modulus (GPa)
8.3-14.6
1/2
Fracture toughness (MPa )
2.4 - 3.1
Flexural strength (MPa)
101-201
Compressive strength (MPa)
235-247
* Details on the reported values and references were presented in table 1.2

Dentine
18-25 (Kinney et al., 2003)
1.13 - 2.02 (Iwamoto and Ruse, 2003)
213 (Plotino et al., 2007)
297.1 (Craig and Peyton, 1958)

Polymerization stability, microleakage, depth of cure, light transmission and bonding performance are
among the most frequently investigated physical characteristics of SFRCs (Garoushi et al., 2018). everX
Posterior SFRC exhibited lower polymerization shrinkage and polymerization shrinkage-induced stresses
compared to other bulk-fill and conventional composites (Garoushi et al., 2013b; 2015a Tsujimoto et al.,
2016c). Restricted polymerization shrinkage has been attributed to the material’s composition (semi-IPN
and randomly oriented short-fibres) and to the bulk-fill application technique (Tezvergil et al., 2006;
Garoushi et al., 2008b; 2015a Vallittu, 2009; 2015). Low polymerization shrinkage is crucial for marginal
integrity and microleakage control and to avoid subsequent secondary caries, post-operative sensitivity
and restoration failure (Demarco et al., 2012).
Lower microleakage of everX Posterior SFRC has been documented when compared to other bulk-fill
and conventional composite restorations (Garoushi et al., 2015a; Patel et al., 2016; Patnana et al., 2017).
In contrast, other studies have reported similar microleakage in both everX Posterior SFRC and other
bulk-fill and PFC materials (Al Sunbul et al., 2016; Miletic et al., 2016)
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Depth of cure of everX Posterior SFRC was similar to some bulk-fill materials but significantly higher than
conventional composite resin (Garoushi et al., 2013b; Tsujimoto et al., 2016c). Depth of cure is the
maximum depth of the material that guarantees adequate light intensity for complete polymerization
through the composite restoration increment. The depth of cure of the everX Posterior SFRC (4 – 5 mm)
as a bulk-fill restoration has been found to be twice that of conventional composite (Garoushi et al., 2013b;
Li et al., 2015; Omran et al., 2016; Tsujimoto et al., 2016c, Miletic et al., 2017). Deeper cure has been
explained by the translucency and the fibre content of SFRC (Garoushi et al., 2015b; Donovan et al.,
2017; Miletic et al., 2017). The irregular inner structure of SFRC due to the presence of different light
propagation media (resin matrix and short random fibres) enhances light transmission and reflection
(Vallittu, 2015). According to Le bell et al (2013), light conduction and scattering is better in fibre-reinforced
composite compared to conventional composite. Additionally, E- glass, which present in SFRC structure,
has been found to enhance the light scattering after polymerization initiation (Vallittu, 2015). Adequate
light cure penetration has been found to affect the mechanical properties, colour stability, biocompatibility
and clinical longevity of restorations (Ferracane and Greener, 1986; Tanaka et al., 1991). Improved light
transmission qualities are also advantageous when curing inaccessible posterior restorations due to
difficult light unit placement in close contact with the restoration. Additionally, increased depth of cure to
4-5mm allows application of thicker increments, which saves time and simplifies management.
Reports on bonding performance of everX Posterior SFRC to dentine are conflicting. Durable bonding to
dentine (improved shear bond strength) compared to PFC, has been reported for everX Posterior SFRC
(Tsujimoto et al., 2016a). In this study, Tsujimoto et al (2016a) suggested that the superior mechanical
properties of everX Posterior SFRC have influenced the bond durability. In contrast, everX Posterior
SFRC bonding performance was found to be similar to PFC using similar adhesive resins (Tsujimoto et
al., 2016b; Nagas et al., 2017).
Interlayer bonding strength of everX Posterior SFRC has been also evaluated and compared to PFC.
Bijelic et al. (2015a) evaluated the effect of the presence of an oxygen inhibition layer formed on the
surface of everX Posterior SFRC and conventional composite to estimate the interlayer bond strength.
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The oxygen inhibition layer formed on everX Posterior SFRC surface after polymerization was thicker
than that formed on conventional composite. They attributed the results to the difference in the
composition of both materials. However, the interlayer bond strength in everX Posterior SFRC was similar
to that of conventional composite. Interestingly, everX Posterior SFRC showed evidence of interlayer
bonding even with the absence of oxygen inhibition layer (Bijelic et al., 2015a). Reliable interlayer bonding
in the presence and absence of oxygen inhibition layer is useful in clinical repair of fractured restoration
when new composite is added to the old one.
everX Posterior SFRC structural properties: The mechanical and physical behaviour of everX Posterior
SFRC was attributed to the matrix and fibres of SFRC and their reciprocal interaction.
The elastic properties of the semi-IPN polymer matrix in SFRC have been assumed to absorb
polymerization shrinkage-induced stresses during polymerization (Vallittu, 2009). Additionally, the
presence of the linear phase (PMMA) reduces the brittleness of the cross-linked phase and consequently
contributes in the material’s improved toughness competency (Bijelic et al., 2016).
The linear polymer (PMMA) and the cross-linked polymer (Bis-GMA and TEGDMA) are not bonded
chemically, which permits monomer inter-diffusion bonding. Microscopically, the monomers of the new
resins (repairing, veneering composite or luting cement) swell the soluble phase (PMMA) of the semi-IPN
allowing penetration of the new resins into the swelled phases of the matrix. During polymerization, the
new resin monomer locks into the swelled PMMA phases and an IPN-bonding result (secondary-IPN)
(Lastumaki et al., 2003; Keulemans et al., 2017). However, the structural integrity of the matrix might be
interrupted by the presence of flaws such as porosity, cracks, resin rich regions and contamination, which
are not uncommon in heterogenous structures.
The reinforcing fibres in SFRC are similar to collagen fibres in dentine, which make them both flexible,
tough and able to resist crack-growth (Nalla et al., 2003). However, fibre-related properties such as length,
aspect ratio, quantity and orientation have an influence on the reinforcing and toughening mechanism of
SFRC.
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In everX Posterior SFRC, the fibre length is described as a range of 0.3 to 1.9mm. However, different
fibres length values have been reported by different manufacturers (Garoushi et al., 2013b; Abouelleil et
al., 2015; Bijelic et al., 2016). The gradual fibre length range is influenced by the manufacturing process,
which might lead to fibre breakage during fabrication (Mortazavian and Fatemi, 2015b).
For effective reinforcement, the discontinuous short-fibre length must exceed a critical fibre length (lfc)
and match an optimal fibre length (Ifo). Critical fibre length of glass fibres has been calculated to be as
much as 50 times the fibre’s diameter (Vallittu, 2015). The diameter of currently used reinforcing glass
fibres in SFRCs is 16 –18 µm, therefore the critical fibre length has been estimated to range between
0.75 – 0.9 mm according to Vallittu, 2015. In everX Posterior SFRC, the critical fibre length was measured
to be between 0.85 and 1.09 mm (Bijelic et al., 2016). Optimal fibre length (Ifo) is estimated to be
approximately 1.2 times the critical fibre length, and in SFRCs, optimal fibre length has been estimated
to range between 1.0-1.5 mm (Li et al., 1991; Wetherhold and Jain, 1992). The optimal fibre length for
everX Posterior SFRC was measured to be approximately 1.15 mm (Bijelic et al., 2016). Therefore, the
range of efficiently reinforcing fibre length in everX posterior SFRC is between 0.85-1.15mm (lfc £ fibre
length£ Ifo).
Interestingly, microscopic analysis of everX Posterior SFRC revealed specific reinforcement functions
carried by fibres of different lengths (Bijelic et al., 2016). While, the shortest fibres (represent 18% of the
total fibres content) act as particulate fillers, the longest fibres (1.1-1.9mm) that exceed the optimal fibre
length (11% of the total fibres content) will either break or behave as continuous fibres. Both fibre length
range have no actual reinforcing functions. The remaining fibres (71% of the fibre content) range between
0.4-1.0mm. Fibres in this range can effectively encounter the load and act as a crack propagation stopper
through their ability to stretch, pull out and bridge between crack edges (Garoushi et al., 2007e; 2013b,
Bijelic et al., 2016). Thus, fibres that range between 0.4-0.7mm tend to pull-out (short embedded segment
of the fibre) and continue to carry the load, whereas the fibres that range between 0.8-1.0mm tend to
bridge between the crack edges. This is known as toughening mechanism, which results in slowing crack
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propagation, blunting the sharp crack and reducing stress concentration at crack tip in SFRCs (Kim and
Watts, 2004).
everX Posterior is described as a high aspect ratio SFRC compared to the earlier SFRC products. High
aspect ratio fibres have a high ratio of the fibre length to its cross-sectional diameter and are associated
with a significant improvement in the flexural strength. The measured aspect ratio in everX Posterior
ranges between18 and 112 (Bijelic et al., 2016), which is above the lower limit of the aspect ratio in SFRCs
(5.2) and within the range of the recommended high aspect ratio (68-640), as concluded by Shouha et
al., 2014.
In the same study, Shouha et al., 2014 have also conclude that fibre volume fraction of 5% is associated
with poor mechanical performance, and10% fibre volume loading provides the best mechanical
performance in SFRCs, which is in agreement with other studies (Norman and Robertson, 2003; Berger
et al., 2007). Nevertheless, higher fibre volume increases the tendency of the fibres to cluster, which can
adversely affect the fibre-matrix interfacial bond, result in voids formation and eventually decrease the
mechanical strength of SFRCs (Karacaer et al., 2003). Fibre volume fraction in everX Posteriorä is 7.2%,
which is within the reported efficient fibre volume range (Bijelic et al., 2016).
Microscopically, the random orientation of the short-fibres in everX Posteriorä was described as 3D Xorientation, hence the inclusion of the letter ‘X” in the trade name of the material. Random fibre orientation
has been strongly correlated with multidirectional broader reinforcement and with the toughness
characteristics of everX Posteriorä (Bijelic et al., 2013; Garoushi et al., 2007e; 2013b). Additionally, unlike
long aligned fibres, the random orientation reduces the chance of fibres debonding, which improves the
load bearing capacity (Brighenti and Scorza, 2012a).
Although 3D multidirectional orientation is known originally to provide an isotropic reinforcing effect
(Krenchel’s reinforcing factor of 0.2), the homogeneity of the 3D orientation distribution in SFRCs is
uncertain. It has been found that fibre orientation distribution (FOD) in SFRCs is influenced by fibre
geometry and quantity, viscoelastic behaviour of the matrix, fabrication process, the insertion method
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(injectable vs packable), manipulation technique and size of the cavity, leaving FOD difficult to predict or
measure (Zhu et al., 1997, Mortazavian and Fatemi, 2015b, Bijelic et al., 2016). Change of the fibre
orientation from 3D orientation to 2D orientation with anisotropic behaviour (Krenchel’s reinforcing factor
of 0.38) has been reported (Vallittu, 2014; Bijelic et al., 2016; Nagata et al., 2016; Keulemans et al., 2017;
Vallittu and Ozcan, 2017). 2D orientation is created during packing of SFRC, where the longest
discontinuous fibres aligned transversely.
1.9.3.4 everX Posterior SFRC as a root canal post
Based on the aforementioned efficient mechanical and physical properties of everX Posterior SFRC as a
bulk -fill restoration in high stress bearing areas, it has been hypothesized that everX Posterior SFRC
materials can sustain the load conditions as an intra-radicular post (Garoushi et al., 2009). During the
early stages of everX Posterior SFRC development, the experimental SFRC was evaluated as post and
core restorations (Garoushi et al., 2009). The results showed that ETT restored with experimental SFRC
had both a high failure load and a favourable fracture pattern.
To date, three studies have assessed the commercially available everX Posterior SFRC as an intraradicular post. One study evaluated the bond strength of everX Posterior SFRC to canal dentine (Nagas
et al., 2017), while the other studies evaluated the fracture strength of everX Posterior SFRC posts in
anterior (Bijelic et al., 2013) and posterior teeth (Forster et al., 2017)
Bijelic et al. (2013) reconstructed severely damaged ETT incisors with SFRC* as a core only, as a core
on individually-formed FRC post and as a whole post and core system. They compared it to a PFC core
with and without an individually-formed FRC post. After subjecting the teeth to static load, they found that
all SFRC restorative combinations had a higher fracture strength than PFC restorations. Amongst all
SFRC restorative combinations, the core restoration alone without post placement had the highest
fracture load. However, SFRC post placement was associated with more favourable fracture patterns.

* From now on in this thesis, the shorter term “SFRC” will be used to refer to everX Posterior: “randomly oriented
discontinuous, millimetre-scale E-glass reinforcing fibres in semi-IPN matrix”, unless specification of the trade name is
required.
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They attributed the enhanced reinforcement not only to the randomly orientated fibres in SFRC, but also
to the homogeneity of the post and core as one assembly constructed of the same material.
In another reported study of endodontically-treated premolars with more conservative access cavity
design, SFRC was applied as a coronal restoration with and without a post of the same material (Forster
et al., 2017). They compared it to intact premolars and to conventional coronal composite with and without
prefabricated FRC post. Restoring ETT with SFRC resulted in higher facture strength under static load in
comparison to other restorative reconstruction techniques. However, teeth restored with SFRC had more
catastrophic failures than teeth restored with prefabricated FRC post and intact teeth.
Nagas et al. (2017) assessed SFRC post push-out bond strength before and after cyclic loading and
compared it to prefabricated FRC post. The results showed that the SFRC post had a bond strength
comparable to that of a prefabricated FRC and cyclic loading had no effect on the bond strength in both
post systems. They commented that the fibres in both restorative materials might absorb all the stresses
and consequently preserved the adhesive bond to root canal dentine.
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1.10 Failure of restored ETT
When restoring an ETT with a post and core, the ultimate clinical goal is to restore functional and aesthetic
characteristics of the tooth and to minimize the chances of early and non-restorable failures. Therefore,
the selection of the appropriate post and core material should be based on the ability of the material to
withstand the physical, mechanical and biological conditions to which they will be exposed in the oral
environment. Post and core should preserve tooth structure, be easy to handle and come at a reasonable
cost. Additionally, when the ETT is to be restored with all ceramic crown, the aesthetic characteristics of
the post and core material is a significant additional consideration.
Post space preparation for the SFRC is conservative. Firstly, because extra modification of the canal to
fit the post is not required, and secondly, because the adhesive bonding of the SFRC to dentine
diminishes the need for increasing the post length for extra retention and strength. In addition, everX
Posterior is supplied in transparent shade, which satisfies aesthetic requirements when this is a
consideration.
ETT restored with SFRC as a post have been shown to withstand intraoral stresses in posterior and
anterior region and fracture in a favourable manner (Bijelic et al., 2013). This is supported by the fact that
SFRC is constructed in the root with close adaptation to the canal dentine walls rather than being placed
centrally in the root, which is the case with prefabricated posts. Mechanically, SFRC adaptation to canal
walls is advantageous in terms of reinforcement of the root against cervical tensile stresses (Le BellRonnlof et al., 2011).
Similarities between SFRC and dentine physico-mechanical properties enable homogenous load
distribution within the root. SFRC post and core provides a mono-phasic assembly that is adhesively
bonded to dentine, which also contributes to improved mechanical support.
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1.11 Statement of problem
Tooth fracture is the most serious type of failure in restored ETT. Intraorally, tooth fracture commonly
results from repeated functional or parafunctional forces (Dietschi et al., 2008). Therefore, it seems
realistic to design fracture resistance tests that replicate oral conditions in terms of the nature of the load
(cyclic load) and temperature (thermocycling). Both cyclic loading and thermocycling have not been
considered in the previous SFRC post and core fracture resistance investigations.
As demonstrated earlier, structural composition of SFRC has affected the mechanical behaviour of teeth
restored with SFRC as bulk-fill restorations. Nevertheless, there is very little data on the effect of such
factor on the mechanical behaviour of ETT restored with SFRC as post and core restorations.
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1.12 Aims of the thesis
The general aim of this thesis is to analyse the failure of ETT restored with SFRC as directly-layered post
and core restorations. In the series of studies presented in this thesis, failure load and failure mode of
ETT restored with SFRC post and core restorations will be evaluated after subjecting the teeth to cyclic
fracture resistance testing protocol. Internal structure of SFRC will be analysed using two research tools;
micro-Computed Tomography (micro-CT) and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM).
The first hypothesis: restoring ETT with SFRC post and core restoration improves the fracture strength
and reduces the incidence of catastrophic failure of ETT.
The second hypothesis: the structural composition of SFRC has an impact on the mechanical behaviour
of ETT restored with SFRC posts and cores restorations.
The detailed aims are:
1. To perform qualitative and quantitative three-dimensional analysis of SFRC posts and cores structure
using micro-CT.
2. To evaluate fracture strength (failure load) of extensively-damaged, endodontically-treated premolars
restored with SFRC posts and core sand ceramic crowns and compare it to fracture strength of sound
premolars and ETT restored with prefabricated FRC posts.
3. To evaluate the failure mode of ETT restored with SFRC posts and cores, prefabricated FRC posts
and sound premolars.
4. To investigate the relationship between SFRC structural analysis (micro-CT results) and the failure
of ETT restored with SFRC posts and cores.
5. To evaluate the fractured surface (fractography) of SFRC posts and cores using SEM and correlate
the findings to the failure of ETT restored with SFRC posts and cores.
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CHAPTER 2
General material and methods

This chapter describes the materials used in this project and introduces the general methodology.
However, in Chapters 3, 4,5 and 6, more experiment-related details will be presented related to the
specific investigation described in each chapter.
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2.1 Project outline

Tested groups
45 teeth

Experimental groups

ETT restored with
Prefabricated FRC post
15 teeth

Untreated Premolars
15 teeth

Qualitatively and quantitatively micro-CT
analysis of SFRC post and core structure

Chapter 4

Chapter 3

ETT restored with
SFRC post and core
15 teeth

Control group

Chapter 5

Association between micro-CT results
and failure of SFRC posts and cores

Chapter 6

Failure load and failure mode evaluation

SEM fractography analysis of failed
SFRC posts and cores

Figure2.1:

Project outline presents tested groups, investigations and corresponding chapters
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2.2 Specimen preparation
Single-rooted, human permanent premolars were selected for this study. Premolars were selected for two
reasons; firstly, the endodontically treated premolars are more prone to root fracture (Testori et al., 1993)
and secondly, structurally compromised endodontically treated premolars require post placement to
support the core restoration due to inadequate size of the pulp chamber (Schwartz and Robbins, 2004).
The total number of specimens was calculated using power analysis software (G*Power 3.1.9.2, Faul,
Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007) as a result, forty-five premolars were collected.
Root length and mesiodistal and buccolingual tooth dimensions were measured using digital caliper
(Sidchrome; Vic, Australia). Root length was measured from the labial CEJ to root apex. Mesiodistal and
buccolingual tooth dimensions were measured cervically at the CEJ. The included teeth had a mean root
length of 14 ± 0.5mm, a mean mesiodistal dimension of 5.3± 0.3 mm and a mean buccolingual dimension
of 7.4 ± 0.2mm. The teeth were visually inspected for restorations, caries or visible defects. The teeth
were also examined with loups (magnification x25) to rule out the presence of any defects or cracks.
Periapical radiographs of the teeth were examined to ensure the presence of straight, single canals,
completely formed apices and to rule out the presence of previous RCTs or calcifications.
Teeth were thoroughly washed in running water followed by cleaning from calculus, deposits and any
attached soft tissue using an ultrasonic scaler (TITANUS-E; TKD, Calenzano, Italy). Teeth were then
stored in 1% aqueous thymol solution.
Teeth were randomly distributed into three groups (n=15); a control group (C) of sound premolars and
two experimental groups (Table 2.1). Experimental group 1 (XFP) received RCT and were restored with
SFRC (everX Posteriorä; GC, Tokyo, Japan) posts. Experimental group 2 (PFP) received RCT and were
restored with prefabricated glass FRC post (RelyX™; 3M ESPE, MN, USA). Prefabricated FRC was
selected as it represents the traditional aesthetic chair-side restoration for structurally compromised
endodontically treated premolar. One operator performed all specimen preparations.
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Table 2.1:

Specimen distribution, restorative procedures and materials used in the tested groups

Groups

Experimental
groups

Restorative procedures

Group 1
(XFP)

n=15

Group 2
(PFP)

n=15

Control group(C)

RCT

Post space

Post

Core

Yes

10 mm post
length

SFRC
(everX Posteriorä;
GC, Tokyo, Japan)

SFRC
(everX Posteriorä;
GC, Tokyo, Japan)

10 mm post
length

Prefabricated glass
FRC post
(ø = 1.6 mm)
(RelyX™; 3M
ESPE, MN, USA)

Core build up
composite
(Multicore; Ivoclar
Vivadent, Schaan,
Liechtenstein)

Yes

n=15

Crown

IPS e.max
CAD
(Ivoclar
Vivadent;
Schaan,
Liechtenstein)

Received no restorative treatment

2.2.1 Control group preparation
The premolars in control group were untreated and received no preparation at this stage.
2.2.2 Experimental groups’ preparation
Teeth in the experimental groups were decoronated, then received RCT, post space preparation, cervical
tooth structure preparation and post and core build up before conducting the first investigation.
Coronal sectioning (decoronation):
The crowns of the experimental groups were sectioned leaving the cervical third to simulate trauma cases
or structurally compromised endodontically treated premolars that are indicated for post and core
restoration (Schwartz and Robbins, 2004).
A reference line was marked with a graphite pencil at a height of 3 mm coronal to the labial CEJ of the
teeth. The marking was based on the digital calliper measurements. Each tooth was then decoronated by
sectioning the occlusal and the middle thirds, at the reference line, perpendicular to the long axis of the
teeth (Figure 2.2). The sectioning was performed with slow speed sectioning machine (IsoMet1000;
Bueler, Illinois, USA) with water coolant. The resultant coronal tooth surface was flat and smooth.
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Figure 2.2:

premolar before and after decoronation using the slow speed sectioning machine

Root canal treatment:
For root canal preparation, canals were cleaned and shaped using both rotary and hand instrumentation
(0.06-degree taper, NiTi files). The working length was determined by subtracting 1.0 mm from the root
length measured by introducing a size 10 K-file (Dentsply Maillefer; Ballaigues, Switzerland) until it was
visible through the apical foramen. The root canal instrumentation continued sequentially using rotary
instrument (ProTaper; Dentsply Maillefer, Ballaigues, Switzerland) to achieve stranded canal width of
size 40 file. Canal instrumentation started from No.15 initial file to No. 40 apical master file. During
instrumentation, saline solution was used to irrigate the canals. Canals were then dried using paper points
(Dentsply Maillefer) and obturated with gutta-percha cones (Dentsply Maillefer) and root canal sealer
(AH26; Dentsply Maillefer). Excess gutta-percha at the canal orifice was cut using a heated plugger. Teeth
were then stored in distilled water in a refrigerator (Titley et al. 1998).
Post space preparation:
The post space was initially prepared using Gates Glidden drills (Gates Glidden; Dentsply Maillefer), from
size 1 to size 4 under water cooling at low-speed handpiece, to prepare a 10 mm post space measured
from the flat coronal surface. The final post space enlargement was performed using size 2 post space
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drill (Red post drill, ø = 1.6 mm, RelyX) provided with the corresponding size 2 prefabricated glass FRC
post (Red post, size 2, ø = 1.6 mm, RelyX). The drill was used to standardize the post space diameter in
both experimental groups. Saline was used to irrigate the canals and to clean debris during post space
preparation.
The posts used in this study are bonded to the canal walls; therefore, conservative post space dimensions
that are half of the root length (Nissan et al., 2001) and not exceeding one third of the root width (Stern
and Hirshfeld, 1973) were selected to preserve radicular tooth structure and apical seal. Additionally,
increasing the post length might reduce the efficiency of light transmission and the quality of resin
polymerization at the deeper regions of the post (Teixeira et al., 2008).
Cervical tooth structure preparation:
The remaining coronal structure was prepared circumferentially to create gingival finish line and a ferrule
effect. It has been found that incorporation of 2 mm ferrule above the CEJ provides resistance form for
structurally compromised ETT (Sorensen and Engelman, 1990; Terry et al., 2001, Akkayan, 2004)
A reference line was first marked with graphite pencil at a height of 1mm coronal to the labial CEJ. Using
diamond rotary cutting instrument (komet 8877; Komet Dental, Lemgo, Germany) mounted to a highspeed hand piece under water-cooling, and the coronal structure was prepared circumferentially following
the marked reference line. This resulted in a 2 mm ferrule height and a 1 mm rounded shoulder finish line
width (Rosenstiel et al., 2006). Any inter-specimen variation was minimized by standardization of the
coronal structure measurements, which was controlled with digital caliper.
Post and core restorations:
Prior to post and core fabrication in the experimental groups, the post space and the remaining coronal
tooth structure were etched using 37% phosphoric acid for 15 seconds, rinsed with water and dried with
paper points. Dual-cure resin cement (RelyX™ Unicem; 3M ESPE, MN, USA) was applied for both
experimental groups according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
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Group 1(XFP): SFRC post and core
SFRC posts (everX Posteriorä; GC) were fabricated directly into the post space by condensing and
polymerizing increments of SFRC into the canals using blunted endodontic plugger. To fabricate the
SFRC post, a thin layer (approximately 1.00 mm thick) of SFRC was first condensed vertically to ensure
proper post material adaptation at the deepest region of the post space. The first increment was light
polymerized (XL 3000; 3M ESPE, MN, USA) for 40 seconds, the subsequent increments were introduced
to the canal and condensed both laterally and vertically to ensure maximum adaptation of the post to the
canal walls. Each increment was light polymerized for 40 second during which the light cure tip was placed
in a direct contact with the canal orifice. A 2mm coronal extension of the SFRC post was built to act a
junction between the post and the core build up. The SFRC cores were fabricated immediately.
For standardization of the core build up, a model was constructed into a predetermined core height,
mesiodistal and buccolingual dimensions. The core model was constructed to obtain a properly contoured
core with minimal variations between the specimens. First, a wax pattern representing the core was
fabricated then cast into copper-aluminium alloy. Using the cast model, plastic translucent moulds were
obtained using soft flexible plastic plates (Drufosoft®; Dreve Dentamid, Unna, Germany) under vacuum.
For direct core build up procedure, the translucent plastic moulds were bulk-filled with SFRC and
positioned to overlay the post’s coronal extension while supported by the cervical finish line (Figure 2.3).
The core was light polymerized (XL 3000; 3M ESPE) for 40 seconds in all directions (occlusal, buccal,
lingual, mesial and distal) while light source was placed in close contact the plastic mould. The plastic
mould was removed with a surgical blade after complete polymerization of the core build-up material.
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Figure 2.3:

Plastic mould filled with composite material, positioned over the post’s coronal
extension and supported by the cervical finish line.

Group 2 (PFP): Prefabricated glass FRC post and core
Tapered prefabricated glass FRC post (Red post, size 2, ø = 1.6 mm, RelyX) was used in this study. The
prefabricated glass FRC post has a standard length of 16 mm, therefore, the post was shortened to the
required length (leaving 2mm coronal extension) using a diamond disc (Komet 2979, Komet Dental)
mounted to a slow speed handpiece with water coolant.
The post was cemented into the respective post space using a dual-cure resin cement (RelyX™ Unicem;
3M ESPE) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The cement was introduced into the canal and
the post was inserted immediately. During cementation, hydraulic pressure was released by slight twisting
followed by withdrawal of the post, which was then gently reinserted in the canal, allowing the excess
cement to vent. Finger pressure was maintained on the coronal extension of the post while removing
excess cement and curing. The post was light cured for 40 seconds.
A dual-cure core build up composite (Multicore®; Ivoclar Vivadent, Schaan, Liechtenstein) was used to
fabricate the cores on the prefabricated glass FRC posts. The same steps followed to fabricate the direct
cores in group 1(XFP) specimens were applied in group 2 (PFP) specimens.
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2.3 Statistical analysis
Specific data analysis methods applied in each part of this study were based on the consultation with
Data, Design and Statistics Services in Adelaide Health Technology Assessment Department. Details of
the statistical analysis related to each study will be presented in the respective chapter.
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CHAPTER 3
Micro-CT analysis of SFRC posts and cores

This chapter describes the study conducted to qualitatively and quantitively evaluate SFRC posts and
cores structure using micro-CT. The chapter includes a brief introduction, methodology of micro-CT
imaging and analyses, results and discussion.
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3.1 Introduction
The heterogeneous nature of SFRCs can influence the manufacturing and handling of the material, which
might result in development of local or distributed defects in the matrix and/or fibres (Greenhalgh, 2009).
Fibre degradation, anomalies or variation in the quantity, orientation, distribution and length are examples
of possible defects in the fibres of SFRCs. The matrix might demonstrate a predominance of resin-rich
regions, contamination or void entrapment.
Voids are regions in composite matrix unfilled with polymer and fibres (Mehdikhani et al., 2018). They are
inherent defects in restorative composites that can be entrapped during manufacturing process. Mulder
et al. (2017) have reported voids that ranges between 0.04 and 1.14% in ampules of bulk-fill composite,
and Fano et al. (1995) have reported voids that range between 0.05 and 1.4% in freshly-extruded
composite material. Additionally, voids can be created during clinical manipulation of the material.
Composite insertion technique has been correlated with void introduction both within the structure of the
restoration and between the restoration and the cavity walls (Opdam et al., 1996a; Opdam et al., 2002).
Voids have been reported within the structure of SFRC restorations (Shouha et al., 2014; Bijelic et al.,
2016; Patel et al., 2016; Garoushi et al., 2017) and at SFRC restoration-dentine interfaces (Tuncer et al.,
2013; Patel et al., 2016).
During SFRC manufacturing process, E glass-fibres are pre-impregnated and saturated with resin to
create resin-fibre prepregs (Vallittu, 2014). Effective impregnation should assure complete contact
between the resin matrix and all surfaces of every glass-fibres for effective fibre reinforcement (Vallittu,
1995b; 2009). Failure to achieving complete impregnation, can lead to void formation (Vallittu, 1995a;
1995b; Miettinen et al., 1999; Fonseca et al., 2016).
Incomplete impregnation in SFRC can occur due to high viscosity of the resin matrix, uneven fibre
distribution or polymerization shrinkage (Vallittu, 1995a; 1995b; 1997b, Miettinen et al., 1999; Karacaer
et al., 2003; Fonseca et al., 2014; Fonseca et al., 2016). Uneven fibre distribution might create areas of
clustered fibres with increased risk of poor wetting of the fibres and void formation (Fonseca et al., 2014;
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Shouha et al., 2014). On the other hand, areas with low fibre quantity will increase the risk of creating
matrix-rich regions that facilitate air bubbles entrapment (Miettinen, Narva and Vallittu 1999; Guo et al.
2012; Fonseca et al. 2016;). Polymerization shrinkage of composite can create slits between the matrix
and the fibres and disturb complete fibre impregnation (Solnit, 1991; Vallittu, 1994; Vallittu et al., 1994;
Karacaer et al., 2003). Highly viscous matrix hinders complete wetting of the fibres and intensifies
difficulties in handling of composite, such as difficult packing and stickiness of the material to the
instrument, which might lead to void formation (Dietschi et al., 1995; Opdam et al., 1996b; Lagouvardos
et al., 2015; Bijelic et al., 2016).
The presence of voids can adversely affect the clinical longevity of the dental composites. It has been
reported that voids act as moisture or oxygen reservoirs, which might inhibit full polymerization, lead to
hydrolytic degradation and eventually reduce the mechanical properties of composites (Vallittu, 1995a;
1998b; Miettinen and Vallittu, 1997; Karacaer et al., 2003; Fonseca et al., 2014). Additionally, it has been
suggested that voids between the restoration and the cavity walls might contribute to microleakage,
secondary caries and postoperative sensitivity (Opdam et al., 1998; Totiam et al., 2007).
Since the presence of voids can be detrimental to a restoration’s durability and since voids are inherent
defects in dental composites, investigating voids in dental restorations has attracted researchers’
attention. In this regard, different techniques for void analysis and characterisation have been utilized.
These include theoretical calculation (e.g. Archimedes theoretical versus actual density), microscopy and
micro-Computed Tomography (micro-CT) analyses (Little et al., 2012). The theoretical calculation
technique is a non-visual technique that provides limited data and requires an accurate knowledge of filler
and matrix parameters for accurate calculations (ASTM, 1999; Kelly, 2000). Microscopy is limited to twodimensional (2D) visual analysis and has the significant disadvantage of being destructive (Liu et al.,
2006; Little et al., 2012). Micro-CT, on the other hand, is a non-destructive, three-dimensional (3D), visual,
qualitative and quantitative analysis tool (Swain and Xue, 2009).
Micro-CT scanning uses rotating micro-focal X-rays to scan a fixed specimen. Subsequently, 2D images
of the specimen’s cross-sections dataset is projected in different planes (X, Y and Z). As a result, the
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specimen’s 3D structure is generated, visualized and analysed using the wide range of available microCT-related software. Micro-CT requires minimal specimen preparation and once the micro-CT images are
collected and properly filed, they remain available for further analyses using scanner-specific software.
Most importantly, for void characterisation in composites, micro-CT has been verified as the most reliable,
reproducible (with low standard deviation) and accurate tool when compared to other void characterisation
tools (Little et al., 2012).
Micro-CT has been used widely in dental research for different applications, such as geometrical analysis
of dental structures (Olejniczak and Grine, 2006; Kim et al., 2007), pre- and post- endodontic treatment
examinations (Peters et al., 2000; 2001), peri-dental implant assessment (Park et al., 2005), mineral
concentration analysis,

Finite Element Model (FEM) generation (Magne, 2007) and restoration

parameters evaluation including void analysis within the structure of composites (Elbishari et al., 2012;
Nazari et al., 2013; Lagouvardos et al., 2015; Dunn, 2016) or at the composite-dentine interfaces
(Kakaboura et al., 2007; Sun and Lin-Gibson, 2008; Sun et al., 2009a; 2009b, Papadogiannis et al., 2009;
Lagouvardos et al., 2015). However, there is lack of reports that analyse or characterise voids in the
structure of SFRC restorations, and most importantly when SFRC is used as a post and core.

Aims of this study:
To analyse the structure of SFRC post and core and characterise voids within the structure of SFRC posts
and cores and at the post-dentine interfaces.
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3.2 Material and methods
The ETT restored with SFRC posts and cores (XFP group, n=15) were evaluated in this study. XFP group
specimens were scanned, immediately after SFRC post and core fabrication, for qualitative and
quantitative analyses using micro-CT scanner and software (SkyScan 1076; Bruker microCT, Kontich,
Belgium) (Table 3.1). One operator performed all qualitative and quantitative analyses of the specimens.

Table 3.1: Summary of the instruments and software used for micro-CT imaging and analyses of
SFRC posts and cores
Instrument

Function

Evaluation performed

SkyScan 1076 scanner

Acquires images of the tooth
using predetermined
parameters
Reconstruct the projected
images of each tooth
Display the reconstructed
images in three orthogonal
views
Create surface rendered
models

-

SkyScan NRecon software
version 1.6.9.4
SkyScan Data Viewer software
version 1.5.1.2
SkyScan CTAn software
version 1.14.4.1

SkyScan CTVol software
version 2.2.3.0

3D model construction

Qualitative analysis of SFRC posts and cores

Quantitative analyses of SFRC posts and cores: to
calculate the content of voids according to their;
- Location: voids within the post, within the core
and at the post-dentine interfaces.
- Distribution: voids in coronal, middle and
apical thirds of the post.
- Size: small, medium and large voids.
Construction of colour-coded 3D models

3.2.1 Micro-CT scanning
Before scanning, the specimen was fixed to a foam holder that facilitated proper positioning of the teeth
in the CT scanner. The foam holder containing the tooth was then fixed to a 33mm-diameter carboncomposite bed inside the micro-CT scanner (SkyScan 1076; Bruker microCT) chamber. The long axis of
the tooth was parallel to the scanning tube floor. To prevent teeth from drying inside the chamber during
the scanning procedure, teeth were covered with a wet cotton gauze (Carrera et al., 2015).
Predetermined acquisition parameters were set and saved to be applied in each scan to ensure
consistency of scanning procedure for all specimens. The selected parameters and reasoning of selection
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are presented in Table 3.2. All scanning parameters were set with the assistance of a SkyScan scanner
specialist.
Multiple X-ray images (cross-sections) were acquired by the scanner, and the images were recorded in
each rotation. The 3D projected raw images (cross-sections) were saved as a Tag Image File Format
(TIFF) file.

Table 3.2:

Selected acquisition parameters for micro-CT scanning (applied for all scanning
procedures in this project)

Acquisition
Parameters

Value

Justification

Filter (mm)

1.0 Aluminium

Recommended when scanning calcified structures for better contrast.

Resolution (µm)

9

To improve the spatial resolution and image sharpness, although demanding
a longer scanning and reconstruction time (Dowker et al., 1997, Peters et al.,
2000). This number also represent the images voxel (3D pixel)

Rotation step
(degree)

0.7

It represents the rotation degree at which CT scanner camera captures the
image. The smaller the number, the more images are to be captured, however
with a longer scanning duration.

Rotation(degree)

1800

To balance long scanning duration, the scanning was undertaken with 1800
rotation instead of 3600, which assists in controlling the total scanning time.

Frame averaging

2

Two frames were averaged to produce single image in order to minimize the
undesirable background noise and enhances the image details (Neves et al.,
2014)

Voltage (KV)

100

Recommended by the manufacturer for long and thick tissue.

Current (mA)

100

3.2.2 Micro-CT images reconstruction
SkyScan NRecon software (Bruker microCT), version 1.6.9.4 was used to reconstruct and combine the
projected images (resolution 1204 X 1012 pixels) of each specimen. After importing (TIIF) files to the
NRecon software, one cross-section was previewed to set the parameters in order to ensure maximum
contrast and visualization of different parts of the images. These parameters include; smoothing = 3,
beam-hardening correction = 30%, misalignment compensation = - 1.0 and thresholding ranging between
0 and 0.08. The same parameters were used for all cross-sections of all scanned specimens to create
Bitmap format (BMP) files.
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3.2.3 Micro-CT images analyses
3.2.3.1 Qualitative analysis
Data Viewer software (Bruker microCT), version 1.5.1.2 was used to display the reconstructed images in
three orthogonal views (coronal, sagittal and trans-axial). Using this software, the reconstructed BMP
images dataset was retrieved, displayed in different planes and saved to allow initial qualitative analysis
of the SFRC post and core structure.
3.2.3.2 Quantitative analysis
Two software programs were used for quantitative analyses; CTAn software (Bruker microCT), version
1.14.4.1 and CTVol software (Bruker microCT), version 2.2.3.0.
Using CTAn software, the saved BMP image dataset was opened and the Region of Interest (ROI) for
the post and core was created. ROI allows the collection of all cross-sections of a specific area or region
into one folder for further evaluation and analyses. The ROI for the core is delineated to include transaxial cross-sections of the core starting from the X-ray image that shows a coronal full diameter of the
core (representing the top of ROI) and ends at the cross-section where the core ends, and post starts
(representing the bottom of ROI). The top of ROI for the post is the next X-ray image to the core’s ROI
bottom until the cross-section where the post ends. The ROI for the post and the core was saved
separately.
For proper and consistent void analysis, binary images of the ROIs, with a predetermined thresholding,
were created and saved. Based on grey values, voids/air spaces were represented as black areas and
solid posts/core structures were represented as white areas in the binary image. The voids trapped
between the post and the dentine was calculated by subtracting two cylindrical ROIs. The cylindrical ROI
of the post was subtracted from the cylindrical ROI that include post and surrounding dentine walls.
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Figure 3.1:

Void volume fraction measures the volume of the void in relation to the surrounding
structure volume (Modified from Santos et al., 2018).

The quantitative analysis was conducted in this study to calculate void content in SFRC posts and cores.
The void content was expressed in void volume and void volume fraction. While void volume (in mm3)
indicates the total void volume irrespective of the surrounding structures, void volume fraction (in
percentage) measures the total void volume in relation to the solid composite volume in a specific ROI
(Figure 3.1).
CTAn software was used to calculate the void content in SFRC posts and cores based on the following
void characterisations:
A. Void location:
Voids were located in the core and in the post. According to their location in the post, two void types were
identified: closed voids and open voids (Figure 3.2). Closed voids enclosed completely within the structure
of the post, and open voids enclosed partially by the post as they are located at the post-dentine interface.
Considering void location, the following void measurements were performed:
-

Closed voids volume and volume fraction.

-

Open voids volume and volume fraction.

-

Core voids volume and volume fraction.
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Core voids

Closed voids
Open voids

Figure 3.2:

Schematic diagram showing void location; core voids, closed and open voids

Open voids have been calculated to evaluate post adaptation to canal walls. Closed voids were used to
evaluate the homogeneity of SFRC post structure; therefore, further analyses of closed voids size and
distribution have been conducted.
B. Void distribution:
Closed void content in the coronal, middle and apical thirds of the post were calculated. To define the
coronal, middle and apical thirds in a SFRC post, the total number of the cross-sections of the post was
divided by three in each post’s ROI dataset. Each third represented a post section. For void distribution,
the following void measurements were performed:
-

Closed void volume and volume fraction in the coronal third.

-

Closed void volume and volume fraction in the middle third.

-

Closed void volume and volume fraction in the apical third.
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C. Void size:
Closed voids inside SFRC posts were classified into three sizes; small voids (<100 µm3), medium voids
(100 µm3 ≤ voids ≤500 µm3) and large voids (> 500 µm3). The percentage of each size in SFRC posts
has been calculated.
CTVol software was used to create colour-coded 3D models of SFRC posts. CTVol and CTAn software
programs were used to create a video to present the colour-coded closed voids in three-dimensions (video
3.1)
For each analysis, a task list was created in CTAn software to include the detailed tasks (e.g. thresholding,
despeckling, ROI shrink-wrap) required to perform the 3D analysis and create an MS Excel file with the
relative measurements. The task lists were saved to allow consistency between specimen analyses.
3.2.4 Statistical analysis
Descriptive statistics (mean ± SD) were calculated for volume and volume fraction for core voids, closed
and open voids in the posts; voids in apical, middle and apical thirds and for the percentage of small,
medium and large size voids. Linear mixed-effects models were used to account for clustering on void
location, distribution and size. These models have been used to detect:
-

-

Statistically significant differences in volume and volume fraction:
-

Between closed voids and open voids.

-

Between closed voids and core voids.

-

Between closed voids in coronal, middle and apical thirds.

Statistically significant differences between small, medium and large closed voids percentage.

Post-hoc analyses based on pairwise comparisons were carried out subsequently. All statistical tests
were performed with SAS 9.4 software (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA) with a probability of less than
5% taken to indicate statistical significance.
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3.3 Results
3.3.1 Qualitative analysis results
Data Viewer software images (in three planes; coronal, sagittal and trans-axial) allowed an initial
assessment of the SFRC posts and cores structural homogeneity and adaptation to canal walls (Figures
3.3 and 3.4). The images indicate that the posts are well adapted to canal walls, however, the
homogeneity of the post build up is interrupted by voids.

Figure 3.3:

Data Viewer software images of SFRC post and core showing a scanned tooth in three
planes; coronal, sagittal and trans-axial.
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B
Figure 3.4:

Multiple trans-axial images of different teeth created using Data Viewer software. The
images indicate that the posts build ups follows the anatomical shape of the canal,
however, the homogeneity of the posts build ups is interrupted by voids.
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3.3.2 Quantitative analysis results
Void location:
Table 3.3 shows the descriptive statistics for the volumes and volume fractions of closed voids* and open
voids**. For closed voids, the mean volume (± SD) was 0.7 mm3± 0.2, and the mean volume fraction (±
SD) was 2.82% ± 1.2. For open voids, the mean volume (± SD) was 0.3 mm3±0.2 and the mean volume
fraction (± SD) was 1.4%±0.8 (Figure 3.5).
Linear mixed-effects models indicated significant differences between open and closed voids in volume
and volume fraction (Appendix 2, section 2.1). The mean volume (estimate=0.3, 95% confidence interval
(CI): 0.5, 0.2, P-value=0.0009) and volume fraction (estimate=1.4, 95% CI: 2.1, 0.7, P-value=0.0007) of
closed voids was significantly higher than open voids.

Table 3.3:

Descriptive statistics for volume and volume fraction of open and closed voids (n=15)

Voids in SFRC post

Voids volume (mm3)
Minimum

Maximum

Voids volume fraction (%)

Mean

Closed voids

0.3

1.3

0.7a

Open voids

0.0

0.7

0.3a

SD
0.2
0.2

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

SD

1.3

4.9

2.8b

1.2

0.0

2.8

1.4b

0.8

Same superscript letters over means indicate significant difference at 0.05 confidence level:
a: means are significantly different at P-value=0.0009.
b: means are significantly different at P-value=0.0007.

Void volume fraction (%)

Void volume (mm3)
0.8

3.5

0.7

3

0.6

2.5

0.5

2

0.4
1.5

0.3

1

0.2

0.5

0.1
0
Closed voids
Closed
SFRC
post voids

Figure 3.5:

0

Open voids
Open
voids
SFRC
post

Closed voids
Closed
SFRC
post voids

Open voids
Open
voids
SFRC
post

Mean volume and volume fraction of open and closed voids in SFRC posts (n=15)

*Voids within post structure
**Voids at post-dentine interface
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Table 3.4 shows the descriptive statistics for the volumes and volume fractions of cores voids and closed
voids (Figure 3.6). While, there was no significant difference in the mean voids volume between the closed
voids and core voids, the mean volume fraction of closed voids was significantly higher than core voids
(estimate= 2.0, 95% CI: 2.6, 1.4, P-value <0.0001) (Appendix 2, section 2.1)

Table 3.4: Descriptive statistics for volume and volume fraction of core voids and closed voids (n=15)
Voids volume (mm3)
Minimum

Maximum

Voids volume fraction (%)

Mean

SD

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

SD
1.2
0.4

Closed voids

0.3

1.3

0.7

0.2

1.3

4.9

2.8a

Core voids

0.1

1.4

0.6

0.3

0.2

1.8

0.8a

Same superscript letters over means indicate significant difference at 0.05 confidence level (P-value <0.0001).

Void volume fraction (%)

Void volume (mm3)

3.5

0.8
0.7

3

0.6

2.5

0.5

2

0.4

1.5

0.3

1

0.2

0.5

0.1
0

0

SFRCvoids
post
Closed

Figure 3.6:

SFRCvoids
core
Core

SFRC post
Closed
voids

SFRCvoids
core
Core

Mean volume and volume fraction of core voids and closed voids (n=15)
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Void distribution:
Table 3.5 shows the descriptive statistics for closed void volumes and volume fractions in the three posts
sections. The mean void volume (± SD) in coronal third was 0.3 mm3 ±0.2, and in middle and apical third
was 0.2 mm3 ±0.1. The mean void volume fraction (± SD) in coronal third was 3.4%±1.7, in middle third
was 2.7% ±1.4 and in apical third was 3.3% ±1.6 (Figure 3.7).
Linear mixed-effects models indicated a significant difference in void volumes between the three sections
at 0.05 confidence level (Appendix 2, section 2.2). Void volume in coronal third was significantly greater
than middle (estimate= 0.11, 95% CI: 0.02, 0.19, P-value=0.0134) and apical thirds (estimate= -0.14, 95%
CI: -0.26, -0.03, P-value=0.0164).

Table 3.5:

Descriptive statistics for volumes and volume fractions of voids in coronal, middle and
apical thirds of SFRC posts (n=15)

SFRC post sections

Void volume (mm3)
Minimum

Void volume fraction (%)

Maximum

Mean

SD

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

SD

0.2

1.2

6.3

3.4

1.7

Coronal third

0.1

0.6

0.3ab

Middle third

0.1

0.5

0.2a

0.1

0.9

5.2

2.7

1.4

Apical third

0.0

0.6

0.2b

0.1

0.9

6.0

3.3

1.6

Same superscript letters over means indicate significant difference at 0.05 confidence level
a: means are significantly different at P-value=0.0134.
b: means are significantly different at P-value=0.0164.

Void volume (mm3)

Void volume fraction (%)

0.35

4

0.3

3.5
3

0.25

2.5

0.2

2
0.15

1.5

0.1

1

0.05

0.5

0

0

Coronal third

Figure 3.7:

Middle third

Apical third

Coronal third

Middle third

Apical third

Mean volume and volume fraction of voids in coronal, middle and apical thirds of SFRC
posts (n=15).
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Void size:
Table 3.6 shows the number and percentage of small, medium and large voids in SFRC posts. The
percentage of small voids was the highest (88.2%± 2.6, ranges between 84.4% and 92.3%) compared to
medium (8.7%± 2.3, ranges between 5.2 % and 13.5%) and large (3%± 0.9, ranges between1.9% and
5.2 %) voids (Figure 3.8). Linear mixed-effects models indicated significant differences between small,
medium and large voids number and percentage (P-value<0.0001) (Appendix 2, section 2.3).
Figure 3.9 shows colour-coded models of the void sizes created using CTVol software. Unlike small and
medium voids, large voids were of irregular shapes. Small voids represent the highest void content and
were evenly distributed along the length of the post together with medium voids. Large voids did not have
a typical distribution pattern; however, largest voids located mainly in the middle third (Appendix 3: shows
3D models of all specimens).

Table 3.6:

Number and percentage of small, medium and large voids in SFRC posts (n=15)

Void size
Small voids
(<100 µm3)
Medium voids
(100 -500 µm3)
Large voids
(> 500 µm3)

Number

Percentage

Minimum
147

Maximum
477

Mean
328.5a

SD
90.6

Minimum
84.4

Maximum
92.3

Mean
88.3b

SD
2.6

18

52

31.5a

9.8

5.2

13.5

8.7b

2.3

5

19

11.2a

4.4

1.9

5.2

3.0b

0.9

Same superscript letters over means indicate significant difference at 0.05 confidence level:
a: means are significantly different at P-value<0.0001.
b: means are significantly different at P-value<0.0001.

9% 3%
Small voids
Medium voids
Large voids

88%

Figure 3.8:

Percentage of small, medium and large voids in SFRC posts (n=15).
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Figure 3.9: Colour-coded models of closed voids in different specimens. Red=large voids,
green=medium voids and blue=small voids. Small voids represent the highest void
content. Both small and medium voids are evenly distributed along the length of the
post and have relatively regular round shapes. Large voids did not have a typical
shape or distribution pattern.
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3.4 Discussion
In this study, micro-CT was used for void analysis and characterisation in SFRC posts and cores. MicroCT rendered models were initially visualized to assess post and core structures and design an appropriate
analytical approach using micro-CT software. Although micro-CT is a non-destructive, comprehensive
and reproducible analysis method, the scanning process was time consuming and required large
computer data storage. The specimens required scanning times between 2-3 hours per specimen, and
the data were stored in files that occupied storage size ranges between 10-12 gigabytes per specimen.
Void content in composite restorations have been calculated using different methods with inconsistent
results. Void content of 9.4% has been calculated by SEM micrographs (Ogden, 1985), 1.2-28.4% by
point counting in photographs (Skjorland et al., 1982) and 0.7- 5.1% by micro-CT (Lagouvardos et al.,
2015; Dunn, 2016).
Despite its efficiency for comprehensive visualization and characterisation of voids in dental composites,
micro-CT has not been applied previously to analyse voids in SFRC restorations, possibly due to the time
and labour-intensive investment. Voids in SFRC have only been demonstrated in SEM micrographs with
a lack of void analysis reporting (Shouha et al., 2014; Bijelic et al., 2015a; Garoushi et al., 2017). In
addition to the invasive nature of SEM methods, the void interpretation using this method is limited and
imprecise (Uzun et al., 2016).
Mehdikhani et al. (2018) emphasised on the importance of considering void characteristics such as size,
shape, distribution and location for accurate void analysis. This study have considered those
characteristics in void analysis in SFRC posts and cores.
Micro-CT structural analyses, in this study, indicated that all specimens had voids within the post and core
and at the post-dentine interface. The void volume fraction in the posts ranged between 1.3-4.9% and in
the cores between 0.2-1.8%. The combined mean volume fraction of the voids in posts and cores was
3.6%. To the knowledge of the author, a critical void content has not been defined in composites for dental
applications. However, Ghiorse (1993) suggested that –apart from advanced composite applications–
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voids levels of 5% can be tolerated. For example, in dynamic aerospace composites, Ghiorse indicated
that void content above 1% is not allowed.
The results presented here indicate that the void volume fraction in the post (closed voids) is significantly
higher than the core. This difference might suggest the influence of different application techniques on
void formation. In this study SFRC was incrementally applied into the post spaces to build the posts. The
post build up was technique sensitive and required careful insertion and manipulation of each increment
to ensure maximum adaptation of the post material to the surrounding dentine and to the previous SFRC
layer. On a microstructural level, over manipulation during incremental application might alter the fibre
distribution (Bijelic et al., 2013; 2016), and as a result, areas of clustered or of dispersed fibres might be
created with the possibility of void creation (Fonseca et al., 2014; 2016; Shouha et al., 2014).The
challenging manipulation of SFRC inside the post space is influenced by difficult accessibility and the
material’s viscosity.
Highly viscous composite is associated with compromised handling characteristics, including difficult
packing and malleability and stickiness of the material to instruments (material pull-back), which might
lead to interlayer void formation (Dietschi et al., 1995; Opdam et al., 1996b; Lagouvardos et al., 2015;
Bijelic et al., 2016). In this study, during post fabrication, SFRC tended to stick to the packing instrument,
resulting in over manipulation and air bubble entrapments between the layers. This is in accordance with
other research conducted by Bijelic et al on everX Posterior™ SFRC where a high viscosity of SFRC was
reported (Bijelic et al., 2015a ; 2016).
Viscosity of resins is affected by filler quantity, geometry, shape and aspect ratio (Choi et al., 2000a; AlSharaa and Watts, 2003, Lee et al., 2006, Kaleem et al., 2009, Elbishari et al., 2011). It has been
demonstrated that the viscosity of dental composites increases as the filler quantity increases, and for the
same filler quantity, the viscosity increases progressively when sphere; grain; plate and rod-shaped fillers
are compared. For rod-shaped fillers such as glass fibres, as the aspect ratio (length/diameter) increases,
the viscosity increases. In this regard, Elbishari et al. (2011 and 2012) have evaluated the effect of filler
size on the viscosity and handling properties of composites and on void formation. They concluded that
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as the fillers increased in size, the viscosity (Elbishari et al., 2011) and void content increased (Elbishari
et al., 2012). Lagouvardos et al., (2015) have investigated the relationship between viscosity and void
volume fraction in composite and have found the highest void volume fraction of 2.7% in highly viscous
composite.
The cores, on the other hand, were constructed as bulk-fill restorations. A recent micro-CT analysis of
porosity in bulk-fill composite in comparison to incrementally applied composite conducted by Dunn et al.
(2016) found that the incremental placement technique resulted in significantly greater porosity than the
bulk-fill technique. The difference in the cavity size between the post and the core might also contribute
to increased interlayer void content in the post in comparison to the core. It has been found that insertion
of highly viscous composite in small cavities (1.0-1.5 mm) is associated with difficult manipulation and
internal void formation (Lagouvardos et al., 2015).
The micro-CT trans-axial images revealed close adaptation of the posts to the canal walls. Regardless
the anatomical variability of the canals, the SFRC post adhered to the canal wall and followed the shape
of the respective canal (Figure 3.4). Minimizing the discrepancy between the post and the canal walls is
desirable. A post that is well adapted to the surrounding dentine , distributes the stresses uniformly within
the canal (Anchieta et al., 2012, Lazari et al., 2013) and reduces the thickness of the cement (Grandini et
al., 2005a), which controls void formation (Grandini et al., 2005a, Rengo et al., 2014), microleakage
(Milutinovic-Nikolic et al., 2007) and cement polymerization shrinkage stresses (Choi et al., 2000b;
Ferracane, 2005).
To have an insight into post adaptation, the volume and volume fraction of air spaces entrapped at the
post-dentine interface was measured and categorized as open voids. The results indicate that the mean
volume fraction of the open voids at post-dentine interfaces was 1.4%, which is below a reported postdentine gap (1.9-3.3%) measured by Papadogiannis et al. (2009) using micro-CT.
The open voids between the SFRC post and the dentine might be created as a result to composite’s
handling characteristics (e.g. viscosity and wettability) or incremental application technique. However, the
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effect of both factors on composite adaptation to cavity walls is controversial. It has been reported that
highly viscous composites are associated with inadequate restoration adaptation to the cavity walls
(Opdam et al., 1996a; Peutzfeldt and Asmussen, 2004). On the contrary, Jordan and Suzuki (1992) have
recommended a highly-viscous, condensable composite for good wall adaptation. In the current study, it
seems that the viscosity of SFRC has negatively influenced SFRC interlayer adaptation more than SFRCto-dentine adaptation. This was evident in higher closed void (voids inside the post) content compared to
open voids (voids at post-dentine interface) content.
As discussed earlier, incremental application has been linked to interlayer void development in composite
restorations, however, this link has not yet been clearly established between incremental technique and
restoration adaptation to cavity walls. Alternatively, application technique has been linked to
polymerization shrinkage and gap formation at the restoration-dentine interface. While some researchers
favour the incremental technique over the bulk-fill method to control polymerization shrinkage and gaps
at restoration-dentine interface (Yamazaki et al., 2006; Park et al., 2008; Kwon et al., 2012), other
researchers have favoured the bulk-fill technique (Abbas et al., 2003; Bicalho et al., 2014; Rosatto et al.,
2015) or have found no significant difference between the two application techniques (Kuijs et al., 2003,
Tuncer et al., 2013; Silva de Assis et al., 2016).
Although quantifying polymerization shrinkage in SFRC is beyond the scope of this project, there is lack
of evidence that incrementally-built-post have negatively affected polymerization shrinkage or adaptation
of the post to dentine. In this context, lower polymerization shrinkage of SFRC has been reported
compared to PFC and other bulk-fill composite restorations (Garoushi et al., 2013b; 2015a, Tsujimoto et
al., 2016c).
The CTAn software results have indicated that, the coronal third of the post had significantly higher void
volumes compared to middle and apical thirds. Nevertheless, there was no significant difference in void
volume fraction between the three sections. In other words, the highest void volume in coronal third might
be explained by the highest composite volume in that particular section compared to middle and apical
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thirds. A contradicting result was reported by Lagouvardos et al (2015) who found that the deepest part
of the restoration had the most interlayer voids, especially when thick-consistency composite was used.
In this study, there were significantly fewer large voids (3 %) inside SFRC posts compared to small and
medium voids. Small voids percentage, on the other hand, was significantly the highest (88.3%), which
agrees with Ogden et al., (1985) who found that the vast majority of voids detected in SEM micrographs
were 50 µm or less in different composite products.
As shown in the colour-coded models (Figure 3.9), large voids can be of elongated or irregular shape
and were scattered unevenly in the post with the largest voids located mostly in the middle third. Small
and medium voids, on the other hand, tended to be regular and round in shape and distributed evenly in
all sections of the posts.
To interpret void characteristics in the SFRC post and core, a strand (ø = 1.8 mm, Ɩ= 14mm) of freshly
extruded SFRC material was scanned and analysed using micro-CT and related software (Figure 3.10).
Non-manipulated material had voids volume of 0.2 mm3 and voids volume fraction of 0.9%, which is within
the range of void volume fraction (0.05-1.4%) reported by Fano et al. (1995) in raw composite.

Figure 3.10:

Colour-coded model of a freshly extruded SFRC material and SFRC post and core.
Both models have small, medium and large voids, however, voids become larger
when SFRC material is inserted inside the post space.
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The percentage of small (81.3%), medium (13.4%) and large (5.3%) voids in the raw material is in
accordance with the mean void percentage of each size in SFRC posts. Also, similar to SFRC post, small
and medium voids in the raw SFRC material were of regular round shapes and large voids were of
irregular elongated shapes. These findings illustrate the fact that small, medium and large voids might be
created during the manufacturing process with the shape of the large voids affected by the process of
extruding the material through the narrow nozzle. The very large voids in the post were absent in the raw
material. This might indicate that the largest voids that were present in the post were created during
material insertion and condensation inside the post space (Ironside and Makinson, 1993).
One of the challenges in studies such as this is that micro-CT scanning and analysis requires meticulous
setting of the scanner and software parameters in order to obtain reliable images and data to facilitate
accurate interpretation of the voids. Micro-CT scanning generates a dataset of 2D projected images,
which are reconstructed to form grayscale cross-section images datasets. Binarization of grayscale
images is necessary prior to analysis to allow differentiation between the subjects (voids) from the
background (composite). This step is critical and could influence interpretation of the results. Factors such
as image noise, scaffold composition (different materials with overlapping X-ray attenuation values) and
beam hardening can affect thin structures (e.g. voids walls), resulting in lower X-ray density for these
structures (Bartos et al., 2018). Additionally, it must be noted in this study, the pixel size was 9µm in the
micro-CT images, therefore, voids smaller than that threshold might not have been detected.
According to many reports, the presence of voids is detrimental to the structural integrity and mechanical
properties of composites (Vallittu, 1995a; Miettinen & Vallittu, 1997; Karacaer et al., 2003; Fonseca et al.,
2014). Other reports have indicated that voids might potentially have a positive effect on composite
performance under load (Alster et al., 1992; Rengo et al., 2014). However, there are no reports to support
either conclusion in relation to voids in SRFC. Therefore, the next two chapters will evaluate the failure of
ETT restored with SFRC posts and cores (Chapter 4) and investigate whether or not voids in SFRC
influence the failure of ETT restored with SFRC posts and cores (Chapter 5).
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CHAPTER 4
Failure load and failure mode evaluation of
ETT restored with SFRC posts and cores
This chapter describes an investigation of the fracture strength of ETT restored with SFRC posts and
cores in comparison to sound teeth and ETT restored with prefabricated FRC posts after subjecting
the teeth to cyclic fracture testing
It includes an introduction, material and methods (describing experimental and control groups
preparation and fracture resistance test protocol), results (failure load and failure mode) and
discussion.
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4.1 Introduction
For decades, restorative modalities for ETT including posts and cores, have been the subject of dental
investigations. Clinical and laboratory-based research have been conducted to evaluate and compare
different post systems. For any material to satisfactorily function as a post and core, it should minimize
the possibility of tooth failures that are catastrophic, early in service or at a low functional load. The
consequence of such failures is more complicated when the ETT is an abutment for a fixed or removable
partial prosthesis. In this context, fracture resistance testing in response to masticatory (dynamic) and
traumatic (static) loads has been conducted to evaluate failure load and failure mode of ETT restored with
different post systems.
Fracture resistance testing of ETT restored with glass FRC posts has been reported in the literature,
including prefabricated FRC posts, individually-formed FRC and SFRC posts. Conflicting results on the
mechanical performance ETT restored with prefabricated FRC posts (Maccari et al., 2007; Ambica et al.,
2013; Pereira et al., 2014; Abduljawad et al., 2016; Habibzadeh et al., 2017) and individually formed FRC
posts have been reported (Fokkinga et al., 2006a; Bonfante et al., 2007; Abo El-Ela et al., 2008; Ozcan
and Valandro, 2009).
SFRC has been promoted recently as a post system and the fracture resistance of ETT restored with
SFRC as post and core has been evaluated in a limited number of in vitro studies (Garoushi et al., 2009,
Bijelic et al., 2013, Forster et al., 2017). These studies demonstrated that ETT restored with SFRC have
high fracture strength. ETT restored with SFRC posts demonstrated higher failure load than prefabricated
FRC posts (Bijelic et al., 2013; Forster et al., 2017) and individually-formed FRC posts (Garoushi et al.,
2009). Bijelic et al. (2013) and Garoushi et al. (2009) have indicated that failures of ETT restored with
SFRC posts are restorable, but Forster et al. (2017), have reported higher incidences of non-restorable
failures in ETT restored with SFRC posts in comparison to prefabricated FRC posts.
In the abovementioned studies, the conclusions were based on monotonic static compressive testing of
ETT restored with SFRC. However, restorative failures in the oral cavity are more likely induced by
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repetitive functional/parafunctional forces in a thermally changing, aqueous environment rather of being
induced by a single, high load incident. These conditions are ideally simulated by thermomechanical
loading that involves thermocycling (aging) and dynamic loading (fatigue) protocols (Naumann et al.,
2005c; Amaral et al., 2007; Dietschi et al., 2008; Naumann et al., 2009; Sterzenbach et al., 2012; Morresi
et al., 2014; Blumer et al., 2015).
Different protocols for dynamic fatigue loading have been described for fracture resistance testing.
Nevertheless, the testing protocols lack standardization and have been modified from time to time.
Dynamic loading protocols differ in terms of loading parameters such as frequency, direction and
magnitude of the applied forces and the number and duration of the cycles. Also, protocols with or without
simultaneous thermocycling and with or without additional static load-to-failure have been described.
In 1990, Krejci introduced a chewing simulator in which the load is applied over a large number of cycles
(up to 1,200, 000 cycles) to simulate up to 5 years of clinical service. This was the first and remains the
most frequently available method for dynamic testing, yet it is time consuming and expensive. Different
versions of chewing simulator using different loading chamber designs, loading cycles, loading devices
and forces have been developed by researchers.
A simplified and economic dynamic loading using universal mechanical testing apparatus was introduced
by Isidor and Brondum (1992). They described intermittent dynamic loading in universal mechanical
testing machine, where cyclic loading is applied at a frequency of 2 cycles/second and a magnitude that
is constant in all cycles. Although the loading parameters of this protocol have been modified by different
researchers, the main disadvantage is lack of consistency. It has been observed that the intermittent
loading frequently continues for a long period without failure, hence, the test is discontinued, which
complicates statistical interpretation (Isidor et al., 1995).
Gradual cyclic loading was introduced by Strand et al in 1995. This is a modification of the intermittent
loading in which the load is applied in cycles with a gradual increase in the loading magnitude in each
cycle (Strand et al., 1995). For example, if the load commences at 50N, after certain number of cycles,
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the load is increased to 100N and continues for the same number of cycles before it raised to 150N. The
load gradual elevation continues until the specimen fails.
Naumann et al. (2005c) compared different loading protocols applied to restored ETT. They found that
gradual cyclic loading and a chewing simulator provide equivalent results. However, for realistic testing
conditions, they considered gradual cyclic protocol as a simplified, economic and time-saving alternative
to the use of a more complex chewing simulator.
Thermocycling has been found to be an effective artificial ageing method (Morresi et al., 2014).
Thermocycling is achieved by subjecting the specimen to repeated cycles of hot and cold temperature to
reproduce thermal changes in oral cavity. It is either applied prior to or simultaneously with the dynamic
loading. During thermocycling, hot water accelerates restorative material hydrolysis, and the thermal
expansion coefficients variation between dental tissues and restorative materials generates
contraction/expansion stresses (De Munck et al., 2005). Again, thermocycling lacks technical
standardization with a wide range of temperature extremes, transfer times between temperatures and
dwell times (Morresi et al., 2014). However, the International Standards Organization (ISO) has published
a standard protocol for thermocycling that involves 500 cycles in each bath of 5–55 o C with a dwell time
≥ 20 s (ISO, 2003).
When investigating failure of dental composite restorations, it seems that thermomechanical testing is a
realistic tool to evaluate fracture resistance and long-term mechanical properties of composites (Lohbauer
et al., 2003). Thermomechanical testing simulates closely the intraoral functional conditions. Also, fatigue
fracture has been found to be the most common reason for composite failure (Kohler et al., 2000; Burke
et al., 2001). Cracks in fractured composite are initiated and promoted by dynamic loading and water
exposure (Lohbauer et al., 2003). Dynamic loading initiates a crack that grow slowly, and water exposure
accelerates the crack propagation through weakening of the matrix or degradation of matrix-filler
interfacial bonding (Drummond, 1989; Braem et al., 1995).
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The crack growth and fracture behaviour in SFRCs are even more complex due to the complexity of SFRC
microstructural constituents such as fibre size, orientation and distribution (Mortazavian and Fatemi,
2015a; 2015b). Therefore, it seems that thermomechanical-testing better evaluates SFRC failure
behaviour.
Failure of SFRC as a bulk-fill restoration has been reported using different fracture testing protocols. While
some studies have evaluated the fatigue failure of SFRC in chewing simulators with (Rocca et al., 2015;
Barreto et al., 2016) and without subsequent static load-to-failure (Soares et al., 2018), other studies have
performed static failure tests (Atalay et al., 2016; Garlapati et al., 2017). There is, however, lack of data
on the failure of ETT restored with SFRC posts and cores under thermomechanical loading protocol.
Considering the previously mentioned test designs, and to provide a reliable simulation of the oral
environment, this study applied the standard ISO thermocycling and a gradual cyclic fracture resistance
testing protocols to evaluate the failure of SFRC post and cores.
After conducting fracture resistance tests on ETT restored with posts and cores, mode of failure is
commonly evaluated, which gives an insight into the location, severity and restorability of the fracture.
Mode of failure is generally assessed by visual inspection of the teeth, radiographic image analysis or
microscopic observation. However, in this project, micro-CT was utilized for a non-destructive and
comprehensive mode of failure evaluation of fractured ETT.

Aims of this study:
To evaluate failure load and failure mode of ETT restored with SFRC posts and cores in response to a
thermomechanical fracture resistance testing, and to compare the failure of ETT restored with SFRC post
and core to the failure of ETT restored with prefabricated FRC post and sound premolars.
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4.2 Material and methods
Both control (sound premolars, n=15) and experimental groups (restored ETT, n=30) were subjected to
fracture resistance testing (Figure 4.1).

Experimental groups
Experimental group 1 (XFP)
ETT restored with SFRC posts and cores

Control group

Experimental group 2 (PFP)
ETT restored with prefabricated FRC posts

(n=15)

Sound premolars (C)

(n=15)

(n=15)

Ceramic crowns fabrication and cementation

Thermocycling
Mounting in acrylic blocks: to create tooth-PDL-bone specimens

Fracture resistance test : to evaluate failure load under gradual dynamic load
Visual and Micro-CT failure mode evaluation

Figure 4.1:

Summary of the fracture resistance testing protocol for tested groups (n=45)
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In this study, experimental group 1 (XFP): ETT restored with SFRC posts and cores, and group 2 (PFP):
ETT restored with prefabricated FRC posts, received ceramic crowns. Then, all teeth in experimental and
control groups were thermocycled, mounted in acrylic resin blocks with simulated PDL in preparation for
gradual dynamic fracture resistance test. Finally, teeth were inspected visually and using micro-CT
images to evaluate mode of failure.
4.2.1 Ceramic crowns fabrication and cementation
When testing post systems, it has been argued that crown placement creates a ferrule effect, which will
overpower the tested post system (Barkhordar et al., 1989; Sorensen and Engelman, 1990; Assif et al.,
1993; Libman and Nicholls, 1995). However, for extensively damaged ETT, crown placement on a post
and core is recommended to restore aesthetics and function (Sorensen and Engelman, 1990; Butz et al.,
2001; Torbjorner and Fransson, 2004; Naumann et al., 2005c). In the current project, ceramic crowns
were selected for aesthetic full coverage of the extensively damaged endodontically treated premolars to
simulate clinical management of such teeth (Butz et al., 2001; Naumann et al., 2005c).
Ceramic crowns were fabricated for teeth in the experimental groups. A digital scanner (inEos X5;
Dentsply Sirona, NC, USA) was used to directly scan the cores in both experimental groups. The crown
thickness (1.5mm), height (8mm), marginal thickness (1.0mm) and cement space thickness (30µm) were
all standardized through the scanner software (inLab SW 15.0.; Dentsply Sirona, NC, USA).
The crowns were then milled (inLab MC XL; Dentsply Sirona, NC, USA) from A4 shade ceramic blocks
(IPS e.max® CAD; Ivoclar Vivadent, Schaan, Liechtenstein). All crowns were visually evaluated to ensure
complete seating and marginal adaptation to their respective specimens, with no external or internal
adjustments. The crowns were cleaned in distilled water and cemented using dual cure resin cement
(RelyX™; 3M ESPE, MN, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The crowns were seated,
and finger pressure was maintained during the light polymerization (XL 3000; 3M/ESPE) which was
applied circumferentially for 40 seconds.
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4.2.2 Thermocycling
Teeth in all groups were aged by thermocycling following the standardized protocol outlined in the most
recent International Organization for Standardization ISO/TR 11405 (ISO, 2003). Teeth were subjected
to 500 cycles between two water baths of 5°C and 55°C. The specimens were immersed in each bath for
30 seconds (dwell time) (De Munck et al., 2005; Siso et al., 2007).
4.2.3 Teeth mounting in acrylic resin blocks
All teeth were then mounted in acrylic resin blocks to represent the alveolar bone. However, prior to
mounting in the resin blocks, the PDL was simulated around the roots. This was to create tooth-PDL-bone
specimens (Figure 4.2).
4.2.3.1 PDL simulation
Teeth in all groups were coated with multiple coats of latex rubber (Rubber-Sep®, Kerr Dental, CA, USA)
to simulate the PDL. This PDL simulation technique was developed as part of this project (AlZahrani and
Richards, 2018) (paper is attached in Appendix 4). This technique ensures uniform and continuous
thickness of the simulated PDL around the roots as well as consistency of the PDL reproduction among
teeth in all groups. Uniformity and reproducibility of this technique in comparison to another commonly
used PDL simulation technique was confirmed through micro-CT scan evaluation (AlZahrani and
Richards, 2018).

Figure 4.2: A tooth-PDL-bone specimen
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4.2.3.2 Alveolar bone simulation
Teeth with the simulated PDL layer were mounted in auto-polymerizing acrylic resin contained in
cylindrical brass mould (AlZahrani and Richards, 2018).
4.2.4 Fracture resistance testing
All teeth were subjected to gradual dynamic fatigue loading until failure occurred. A Universal testing
machine (Instron 8874) with a 1.0 KN load cell was used to for fracture resistance test. A custom-made
mounting apparatus was utilized to fix the tooth-PDL-bone specimen to the base of the Instron machine
(Figure 4.3). The mounting apparatus was fabricated with a deep centre corresponding to the brass
cylinder dimensions to allow stabilization of the block. Two stainless steel screws were added to secure
the specimen in the mounting apparatus. To avoid slippage of the mounting apparatus, it was further
stabilized in position below the loading device using fixing accessories (Figure 4.3).

8874 Instron
machine loading cell

Load device
Fixing accessories
Tooth-PDL-bone specimen
Fixing accessories

Custom-made mounting apparatus

Figure 4.3:

A tooth-PDL-bone specimen mounted into the Instron 8874 universal testing machine
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Gradual dynamic fracture resistance testing was then commenced applying the following guidelines:
a. Load position: The load was applied on the non-functional cusp as they have been demonstrated to
show weaker resistance to fracture than functional cusps (Cavel et al., 1985; Khera et al., 1990).
b. Load direction: The mounting base was manufactured to allow loading of the teeth at an angle of
45°to the long axis of the tooth (Loney et al., 1995; Butz et al., 2001; Naumann et al., 2005c; Mangold
and Kern, 2011; Zicari et al., 2012; Nie et al., 2013). This load direction represents the worst-case scenario
in the fracture resistance of ETT and has been considered appropriate for evaluating the mechanical
behaviour of post restorations (Zicari et al., 2012).
c. Load device: The load was applied using a cylindrical-shaped stainless-steel rod with a 2.00 mm
diameter round terminus attached to the crosshead grip of the Instron machine (Salameh et al., 2007;
Mohammadi et al., 2009; Nie et al., 2013).
d. Load parameters: The gradual dynamic loading protocol proposed by Naumann et al. (2005c) was
applied in this study. The loading protocol was designed to start with loading force of 10-50 N with
frequency of 0.5 Hz and for 100 cycles. The applied force was then increased in steps of 50N in each
loading level. The testing protocol was designed to be automatically discontinued when the tooth fails,
which was indicated by loading device vertical displacement due to dislocation of the fractured tooth. The
load-to-failure was recorded.
4.2.5 Failure mode evaluation
Teeth were inspected visually and using micro-CT (experimental groups) for comprehensive evaluation
of the mode of failure. Prior to micro-CT scanning, the teeth with the surrounding acrylic were released
from the brass moulds to avoid metal artefacts in the projected images. The teeth were then scanned
using the micro-CT scanner (SkyScan 1076; Bruker microCT) with the same acquisition and dataset
reconstruction (SkyScan NRecon software, version 1.6.9.4) parameters used in the pre-fracture scanning
procedure described in Chapter 3. Data Viewer software (Bruker microCT, version 1.5.1.2) and CTAn
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software (Bruker microCT, version 1.14.4.1) were used for qualitative analysis and classification of failures
modes in experimental groups. The following failure modes were identified:
I.

II.

Restorable: which is further classified into;
-

Crack/chipping of the crown (natural or ceramic).

-

Decementation of the ceramic crown.

-

Decementation of ceramic crown with post and core.

-

Restoration bulk fracture (with/without tooth fracture above CEJ).
Non-restorable: Deep tooth fracture (below CEJ)

4.2.6 Statistical analysis
The descriptive statistics for the failure loads were calculated. Univariate linear regression and post-hoc
multiple pairwise comparisons were conducted to detect significant differences in the mean failure load
and failure mode between groups at 0.05 level of significance. All statistical analyses were performed
using software: SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 Fracture resistance test results
The descriptive statistics for the failure load are summarised in Table 4.1. The mean failure load (± SD)
for teeth restored with SFRC posts (XFP group) is 731.25±86.33N. The highest mean failure load was
recorded for the control group (1209.2±126.65N), while the lowest was recorded for teeth restored with
prefabricated FRC posts (373.86±64.21N) (Figure 4.4).
Univariate linear regression analyses were conducted to detect significant differences in the mean failure
load between groups. Assumptions of a linear regression were upheld for all the models. Significant
overall differences in the mean failure load were revealed between groups (P-value <0.0001) (Table 4.1).
Post-hoc multiple pairwise comparisons were conducted (Appendix 5). They indicated that the failure load
of control group was significantly higher than the failure load of teeth in both experimental groups. The
failure load of teeth in XFP group (teeth restored with SFRC post) was significantly higher than PFP group
(teeth restored with prefabricated FRC post).

Table 4.1:

Descriptive statistics for the failure load in control and experimental groups (n=45)

Group

n
15

Mean
(N)
1209.20*

Control group
XFP group

15

PFP group

15

SD
126.65

Minimum
Load
975.21

Maximum
Load
1377.5

731.25*

86.33

577.94

876.45

373.86*

64.21

276.82

456.19

* means are significantly different at P-value<0.0001.
XFP: ETT restored with SFRC post, PFP: ETT restored with prefabricated FRC post
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1400

Failure load mean (N)

1200

XFP:ETT restored with SFRC post and core
PFP: ETT restored with prefabricated post
1209.20

1000
800
731.25

600
400
373.86

200
0

Control
(C)group
Control

SFRC post
XFP(EXP)
group

n=15

n=15

Prefabricated FPC
PFPpost
group(PFP)
n=15

Figure 4.4: The mean failure load of experimental and control groups (n=45)
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4.3.2 Failure mode evaluation results
Table 4.2 shows the number of failed specimens in each failure mode class. All of the failures in control
and XFP groups were restorable. While all teeth in control group failed by chipping of the crown, five teeth
in each experimental group failed by crack/chipping of the cemented ceramic crown with intact posts and
cores. The PFP group had five specimens with decemented ceramic crowns, while in the XFP group, four
specimens failed similarly. Only one specimen failed by complete decementation of the restorative system
(ceramic crown with the post and core), and this mode of failure was observed only in PFP group. Six
specimens in XFP group failed by restoration bulk fracture with/without restorable tooth fracture above
CEJ. On the other hand, four specimens in PFP group failed by non-restorable tooth fracture that extends
deeply into the root (Figure 4.5).

Table 4.2: Number of failed specimens in each failure mode class
Failure mode
Restorable

Non-restorable

Control
group

XFP
group

PFP
group

Crack/chipping of the crown (natural or ceramic)

15

5

5

Decementation of the ceramic crown

0

4

5

Decementation of ceramic crown with post and core

0

0

1

Restoration bulk fracture (with/without tooth fracture above CEJ)

0

6

0

Deep tooth fracture (below CEJ)

0

0

4

15

15

15

Total
XFP: ETT restored with SFRC post, PFP: ETT restored with prefabricated FRC post.
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Figure 4.5: Micro-CT images of the failed experimental groups; top images: restorable failures in XFP
group: from left to right; crack in the ceramic crown, chipping of the ceramic crown,
decementation of ceramic crown and restoration bulk fracture with intact tooth structure.
Bottom images: non-restorable failures in PFP group.
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Using cross-tabulation, a statistically significant difference in the mode of failure was found between test
groups (Fisher’s Exact Test P-value = 0.0123) (Appendix 6). While none of the teeth in XFP group and
control group had non-restorable failures, 27% of the specimens in PFP group had non-restorable tooth
fracture (below CEJ). In PFP group, 7% of the specimens failed by complete decementation of the post,
while teeth in XFP group never failed by decementation of the post system. In XFP group, 40 % of the
specimens had bulk fracture of the restoration (Table 4.3).

Table 4.3:

Percentage of failures in test groups (n=45)

Mode of failure

Percentage of failure (%)
Control
group

PFP
group

XFP
group

100

33

33

Decementation of the ceramic crown

0

33

27

Decementation of ceramic crown with post and core

0

7

0

Restoration bulk fracture (with/without tooth fracture above CEJ)

0

0

40

Deep tooth fracture (below CEJ)

0

27

0

(n=15)

Restorable

Non-restorable

Crack/chipping of the crown (natural or ceramic)

XFP: ETT restored with SFRC post, PFP: ETT restored with prefabricated FRC post
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(n=15)

(n=15)

4.4 Discussion
It is advisable to conduct a fracture resistance test that simulates the intraoral environmental, structural
and functional conditions to improve the clinical applicability of the test results. Therefore, a PDL was
simulated, aging and fatigue loading were performed in this study. Nevertheless, teeth are exposed
intraorally to complicated 3D loading conditions that involve compression, tension and shear, which are
difficult to simulate simultaneously in laboratory studies. Hence, unidirectional load is usually applied to
assess a specific aspect of a restorative material (mechanical, physical, biological or chemical) to simplify
testing condition (Bayne and Thompson, 2013). Although the load direction was standardised in this
study, the control teeth were not restored and as a result there would be some slight variation in the
loading angle as there would be clinically. Premolars in this study has been decoronated to simulate an
extreme but not unusual clinical situation encountered in ETT, and a "ferrule" was incorporated to
embrace and protect the circumference of the root (Sorensen and Engelman; 1990, Assif et al., 1993;
Isidor et al., 1999).
This study has demonstrated that ETT restored with SFRC posts and cores failed at a mean failure load
of 731.25N±86.33. A similar failure load (727.98N±287.37) was reported by Forster et al. (2017) and a
lower failure load (490.5N±288.6) was reported by Bijelic et al. (2013). Both studies tested ETT restored
with SFRC posts and cores under static load. However, Forster et al. evaluated endodontically treated
premolars with conservative access cavity and with a simulated PDL, while Bijelic et al. evaluated
extensively damaged incisors without a simulated PDL. Presence of a simulated PDL in Forster et al.
study and the difference in the amount of remaining tooth structure compared to Bijelic et al. study might
have influenced the stresses distribution and fracture strength results.
While all ETT restored with SFRC posts had restorable failures in the current study, Forster et al. and
Bijelic et al. have reported non-restorable fractures for SFRC restored ETT. This might be explained by
the traumatic static load applied by Forster et al. and Bijelic et al. and the lack of ferrule effect in the study
by Bijelic et al.
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Testing human teeth is associated with inherent complications due to size variability. In spite of this
uncontrolled variation, significant differences were demonstrated in this study. The results have indicated
that sound premolars had higher fracture strength (1209.2N±126.65) compared to restored ETT, which
is in accordance with other studies (Ambica et al., 2013; Forster et al., 2017). In unrestored teeth, occlusal
load dissipates over a large volume of tooth structure (enamel and dentine), which results in minimal
overall stresses and tooth deformation (Bayne and Thompson, 2013). In restored teeth, the load transfers
from the restoration directly to dentine due to partial or complete loss of enamel, which results in
decreased fracture resistance (Bayne and Thompson, 2013). Furthermore, loss of coronal or intraradicular dentine in the preparation for a post and core restoration might compromise the dentine’s
fracture strength (Kinney et al., 2003, Meira et al., 2009). Ambica et al. (2013) have reported a 22%
reduction in ETT fracture strength compared to 16% in sound teeth after cyclic loading.
FRC posts have been introduced with the claim that they are manufactured to have an elastic modulus of
15-46 GPa (Lassila et al., 2004; Mallick, 2007; Plotino et al., 2007; Zicari et al., 2013) that is comparable
to the modulus range reported for dentine (15 - 40 GPa)(O'Brien, 2002; Kinney et al., 2003; Ziskind et al.,
2011; Zhang et al., 2014). Although controversial, the similarity in elastic modulus between the post and
dentine has been speculated to reduce the chances of root fracture (Drummond, 2000; Cormier et al.,
2001; Fokkinga et al., 2004; Asmussen et al., 2005; Galhano et al., 2005). In this context, root fracture
occurred in four teeth in the experimental groups in this study. Other failure modes such as loss of
marginal seal, core fracture and post fracture or loss of retention are predicted to occur more frequently
in ETT restored with FRC posts, which is in accordance with the current study (Lambjerg-Hansen and
Asmussen, 1997; Torbjorner and Fransson, 2004).
The mechanical behaviour and mode of failure of ETT restored with prefabricated FRC posts were
different from ETT restored with SFRC posts in this study. ETT restored with SFRC posts showed superior
fracture strength compared to ETT restored with prefabricated FRC posts, which is in accordance with
other studies (Bijelic et al., 2013; Forster et al., 2017). While factors such as post length, core and crown
dimensions and remaining tooth structure were standardized in this study, there were differences in post
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adaptation, diameter and structural composition between the tested posts, which might explain the
difference in the mechanical behaviour between ETT restored with SFRC posts and prefabricated FRC
posts.
The SFRC posts have multidirectional discontinuous E-glass fibres in a semi-IPN matrix, while
prefabricated FRC posts contain unidirectional continuous E-glass fibres surrounded by a fully
polymerized (cross-linked) matrix. Fibre orientation can influence the efficiency of fibre reinforcement
(Murphy, 1998). Continuous unidirectional fibres in the prefabricated FRC post give anisotropic
mechanical strength in the direction of the fibres (Chieruzzi et al., 2014). However, the loads in this study
were applied at 45 degrees to the long access of the tooth and hence the post’s fibres. This might reduce
the Krenchel’s factor below 1 (when the load is in the direction of the fibres) because the load is at an
angle to the fibres (Krenchel, 1964). In comparison, multidirectional fibres give isotropic mechanical
strength with equal reinforcement in all directions with Krenchel’s factor varying between 0.2 and 0.38,
depending on whether the fibres were randomly oriented in 2D or 3D (Vallittu, 2014). Additionally, the
randomly oriented short E-glass fibres in SFRC posts absorb and dissipate crack energy and slow crack
propagation (Frater et al., 2014; Bijelic et al., 2015b). Finally, it has been speculated that the presence of
the PMMA chain in the matrix of SFRC post reduces the stresses formation at the matrix-fibre interface
(Lassila et al., 2004) and improves the material’s toughness competency (Bijelic et al., 2016).
The adaptation of prefabricated FRC posts to the surrounding dentine was variable in comparison to
SFRC post as shown in figure 4.6. Among the advantages of minimal discrepancy between the post and
the canal wall is uniform stresses distribution within the canal (Anchieta et al., 2012; Lazari et al., 2013).
The variations in the adaptation of prefabricated FRC post might have affected the stresses transfer from
the posts to the surrounding dentine and resulted in differences in the facture strength and failure mode
between the posts. The root cross-section images (Figure 4.6) have also shown that the diameter of
SFRC post is larger than the diameter of prefabricated FRC post. Lassila et al. (2004) have found a direct
relationship between increased post diameter and the fracture strength in ETT, presuming that excess
post-space preparation is avoided (Lassila et al., 2004).
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Figure 4.6:

Trans-axial micro-CT images of root cross-sections showing adaptation of the
prefabricated FRC posts (top) compared to SFRC posts (bottom).

The posts and the cores used in this study are composite resin materials that are bonded to the
reconstruct ETT. In the case of prefabricated FRC posts, the matrix is fully cross-linked; therefore, the
bonding between the post and the core and between the post and the adhesive cement is mainly
mechanical (Love and Purton, 1996; Al-harbi and Nathanson, 2003). As a result, interfacial stresses might
be created between the reconstructive components (cement-post-core), which might interrupt the
uniformity of stress distribution throughout the restoration and adversely affect the fracture strength of the
ETT (Bitter and Kielbassa, 2007; Chieruzzi et al., 2014). SFRC post contains a non-cross-linked polymer
(PMMA), which allows penetration of the SFRC core monomers into the post and create inter-diffusion
bonding between the post and the core that is known as secondary-IPN (Sperling and Mishra, 1996;
Lastumaki et al., 2002; Le Bell-Ronnlof et al., 2007; Vallittu, 2009; Wolff et al., 2012; Kallio et al., 2014).
The resultant mono-block-SFRC restoration might contribute in the improved integrity of the post and core
structure and homogenous load transfer in the ETT restored with SFRC posts and cores.
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Post adaptation, diameter and structural composition have also influenced the failure mode of ETT
restored with SFRC compared to ETT restored prefabricated FRC posts as demonstrated in the microCT images (Figure 4.5). Non-restorable root fractures and complete post decementation were present
only in ETT restored with prefabricated FRC posts. It appears that prefabricated FRC post were not able
to maintain their structural integrity and displaced as they flexed during cyclic loading. Post flexion
interrupted the integrity of post-cement-tooth system and resulted in adhesive failure and post
decementation in that group (Bayne and Thompson, 2013).
By way of contrast, Forster et al. (2017) have found a higher percentage of unfavourable failures in ETT
restored with SFRC posts and cores in comparison to ETT restored with prefabricated FRC posts.
However, they have also reported 42% non-restorable failures in ETT restored with prefabricated FRC
post, while in the current study, prefabricated FRC post group had 27% non-restorable failures. Higher
percentage of non-restorable failures in Forester et al. study can be explained by the destructive loading
protocol.
Although documented intraoral loads vary widely (ranges between 10 N to 500 N) (Helkimo et al., 1977,
Bates et al., 1975), under the simulated conditions in the present study, the fracture strength of ETT
restored with SFRC post (731.25N±86.33) is greater than commonly-reported intraoral loads.
Additionally, the failure load of ETT restored with SFRC was approximately 60% of the failure load of the
sound premolars (1209.2±126.65) reported in this study.
On the other hand, failure load of ETT restored with prefabricated FRC post reported in this study
(373.86±64.21) was approximately 30% of the failure load of the sound premolars. Various conclusions
have been reported on the mechanical behaviour of teeth restored with prefabricated FRC posts due to
variability of the commercially available prefabricated FRC posts in terms of dimensions, designs,
structural compositions and physico-mechanical properties (Maccari et al., 2007, Ambica et al., 2013,
Pereira et al., 2014, Abduljawad et al., 2016, Habibzadeh et al., 2017). Hence, conclusive comparison
between the mechanical behaviour of prefabricated FRC post used in this study and other studies is
almost impossible.
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Other studies have investigated SFRC as a core restoration (with no post) in ETT (Kemaloglu et al., 2015;
Bilgi et al., 2016; Gurel et al., 2016; Eapen et al., 2017). It has been found that ETT restored with SFRC
restorations have higher fracture strengths and higher rate of repairable fractures in comparison to other
composite restorations.
One of the factors that might influence the fracture strength of ETT restored with SFRC, and has not been
discussed above, is the presence of voids in the structure of SFRC. While, all SFRC posts and cores
contained variable percentages of voids in the range of 1.5 - 6.7 %, (see Chapter 3), SFRC posts and
cores have shown adequate fracture strength compared to sound premolars, and superior fracture
strength compared to prefabricated posts. Therefore, the association between the presence of voids and
the fracture strength of SFRC is questionable. Chapter 5 will investigate and discuss the effect of voids
sizes, location, and distribution on the fracture strength of SFRC posts and cores.
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CHAPTER 5
Effect of void size, location and distribution on
the failure of ETT restored with SFRC posts
and cores
This chapter describes the relationship between voids (size, location and distribution) and the failure
load of ETT restored with SFRC posts and cores using the statistical results presented in Chapter 3
(micro-CT quantitative analysis) and Chapter 4 (failure load).
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5.1 Introduction
The application of mechanical load results in a progressive or acute failure of dental restorations.
Restoration failure is further affected by the existence of structural defects that initiate or accelerate the
failure process. Voids are among the common defects described in the structure of dental composites.
While it has been commonly demonstrated that voids can negatively affect the physical and mechanical
properties of composites (De Gee, 1979; McCabe and Ogden, 1987; Vallittu, 1995a; 1998b ; Huysmans
et al., 1996; Miettinen and Vallittu, 1997; Opdam et al., 2002; Karacaer et al., 2003; Evans, 2006; Purk et
al., 2007), other reports have demonstrated that the presence of voids in dental composites might be
advantageous (Alster et al., 1992; Feilzer et al., 1993; Rengo et al., 2014).
Long-term adverse effects of voids on composite longevity have been described. Voids can act as a
moisture or oxygen reservoir that might inhibit complete polymerization and lead to hydrolytic degradation
of composite (Vallittu, 1995a; 1998b; Miettinen and Vallittu, 1997). They can also act as stress
concentration areas (Chung et al., 2004; Grandini et al., 2005b; de Silva et al., 2015) and either initiate or
promote crack propagation (Evans, 2006; Drummond, 2008; Baudin et al., 2009; Garoushi et al., 2017).
As a result, voids can degrade the mechanical properties of composite such as compressive strength
(Karacaer et al., 2003), flexural strength (Huysmans et al., 1996) and fatigue resistance (McCabe and
Ogden, 1987; Evans, 2006).
On the other hand, some reports have failed to demonstrate any significant association between the
presence of voids and physical and mechanical properties of composite such as fracture toughness
(Elbishari et al., 2012) and bacterial adhesion (Skjorland et al., 1982). Moreover, a few reports have
demonstrated that presence of voids in dental composites is not harmful per se. In fact, it has been shown
that voids can potentially decrease (Alster et al., 1992; Feilzer et al., 1993) or absorb (Rengo et al., 2014)
the stresses developed in composite.
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Voids in dental composites have been investigated using a range of methods including micro-CT
(Kakaboura et al., 2007; Sun and Lin-Gibson, 2008; Papadogiannis et al., 2009; Sun et al., 2009a; 2009b,
Elbishari et al., 2012; Nazari et al., 2013, Lagouvardos et al., 2015; Dunn, 2016). However, the association
between the mechanical performance of dental composites and characteristics of voids, such as
distribution, location and size, have rarely been addressed in in vitro dental studies (Evans, 2006; Sun et
al., 2009b; Elbishari et al., 2012; Shouha et al., 2014). According to Costa et al. (2005) void features such
as size, shape, and distribution are determining factors in the mechanical behaviour of reinforced
composites.
Importantly, there is lack of studies that define the critical void content, size, or location that might affect
the mechanical performance of dental composites. Interestingly, investigations of this type, are common
in engineering and in industrial research (Tang et al., 1987; Boey, 1990; Gurdal et al., 1991; Ghiorse,
1993; Suarez et al., 1993; Chambers et al., 2006; Sisodia et al., 2015). For example, in the industrial
context, Ghiorse (1993) reported that for every 1% increase in the void content in carbon/epoxy
composite, the flexural strength and flexural modulus drops by 10% and 5%, respectively. Tang et al.
(1987) and Boey et al. (1990) reported a threshold of 3-4% of voids content after which the mechanical
strength of composite remains consistent.
In Chapter 3, micro-CT analyses were conducted to quantify voids in different locations (closed voids,
open voids and core voids), of different sizes (small, medium and large) and according to distribution (in
coronal, middle and apical thirds) in SFRC posts and cores (XFP group). In Chapter 4, fracture resistance
testing was conducted and failure load for ETT restored with SFRC posts and cores was calculated.
Therefore, investigating and quantifying the relationship between voids and fracture strength would
appear to be a logical next step toward a better understanding of the failure of SFRC.
Aim of this study:
The aim of this study is to investigate the relationship between void location, size and distribution and the
fracture strength of ETT restored with SFRC posts and cores.
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5.2 Statistical Analysis
Univariate linear regression modelling was undertaken to detect significant associations between failure
load and void size, location and distribution in SFRC posts and cores. The following predictors of failure
load were individually modelled:
-

Core void volume and volume fraction.

-

Open void volume and volume fraction.

-

Closed void volume and volume fraction.

-

Coronal third void volume and volume fraction.

-

Middle third void volume and volume fraction.

-

Apical third void volume and volume fraction.

-

Small void percentage.

-

Medium void percentage.

-

Large void percentage.

Assumptions of a linear regression were satisfied for all of the models by inspection of scatter plots and
histograms of residuals and predictors. All statistical tests were performed with SAS 9.4 software (SAS
Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA) with a probability of 0.05 taken to indicate statistical significance.
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5.3 Results
Table 5.1 presents the descriptive statistics of the failure load and the predictor’s micro-CT measurements
for XFP group (ETT restored with SFRC posts and cores, n=15).

Table 5.1:

Failure load and micro-CT measurements for each linear regression predictor for the XFP
group

Predictors

n

Void size

Void distribution

Void location

Failure load

Mean

SD

Min

Max

Median
743.21

Lower
Quartile
676.18

Upper
Quartile
804.68

731.25

86.33

577.94

876.45

Core voids volume

15

0.6

0.3

0.1

1.4

0.5

0.8

0.4

Core voids volume fraction

15

0.8

0.4

0.2

1.8

0.7

1.0

0.6

Closed voids volume

15

0.7

0.2

0.3

1.3

0.6

0.9

0.4

Closed voids volume fraction

15

2.8

1.2

1.3

4.9

2.7

3.9

1.9

Open voids volume

15

0.3

0.2

0.0

0.7

0.3

0.5

0.1

Open voids volume fraction

15

1.4

0.8

0.0

2.8

1.4

0.5

2.1

Coronal third voids volume

15

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.6

0.3

0.2

0.4

Coronal third voids volume fraction

15

3.4

1.7

1.2

6.3

2.7

2.1

5.5

Middle third voids volume

15

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.5

0.2

0.1

0.3

Middle third voids volume fraction

15

2.7

1.4

0.9

5.2

2.3

1.6

3.5

Apical third voids volume

15

0.2

0.1

0.00

0.6

0.1

0.1

0.2

Apical third voids volume fraction

15

3.3

1.6

0.9

6.0

2.9

1.9

4.7

Small voids percentage

15

88.3

2.6

84.4

92.3

88.3

85.9

90.3

Medium voids percentage

15

8.7

2.3

5.2

13.5

8.6

6.5

10.3

Large voids percentage

15

3.0

0.9

1.9

5.2

2.9

2.2

3.6
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5.3.1 Effect of void location on the failure load of SFRC posts and cores
The results from the linear regression modelling of the relationship between void location and the failure
load of SFRC posts and cores are presented in Tables 5.2 and 5.3.
Core voids and open voids had no statistically significant effect on failure load. Closed void volume (Table
5.2) and volume fraction (Table 5.3) were the only predictors –among other locations– that had a
statistically significant effect on the failure load (P-value<0.0001).
In the post, for every 0.1 mm3 increase in closed voids volume, the mean failure load increased by 22.7N**
(estimate= 22.7, 95% confidence interval (CI): 13.1, 32.2, P-value<0.0001) (Figure 5.1) and for every 1%
increase in closed void volume fraction, the mean failure load increased by 53.9N (estimate= 53,9, 95%
CI: 29.0, 79.0, P-value<0.0001) (Figure 5.2).
Table5.2:

Univariate linear regression modelling of the relationship between failure load and the
volume of voids in different locations (n=15)

Void location

Voids volume
mean ±SD
(mm3)
0.6±0.3

Estimate

Closed voids
Open voids

SFRC core
SFRC post

95% confidence interval
Lower
Upper

P-value

41.3

-88.6

171.1

0.5332

0.7±0.2

227.0

131.3

322.7

<0.0001*

0.3±0.2

-9.1

-207.1

189.0

0.9285

* Significant positive effect on the failure load of SFRC posts and cores at 0.05 confidence level
Closed voids: voids within post structure.
Open voids: voids at post-dentine interface.

Table 5.3:

Univariate linear regression modelling of the relationship between failure load and the
volume fraction of voids in different locations (n=15)

Voids location

Voids volume fraction
mean ±SD
(%)
0.8±0.4

Estimate
34.0

-64.8

132.9

0.5000

Closed voids

2.8±1.2

53.9

28.9

78.9

<0.0001*

Open voids

1.4±0.8

-59.5

47.3

27.3

0.8239

SFRC core
SFRC post

95% confidence interval
Lower
Upper

* Significant positive effect on the failure load of SFRC posts and cores at 0.05 confidence level

** Calculated for every 0.1 mm3 closed void volume.
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5.3.2 Effect of void distribution on the failure load of SFRC posts and cores
The effect of void distribution on the failure load of SFRC posts and cores is presented in Tables 5.4 and
5.5. The volume and the volume fraction of voids in the coronal (Figure 5.3 and 5.4), middle (Figure 5.5
and 5.6) and apical (Figure 5.7 and 5.7) thirds had a statistically significant positive effect on the failure
load of SFRC posts and cores.

Table 5.4:

Univariate linear regression modelling of the relationship between failure load and the
void volume in three SFRC post sections (n=15)

Void distribution

Estimate

Coronal third

Voids volume
mean ±SD
(mm3)
0.3±0.2

95% confidence interval
Lower
Upper

P-value

312.0

86.9

537.2

0.0066*

Middle third

0.2±0.1

487.8

197.5

778.2

0.001*

Apical third

0.2±0.1

284.7

25.5

543.9

0.0313*

* Significant positive effect on the failure load of SFRC posts and cores at 0.05 confidence level

Table 5.5:

Univariate linear regression modelling of the relationship between failure load and the
void volume fraction in three SFRC post sections (n=15)

Void distribution

Estimate

Coronal third

Voids volume fraction
mean ±SD
(%)
3.4±1.7

95% confidence interval
Lower
Upper

30.6

9.3

51.9

0.0049*

Middle third

2.7±1.4

39.9

15.9

64.1

0.0011*

Apical third

3.3±1.6

26.2

2.4

50.1

0.0310*

* Significant positive effect on the failure load of SFRC posts and cores at 0.05 confidence level
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…….. Linear regression

Scatter plot of failure load versus coronal third void volume in SFRC posts (n=15)
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Figure 5.4:

…….. Linear regression

Scatter plot of failure load versus coronal third void volume fraction in SFRC posts (n=15)
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Scatter plot of failure load versus middle third void volume in SFRC posts (n=15)
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Scatter plot of failure load versus middle third void volume fraction in SFRC posts (n=15)
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Scatter plot of failure load versus apical third void volume in SFRC posts (n=15)
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Figure 5.8:

…….. Linear regression

Scatter plot of failure load versus apical third void volume fraction in SFRC posts (n=15)
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5.3.3 Effect of void size on the failure load of SFRC posts and cores
The relationship between void size (small, medium and large voids) and the failure load of SFRC posts
and cores is summarised in Table 5.6. No significant relationship between void size and the failure load
was evident.

Table 5.6:

Univariate linear regression modelling of the relationship between failure load and the
percentage of voids size in SFRC post (n=15)

Void size
Small voids
(<100 µm)
Medium voids
(100 µm -500 µm)
Large voids
(> 500 µm)

Voids percentage
mean ±SD
(%)
88.2±2.6

Estimate
3.7841

-12.2486

19.8169

0.9733

8.7±2.3

-3.8102

-22.3464

14.7259

0.9173

3±0.9

-9.4820

-57.1094

38.1454

0.7161
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95% confidence interval
Lower
upper

P-value

5.4 Discussion
Composite resins are brittle materials. Their fracture behaviour is influenced by acting stresses, fracture
strength (against the applied load), fracture toughness, material composition and presence of internal
flaws (microcracks, voids, etc.) (Baudin et al., 2009; Ferracane, 2013). SFRC restorations exhibited
significantly higher fracture toughness and compressive strength when compared to PFC and other bulkfill restorative composite resins (Garoushi et al., 2013b; Belli et al., 2014; Leprince et al., 2014; Abouelleil
et al., 2015; Bijelic et al., 2015b; 2016, Tsujimoto et al., 2016c; Garoushi et al., 2017). However, microCT analyses conducted in this project and micrographs presented in other studies have confirmed the
presence of voids in the structure of SFRC (Tuncer et al., 2013; Shouha et al., 2014; Bijelic et al., 2016,
Patel et al., 2016; Garoushi et al., 2017).
Although voids have been recognized as having the potential to increase stresses under fatigue loading
(Evans, 2006, Baudin et al., 2009), the magnitude of the effect of voids on the mechanical performance
of dental composites has not been described in the literature. This study investigated the relationship
between characteristics of voids (size, distribution and location) and the failure load of ETT restored with
SFRC posts and cores.
The results indicated that core voids and open voids had no significant effect on the fracture strength of
the ETT, whereas, the closed voids regardless their distribution can positively affect the fracture strength
of ETT restored with SFRC posts and cores.
Open voids represent the entrapped air between the post and the dentine, and it gives an insight into the
adaptation of the post to the prepared root canal. It seems that the small volume and volume fraction of
open voids did not contribute significantly to the failure mechanism of the ETT restored with SFRC posts,
at least under the simulated conditions of the present study. Perhaps more important than actual voids at
the restoration-dentine interface is the close adaptation of the post to the canal walls, which has been
argued to promote uniform stresses distribution within the canal (Anchieta et al., 2012; Lazari et al., 2013)
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The void size had no significant effect on the fracture strength of ETT restored with SFRC posts and
cores. To some extent this may have been the result of the low variability in the void size between
specimens. This is in agreement with Evans (2006) who measured the stresses around voids in PMMA
acrylic and indicated that stresses around voids were insufficient to initiate crack –independent of the void
size– unless the voids significantly reduce the overall cross-section.
In the contrary, Shouha et al. (2014) demonstrated a relationship between large voids (400µm) and poor
mechanical performance of composite. However, such results were merely descriptive and represent the
author's interpretation of the failure behaviour as displayed in the micrographs of fractured composite
surfaces. It lacked any statistical analysis of the relationship between the failure behaviour and the size,
number or distribution of voids in the restoration.
In this study, it was possible to quantify the relationship between the voids and the fatigue fracture strength
in SFRC post and core restorations. To the knowledge of the author, there is no previously reported work
describing this relationship for dental composites.
Interestingly, the results of this study have indicated that the voids and fracture strength have a positive
relationship. The results have shown that for every 0.1 mm3 increase in the volume of closed voids, the
mean failure load increased by 22.7N, and for every 1% increase in the volume fraction of closed voids,
the failure load of ETT increased by 53.9N.
Bearing in mind that in general industrial application void content of up to 5% has been reported to be
tolerable (Ghiorse, 1993). Void percentage in the current study (1.3 - 4.9%, mean= 2.8%) might also be
not only tolerable but could be actually absorbing the stresses and delaying the fracture of the specimen.
A similar finding was reported by Rengo et al, (2014) who concluded that voids might act as stress
absorber. Also, Alster et al. (1992) and Feilzer et al. (1993) have found that incorporation of porosities
might be necessary to relief stresses in luting composite. Voids that are homogeneously distributed has
been described by McMillan (2012) as “defender holes” that provide stress shielding and stress
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concentration control. In this project, small voids were observed to be homogeneously distributed in SFRC
posts.
In medical applications, for example in arthroplastic implants fixed by acrylic cements, the relationship
between the voids in the cement and the initiation of fatigue failure was questioned (Ling and Lee, 1998).
Ling and Lee (1998) presented evidence from several prospective clinical studies that pores have not
initiated fractures and in some cases lack of voids led to irreversible failure that required revision. They
finally suggested that porosity reduction in such application is not necessary or even harmful.
As mentioned earlier, voids in dental SFRC have been considered as a marginal factor and their formation
and relationship to SFRC failure is not fully understood. Considering the evidence from the general
industrial applications of FRC, the quoted values on the relationship between voids and composite
strength are variable due to differences in specimen design, material composition, test methods and void
calculation techniques. In this context, Mehdikhani et al. (2018) have commented that voids in composites
are stochastic phenomena and their size, shape, and location suffer from complex statistical analyses.
The failure mode evaluation (Chapter 4) indicated that all specimens in XFP group failed favourably
regardless the presence of voids and their size and distribution. Six specimens (40%) in XFP group had
restoration bulk fractures and the void content was variable in those specimens. These results support
the suggestion that the mechanical behaviour of SFRC is not necessarily directly and solely related to
void content and that other factors might be involved. This imply that voids might contribute to the fracture
strength of SFRC, but not to the fracture behaviour. In this context, Evans (2006) indicated that even in
areas with large voids, cracks were initiated from other secondary stress concentrators. Also, Elbishari et
al. (2012) found no correlation between the void content and the fracture toughness of FRC, and
according to Boey et la. (1990) for acceptable mechanical testing of FRC, it is important to control not
only the void content, but the fibre alignment.
In this study, SFRC was inserted incrementally into the post spaces, whereas the cores were constructed
as bulk-fill restorations. Both techniques created voids inside the posts and the cores, yet, bulk fracture
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accrued in the posts. This implies that there might have been other crack promoters in the post that
influenced the failure of SFRC restorations.
Baudin et al. (2009) have reported that the strength values in composite resin are determined by the
quality of the restoration application. It has been also suggested that SFRC insertion technique induces
variations in the fibres orientation and distribution (Bijelic et al., 2016; Bocalon et al., 2016), which have
been reported to alter fibre reinforcement, and hence the failure mechanism in response to cyclic loading
(Lang et al., 1987; Roulin-Moloney, 1989; Jain and Wetherhold, 1992; Greenhalgh, 2009).
To better understand the failure in SFRC, a fractographic analysis was conducted to examine the fractured
SFRC surfaces and provide an insight into the failure mechanism, failure origin(s) and crack promotor(s).
This is presented in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 6
Scanning Electron Microscope fractography

This chapter describes the fractographic analysis conducted on the ETT restored with SFRC that
failed by bulk fracture of the posts and cores restoration.
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6.1 Introduction
Fractography is the topographical examination of the fracture surface of a failed structure. It involves
reporting the macro- and micro-structural alterations, failure origins and mechanisms. Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM) is a powerful tool in fractographic analysis that is used in many scientific and industrial
fields because of the ease of the procedure and sample preparation, and the versatility of acquired
information. Fractography was introduced to dental research by Kelly et al. in 1989 (Kelly et al., 1989). It
has been used to evaluate fracture surfaces of both dental structures (Nalla et al., 2003; Bajaj et al., 2006)
and dental restorations (Draughn, 1987; Ferracane and Condon, 1992; Campos et al., 2015).
Research on dental SFRC has frequently included fractography to analyse the failed components of
SFRC that were tested either as standard-shape test specimens (Fonseca et al., 2014; 2016; Abouelleil
et al., 2015; Bijelic et al., 2016; Lassila et al., 2016; Garoushi et al., 2017; 2019) or as restorations (Rocca
et al., 2015; Nagata et al., 2016; Barreto et al., 2016). In this context, SEM micrographs were utilized to
evaluate the failure mode of SFRC (Rocca et al., 2015; Barreto et al., 2016) and to describe
microstructural features such as fibre orientation and distribution (Bijelic et al., 2016; Lassila et al., 2016;
Nagata et al., 2016; Garoushi et al., 2019) or fibre quantity and size (Lassila et al., 2016; Garoushi et
al., 2017). SEM micrographs have also been used to address the fracture toughness and crack
propagation arresting mechanisms in SFRC (Figure 6.1) and the fibre response to the crack propagation
(Figure 6.2). Structural defects and imperfections, including voids, have been reported as incidental
findings in the micrographs of SFRC restorations (Figure 6.3) (Shouha et al., 2014; Bijelic et al., 2016;
Patel et al., 2016; Garoushi et al., 2017).
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Figure 6.1:

SEM images of a SFRC specimen after failure showing fracture toughness mechanism.
(a) SEM micrograph showing pulled out and bridging fibres between the crack edges
which resulted in arresting crack propagation; (b) Fiber orientation across the failure line
at a higher magnification (Obtained from Abouelleil et al. 2015)

Figure 6.2:

SEM image showing fibres response to the initiated cracks; fractured (red arrow), pulled
out (white arrow) and bridging (black) fibres in SFRC (Obtained from Bijelic et al. 2016)
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Figure 6.3:

SEM image of SFRC showing voids of different sizes as demonstrated by Shouha, Swain
and Ellakwa, 2014

Fractographic analysis of SFRC has revealed that the failure interpretation of such material is complex
and affected by the microstructural composition (Mortazavian and Fatemi, 2015b). The reinforcing shortfibres have been recognized as a potential stress concentrator per se (Shouha et al., 2014; Lange, 2016)
or as a result of modified fibre distribution, length, quantity, orientation and interfacial adhesion to the
matrix (Dyer et al., 2004; Callaghan et al., 2006; Garoushi et al., 2009; Fonseca et al., 2016). Additionally,
it has been reported that reinforcing fibres might change void location, shape, distribution and size, which
might negatively affect the composite strength (Guo et al., 2009).
It has been reported that fatigue cracks predominantly proceed in three stages; crack initiation, slow crack
propagation and fast fracture, with each step having identifiable fractographic manifestations. However,
microstructural heterogeneities of SFRC might alter fractographic manifestations under cyclic loading
(Lohbauer et al., 2003).
Interestingly, Mortazavian and Fatemi (2015b) have concluded that SFRC fatigue behaviour has not
received adequate attention from researchers. They emphasised the need for analysis of the fatigue
fracture behaviour of SFRC with the aim of better understanding processes such as crack initiation, growth
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and arrest, and to assess the role of the structural components/imperfection in the fracture mechanism,
which is one of the aims of this study. Understanding the fracture mechanisms and the involved structural
factors allows future material improvements and better clinical service prediction.

Aims of this study:
To conduct SEM fractographic analysis of fractured SFRC posts and cores to:
-

Describe the microstructural topography of the fracture post surface in terms of fibre distribution and
orientation, matrix characteristics and structural flaws/imperfections.

-

Identify the fractographic manifestations of fatigue failure on the matrix and the fibres.

-

Identify the failure origin(s) and crack propagation process.

-

Identify the failure mechanism(s).

-

Correlate fractographic features with the fracture strength of SFRC posts and cores.
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6.2 Material and methods
After cyclic loading, specimens in the XFP group that failed by bulk fracture of SFRC post and core
restoration (n=6) (Figure 6.4) were examined under SEM (Quanta 450 FEG Environmental SEM, FEI,
Oregon, USA) (Figure 6.5). The exposed SFRC post surfaces were coated with gold-palladium sputter
prior to SEM analysis. Specimens were fixed on the SEM stage and images with magnifications up to
x1600 were obtained. Image analysis software (ImageJ version 1.52a, NIH, Maryland, USA) was used to
perform measurements on the SEM micrographs.

Figure 6.4: An XFP specimen (ETT restored with SFRC post and core) failed by bulk fracture of the
post and core restoration
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Figure 6.5: Quanta 450 FEG Environmental SEM
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6.3 Results and discussion

The fractography results and discussion are arranged in the following sections:
6.3.1

Microstructural topography

6.3.2

Fatigue failure manifestations
A

Matrix manifestations

B

Fibre manifestations
B.1

Cohesive failure (fractured fibres)

B. 2 Adhesive failure (debonded fibres)
B. 3 Combined cohesive and adhesive failure
B. 4 Toughening mechanism
6.3.3

Failure mechanisms
A

T-orientated fibre (T-cracks)

B

L-orientated fibres (L-cracks)

6.3.4

Fracture origin(s) and crack propagation

6.3.5

Correlations between fractographic features and fracture strength of SFRC posts and
cores
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6.3.1 Microstructural topography
In this section, the general microstructural features of SFRC fracture surfaces including fibre distribution
and orientation, matrix characteristics, and structural flaws and imperfections will be described (Figures
6.6 and 6.7).
The fractured surfaces shared general microstructural features that included heterogonous surfaces with
rough matrix and multidirectional reinforcing glass fibres. However, fibre quantity, orientation and
distribution varied among the specimens (Figure 6.6). While uniform fibre distribution was evident in some
specimens (Figure 6.6 A), other specimens showed an uneven fibre distribution (Figure 6.6 B). Although
the fibres were generally oriented in different directions, in some specimens, transverse fibre orientation
was dominant (Figure 6.6 C and D). It has been shown that the stress induced during extruding viscous
fibre-reinforced composites through the dispensing nozzle can change the fibres orientation (Braem et
al., 1993; Shouha et al., 2014). In addition, as discussed earlier, SFRC application’s technique during
post build up required pressure exertion to ensure close adaptation of the highly viscous material to canal
walls and to the preceding increment, which has been speculated to induce variation in the fibre
arrangement and distribution (Bijelic et al., 2016; Bocalon et al., 2016).
The main defects and imperfections in the fracture surface of SFRC posts were voids in the matrix. Two
forms of voids have been recognized in SEM images: regularly shaped and irregularly shaped voids.
Regularly shaped voids are well-defined half spheres of variable sizes with a smooth resin-rich internal
surface (Figure 6.7 A and B). Fracture surfaces showed more small-scale than large-scale regularly
shaped voids. Similar findings were reported by Shouha et al. (2014,) who described voids of variable
sizes in micrographs of experimental SFRC formulations.
Irregularly shaped voids were characterized by textured internal surfaces (Figure 6.7C). It can be
speculated that such voids represent the interlayer-entrapped air between composite increments. The
textured surface represents the resin that has not been manipulated during packing, which has created a
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thin resin film that is interrupted by pores exposing the underlying matrix of the preceding composite
increment (Greenhalgh, 2009).

Figure 6.6:

SEM micrographs (x200) of different fractured SFRC posts’ surfaces showing variable
fibres quantities, orientation and distribution:
(A) Even fibre distribution in multidirectional orientation;
(B) Low fibre quantity that are unevenly distributed;
(C) and (D) Even fibre distribution and dominantly in a transverse orientation.
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Figure 6.7: SEM micrographs showing voids of different sizes, shapes and distributions:
(A) Arrow indicates a large-scale regularly shaped void (157.7µm in diameter);
(B) Arrows indicate small-scale regularly shaped voids (27-50µm in diameter) and
(C) Arrow indicates irregularly shaped void with textured internal surface.
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6.3.2 Fatigue failure manifestations
It has been reported that a surface fractured under cyclic loading conditions develops fractographic
features that differ from those resulting from static loading (Draughn, 1987; Greenhalgh, 2009; Quinn and
Quinn, 2010). Microstructural failure caused by the cyclic loading protocol applied in this study was
manifested in both the matrix and the reinforcing fibres.
A. Matrix manifestations
The effect of cyclic loading was evident as fatigue striations that were observed on the matrix of SFRC
(Figure 6.8). Fatigue striations are fractographic features that appear as consecutive curved lines and
imply the process of crack growth and arrest (Hiley, 1999; Hayes et al., 2015; Jollivet and Greenhalgh,
2015). Considering fatigue striations patterns, Greenhalgh (2009) has described two forms of crack
propagation; normal fatigue crack propagation (NFCP) and retarded fatigue crack propagation (RFCP).
While NFCP is characterized by regular striations on the fractured surface, RFCP is characterized by
discontinuous crack growth bands (each band includes multiple fatigue cycles). RFCP is the pattern
recognized on the fractured surface of SFRC and it indicates discrete crack growth increments after crack
arrest that continued over a number of loading cycles (Greenhalgh, 2009). Spacing of the striations can
indicate the load intensity, and curve of the striations can indicate crack growth direction (Figure 6.8).
However, interpreting fatigue striations –especially if they are highly localized– is not straightforward in a
heterogeneous surface such as in SFRC. This view has been endorsed by others in the literature (Lang
et al., 1987; Jollivet and Greenhalgh, 2015).
The cracks in the matrix varied from microcracks to matrix deformation. It has been reported that the
degree of SFRC matrix involvement during cycling loading is affected by the fibre orientation (RoulinMoloney, 1989). For example, transversely aligned fibres (parallel to crack direction) can resist the early
stages of loading. However, as the load grows in intensity and just prior to ultimate failure, the load is no
longer carried by the fibres and the matrix will eventually deform (Figure 6.9 A). On the other hand, the
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fibres that are perpendicular to crack path hinder crack growth and carry the load until the occurrence of
ultimate failure with no extensive matrix deformation (Figure 6.9 B).

Figure 6.8:

Top: SEM micrographs (x400) showing fatigue striations inside the circle. Bottom:
enlarged fatigue striations. The curvature of the striations (arrows) might indicate the
crack growth direction.
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Figure 6.9:

(A): SEM micrograph (x400) showing matrix deformation around transversely aligned
fibres. (B): Lack of observable extensive deformation in the matrix that is dominated by
fibres aligned perpendicular to the crack path.
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B. Fibre manifestations
The reinforcing glass fibre response to cyclic loading is affected by the fibre orientation, length and matrixfibre interfacial bond strength (Lang et al., 1987; Jain and Wetherhold, 1992; Greenhalgh, 2009). In
relation to the fibres, four manifestations of cyclic load were observed (Figure 6.10): cohesive failure in
which fibres fracture (discussed in section B.1 below); adhesive failure in which fibres debond (section
B.2); failure involving a combination of both mechanisms (section B.3) and bridging fibres that indicate
the toughening mechanism (section B.4)

Figure 6.10:

Schematic diagram (modified from Karger-Kocsis & Friedrich 1988) illustrates different
fibres responses to load; (1) fractured fibre (cohesive failure), (2) debonded fibre
(adhesive failure) and (3) bridging fibre (toughening mechanism)

B.1 Cohesive fibre failure (fractured fibres)
As mentioned earlier, the everX Posterior™ SFRC tested in this project consisted of short E-glass fibres
with a range of lengths between 0.3 and 1.9mm. This fibre range is above the critical fibre length (lfc) of
0.85-1.09mm that is required for effective reinforcement (Bijelic et al., 2016)( Appendix1). Importantly, the
fibres length should not exceed the optimal fibre length (Ifo) of 1.0-1.3 mm (Bijelic et al., 2016). Fibres
exceeding the optimal fibre length (especially if they were of the order of twice the Ifo) might fracture under
load or act as continuous fibres (Wetherhold and Jain, 1992).
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Figure 6.11 is a SEM micrograph showing fractured fibres with multidirectional fracture patterns observed
on the fractured fibres (as indicated by the arrows in figure 6.11). Such behaviour suggests that the crack
consumed high energy to fracture well-adhered fibres, indicating effective fibre-matrix interfacial bond and
reinforcement (Fonseca et al., 2016).
The typical radial pattern of mirror-mist-hackle regions was occasionally observed in high magnification
SEM images on the fractured fibres (Figure 6.11) (Lang et al., 1987; Mecholsky, 1995; Greenhalgh, 2009).
The mirror region indicates the crack origin. The mist and hackle regions develop as the crack fans out
from the mirror region indicating the direction of crack propagation.
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Hackle

Mirror

Mist

Figure 6.11:

Top: SEM micrograph (x800) showing multidirectional fractured fibre surface (arrows)
and a fractured fibre surface with the typical radial fracture pattern. Bottom: magnified
fractured fibre surface (x1600). Note the radial pattern of mirror-mist-hackle on the
fractured fibre.
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B.2 Adhesive fibre failure (debonded fibres)
Debonded fibres detected in SEM images are essentially the transversely aligned longer fibres. The
denuded fibres with attached pieces of resin indicate strong matrix-fibre interfacial bond and successful
fibre reinforcement (Figure 6.12). As a result, the crack needed higher energy to propagate as it was
resisted by the well-bonded fibres (Fonseca et al. 2016). On the other hand, a clean fibre surface (Figure
6.12) indicates poor interfacial bond and minimal contribution in crack propagation resistance (RoulinMoloney, 1989).
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Debonded fibre with
attached traces of
resin

Debonded fibre with
clean surface

Figure 6.12:

SEM micrographs (x800) showing debonded long transversely aligned fibres. Top:
debonded fibre with attached traces of resin. Bottom: clean debonded fibre.
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In SEM images some of the debonded fibres were dislocated leaving indentations on the matrix (Figure
6.13). According to Nicola et al. (2016), such fibres might cause deviation of the crack direction. It might
be speculated that long transversely aligned fibres were incapable of stopping the crack, but they
managed to deviate it instead. As a result, the fibres dislocated as the crack propagated. The crack
deviation phenomenon is clinically effective when such fibres are closer to the cavity walls and deviate
the crack away from the tooth structure, resulting in a favourable restorative failure (Rocca et al., 2015).

Figure 6.13:

SEM micrographs (x800) showing indentation of debonded long, transversely aligned
fibres (arrows).
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B.3 Combination of adhesive and cohesive failures
Some fibres were neither transversely aligned nor perpendicularly aligned in relation to crack path. Such
fibres, however, can be described as "misoriented" because they were unfavourably sloped in relation to
the crack path (Figure 6.14). SEM images have shown that such fibres were first forced to debond
(adhesive failure), leaving indentations on the matrix. Next, as the crack propagates to reach the
embedded section of the fibre, the fibres fracture eventually (cohesive failure). However, this pattern was
observed in the fibres that sloped against the direction of the crack, which might assist in deducing the
crack propagation direction.

Crack growth direction

Figure 6.14:

SEM micrographs (x800) showing fibres sloped against the crack propagation direction
and responded by debonding, leaving indentation on the matrix (arrows) then fracture
at their roots (yellow lines). Note aggressively deformed fractured surfaces of the fibres,
which might indicate that the crack consumed high energy to fracture well-adhered
fibres, indicating effective fibre-matrix interfacial bond and reinforcement.
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B.4 Toughening mechanism (bridging fibres)
Bijelic et al. (2016) measured the E-glass fibre length in everX Posteriorä SFRC and found that 71% of
the fibres varied between 0.4 and 1.0 mm, 11% varied between 1.1-1.9 mm and 18% were 0.3 mm. While,
the shortest fibres in SFRC act as particulate fillers, the longest fibres, which exceeded the optimal fibre
length, will either debond (transversely aligned), fracture or behave as continuous fibres (perpendicularly
oriented). The rest of the fibres that are perpendicular to crack path and satisfy both critical fibre length
and optimal fibre length guidelines are described as bridging fibres (Figure 6.15).
Bridging fibres can effectively encounter the load and act as a crack propagation stopper through their
ability to stretch, pull out and bridge between crack edges, which is known as toughening mechanism
(Garoushi et al., 2007e; 2013b; Bijelic et al., 2016).
When the crack propagates, the toughening mechanism is responsible for slowing the crack, blunting the
sharp crack and reducing stress concentration at the crack tip in SFRC (Kim and Watts, 2004). However,
the stretched fibres are rooted in crack edges with variable lengths (Figure 6.15). Eventually, as the crack
propagates and bulk fracture accrues, the short embedded segment of the fibre will be pulled out and the
long embedded segment will remain embedded in the matrix (Jain and Wetherhold, 1992; Wetherhold
and Jain, 1992).
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Figure 6.15:

SEM micrographs (x400) showing the reinforcing fibres on the fractured surface after
complete crack opening (restoration bulk fracture). White arrows: indicate the pulled-out
fibres. The holes were holding the short-embedded segments of the reinforcing fibres
while the long segment is embedded in the opposing crack edge. Yellow arrows:
indicate the long-embedded segment of the stretched reinforcing fibres that is still
bonded to the matrix.
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6.3.3 Failure mechanisms
Failure of SFRC has been classified by Friedrich and Karger-Kocsis (1989) into two main mechanisms.
The classification describes the fractographic observations of the fracture surface bearing in mind the
fibre orientation in relation to the crack plane direction. Therefore, T-oriented-fibre (T-Crack) and Loriented-fibre (L-Crack) fracture mechanisms were described (Figures 6.16 and 6.17). This classification
epitomizes the SFRC fractographic observations presented in the preceding sections of this chapter. A
combination of both fracture mechanisms has been observed in the fractured SFRC posts. However, the
extent to which a particular mode is dominant depends on the orientation of the fibres in each specimen.
A. T-oriented-fibre fracture mechanism (T-cracks): describes failures when majority of the fibres are
oriented perpendicular to the crack plane and are bridging the crack faces (Figure 6.16). T-cracks are
associated with slow crack propagation, higher fracture energy and indicates higher fracture toughness
(Friedrich and Karger-Kocsis, 1989).

T-Crack
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3
Crack
Matrix

5

Figure 6.16:

T-cracks can be manifested in one or more of the following fractographic features; (1)
zig-zag crack profile, (2) short cracks between fibre ends or broken fibre, (3) and (4)
crack formation at fibre ends or along their well bonded interfaces at the onset of fibre
pull-out and (5) fibres debonding and pull-out (modified from Roulin-Moloney, 1989)
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B. L-oriented-fibre fracture mechanism (L-cracks): describes failure when majority of the fibres are
oriented parallel to the crack plane (transversely aligned fibres) (Figure 6.17). L-cracks are associated
with faster fracture, lower fracture energy and fracture toughness (Friedrich and Karger-Kocsis, 1989).
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Figure 6.17:

L-cracks can be manifested in one or more of the following fractographic features; (1)
straight crack profile, (2) cracks between fibre bundles, (3) voids formation around the
fibres and matrix rupture, (4) crack at fibre end and (5) debonding and fracture of
misoriented fibres (modified from Roulin-Moloney, 1989)
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6.3.4 Failure origin(s) and crack propagation
It has been reported that under cyclic loading conditions, fractures proceed in three stages; crack initiation,
slow crack propagation and unstable crack growth (fast fracture) (Lohbauer et al. 2003). However, the
heterogeneous nature of the SFRC causes variability in crack origin, speed and direction (Greenhalgh
2009).
There is general consensus that voids are recognized as crack initiators in brittle materials. In fractured
SFRC specimens, two types of voids have been described in section 6.3.1. Neither void type was
associated with cracks or fatigue striations in the adjacent matrix as shown in the SEM images (Figure
6.18, also refer to Figure 6.7), which supports the finding that voids are not stress-inducing factors in
SFRC. Similar finding has been demonstrated by Evans (2006) who reported that stress concentration
factor around voids in PMMA acrylic is insufficient to cause cracks. Hayashi and Takahashi (2017) have
demonstrated that it is the fibre orientation rather than the void that affects the mechanical properties of
FRC.
Contradictory findings were reported by Ogden (1985) who observed cracks passing through voids and
linking the voids, which was interpreted as an evidence that voids are a source of weakness. Ogden,
(1985) further commented that the internal void surface represents incompletely polymerized resin caused
by oxygen inhibition, which will eventually degrade the composite structure. According to Greenhalgh
(2009), cracks in the voids are post-failure cracks that are not contributing in the failure mechanism. Microcracks propagating through voids have been observed occasionally in the fractured surface of SFRC post
(Figure 6.19).
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Figure 6.18:

SEM micrographs (top x400 and bottom x200) showing voids of variable sizes with no
cracks in the matrix adjacent to the voids.
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Figure 6.19:

SEM micrograph (x400) showing a crack passing through void (arrow)

On the other hand, regions with either low or high fibre content showed evidence of matrix micro-cracks
and deformation in SEM images (Figures 6.20 and 6.21), which implies that these regions might be
involved in the origin or growth of the crack. It can be assumed that closely collected fibre can exhibit
areas with poor interfacial bonding, which might interrupt the reinforcing process of load transfer from
matrix to fibres (Figure 6.20). Similarly, low fibre content might disturb the reinforcing process in SFRC
(Figure 6.21). These same findings were described by Fonseca et al. (2016).
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Figure 6.20:

Top: SEM micrographs (x800) showing matrix deformation at area of closely packed
fibres. Bottom: defected matrix magnified to x1600. Note the deformed matrix (oval),
defected matrix-fibre interfacial bonding (white arrow) and void around the fibre
(yellow arrow).
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Figure 6.21:

Top: SEM micrographs (x200) showing a crack (in the white rectangle) traced in the
bottom figure. Bottom: The crack has initiated at an area of low fibre content (yellowhighlighted area). Crack faced an area of transversely oriented fibres and voids
(blue-highlighted area). The crack then deviated and divided into two cracks. The
crack energy dissipated and eventually arrested (green-highlighted areas).
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Crack propagation direction and speed in SFRC is affected by heterogeneous nature of the material
(Lang et al., 1987; Braem et al., 1994; Drummond, 2008; Greenhalgh, 2009). It is not uncommon, in
such heterogeneous structures to observe cracks that have been redirected, curved or transformed
into multiple secondary cracks (Figure 6.21). It has been demonstrated that crack deviation is an
indication of efficient reinforcement (Rocca et al. 2015).
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6.3.5 Correlation between fractographic features and fracture strength
Considering the previously presented micrographs and the failure load values of the fractured specimens,
this section addresses the possible correlation between the micro-structural features and the fracture
strength of SFRC.
SEM images of all specimens have shown voids of variable sizes that have not occupied a significant
proportion of the post cross-section. However, SFRC posts that failed at a lower load displayed dominant
transverse fibres orientation, uneven distribution, debonded fibres and lower fibres content in comparison
to specimens fractured at a higher load value (Figure 6.22 A and B). On the other hand, in specimens
fractured at high loading values, a relatively higher content of multidirectional fibres that are uniformly
distributed were observed (Figure 6.22 C) (Appendix 7: SEM micrographs of all failed specimens).
SFRC with multidirectional fibres exhibits isotropic mechanical properties, whereas dominance of
transversely aligned fibres, allows anisotropic properties to dominate (Brighenti et al., 2016). In other
words, the SFRC post in such cases is transversally isotropic, which means that SFRC post will exhibit
maximum reinforcement only when the load is applied along the long axis of the transversally oriented
fibres. However, the load in this study was perpendicular to the transversely aligned fibres, which resulted
in reduced reinforcement and lower failure load values in specimens with dominated transversely aligned
fibres.
Specimens with low fibre content was associated with lower fracture strength in this study. On the other
hand, higher fibre content was associated with higher fracture strength, which is an agreement with
Fonseca et al. (2016). However, in addition to the fibre quantity, the uniform distribution of the fibres is
crucial for dispersed reinforcement in the restorative structure. While clustering of the fibres can weaken
the fibres’ impregnation with the matrix, a region that lacks the fibres will have matrix-dominated properties
(Hull and Clyne, 1996). In both situations, the reinforcement is disturbed.
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Figure 6.22:

SEM micrographs of specimens scored low failure load (A and B) and high failure load
values (C):
(A) SEM micrograph (x200) of a specimen failed at 609.3N showing a fracture surface
with low fibre content and dominance of transverse fibre orientation that are unevenly
distributed;
(B) SEM micrograph (x100) of a specimen failed at 577.9N showing a fracture surface
with low fibre content and dominance of transvers fibres orientation and debonded
fibres; and
(C) SEM micrograph (x100) of a specimen failed at 816.4N showing a fracture surface
with uniform multidirectional fibres distribution that are present in higher quantity
compared to (A) and (B).
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Fibre orientation distribution in SFRC restorations is uncertain and strongly influenced by material
structural properties (fibre geometry and quantity, and matrix viscosity), manufacturing process,
application method (injectable vs packable), manipulation technique, and geometry of the restorative
component (Zhu et al., 1997; Brighenti and Scorza, 2012b; Mortazavian and Fatemi, 2015b).
The reinforcement in SFRC is achieved through load transfer from matrix to fibres through fibre ends and
along the matrix-fibre interface. The transferability depends on the fibre length and matrix-fibre interfacial
bond strength (Mortazavian and Fatemi, 2015b). Although fibre length in SFRC is predetermined, the
manufacturing process together with the application technique can alter the fibres length (Zhu et al., 1997;
Mortazavian and Fatemi, 2015a; Bijelic et al., 2016). Thus, fibres that are shorter than the critical fibre
length might negatively influence the strength of SFRC, firstly by altering the fibres’ aspect ratio (length
to diameter ratio), secondly by concentrating the stresses in the matrix at the broken fibres ends and
thirdly by disturbing load transfer from matrix to fibres (Shouha et al., 2014).
Given the complexity of failure mechanisms in SFRC, mere acceptance that voids are a major influential
factor on the mechanical properties of SFRC need to be re-evaluated. The short-glass fibres that primarily
function as reinforcing elements, might act as weakening elements when their geometry, alignment or
distribution are altered. Considered together, the fractographic evidence provides a valuable insight into
the way in which short-glass fibres act and the circumstances under which they best contribute to
increasing the fracture strength of SFRC. This will be expanded upon in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 7
General discussion and conclusions

This chapter presents a general discussion and clinical implications of the findings of the previous
chapters. It also presents the limitations, future perspectives and conclusions of this project.
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7.1 General discussion
Dentine is a natural composite that is composed of reinforcing collagen fibres in a hard inorganic mineral
hydroxyapatite matrix. From a biomechanical perspective, the high aspect ratio of collagen fibres in
dentine accounts for strength and toughness of the teeth. This balanced biological structure has inspired
the search for dental materials that mimic tooth structure and restore not only the form but also the
biomechanics of the tooth.
In contemporary restorative dentistry, designing a new material is driven by the “biomimetic” concept, in
which material designers study the structure and physical function of the tooth to design improved
restorative materials and techniques to restore teeth (Magne and Douglas, 1999). This biomimetic
approach strives to restore the tooth with a “biomaterial” that is compatible with its biological, physical and
mechanical properties.
Although particulate filled composite (PFC) has fulfilled aesthetic, cost and time-effectiveness
requirements, some dental practitioners have been concerned about their clinical longevity in high stress
bearing areas due to biomechanical incompatibility with the dentine. This has encouraged the formulation
of a composite material that has a fibrous structure and physico-mechanical properties closer to dentin.
However, incorporating fibres in the composite matrix needs to satisfy geometrical, alignment and quantity
requirements for efficient fibre reinforcement of the restoration. As a result, high aspect ratio,
discontinuous, randomly oriented, millimetre-scale SFRC was introduced. This SFRC has gone
considerable way toward satisfying the requirements of biomimetic concept and has encouraged the
extension of SFRC applications beyond merely restorative solutions to resto-endodontic techniques in
which SFRC is used as a core or as a post and core in ETT.
The few promising in vitro results of SFRC as a post and core has encouraged the author to
comprehensively analyse the failure of ETT restored with SFRC posts and cores in a common challenging
scenario-extensively damaged endodontically treated premolars.
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The results of this project have shown that ETT restored with SFRC posts and cores had almost twice
the strength of comparable teeth restored with prefabricated FRC post, and similar rate of restorable
failure (100%) as the sound, untreated premolars (Figure 7.1).
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Two previously reported studies have evaluated everX Posterior™ SFRC as a post and core restoration
(Bijelic et al., 2013; Forster et al., 2017). Figure 7.2 presents the agreements and disagreements between
those studies and the current project in regard to study protocols and results.
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Considering the fact that the structure of SFRC is complex, and for better understanding of the mechanical
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behaviour of SFRC as a post and core, it seemed logical to analyse the failure of SFRC at a
loa

d

microstructural level. Therefore, micro-CT and fractographic analyses were conducted.
The comprehensive failure analysis has indicted that the fracture strength and reinforcement
effectiveness in SFRC might be affected by interrelated, external and internal factors. The external factors
include; test mode and conditions. The internal factors are those related to microstructural components
(matrix, fibres, matrix-fibre interfacial bond and defects) and mechanical properties of SFRC. Internal
factors are further influenced by manufacturing-related factors, clinician-related factors and cavity-related
factors.
Initial micro-CT evaluation of the SFRC structure have indicated that posts were well adapted to the canal
walls, however, defects in the form of voids/porosity were present in the posts and cores. The presence
of voids was explained by manufacturing-related factors (i.e. voids created during material fabrication or
extruding viscous material through the provided dispensing nozzle) and aggravated by clinician-related
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factors (e.g. overmanipulation). Figure 7.3 summarises the effect of different void locations on the fracture
strength of SFRC post and core.

Core voids
No effect on the
fracture strength of
SFRC post and core

Open voids

Closed voids

Positively affected the fracture strength of SFRC
post and core:
Closed voids
For every 0.1 mm3 increase
in closed voids volume

For every 1% increase in
closed void volume fraction

Fracture strength
The mean failure load
increased by 22.7N

Figure 7.3:

The mean failure load
increased by 53.9N

Effect of voids on fracture strength of SFRC posts and cores

Since the presence of voids has been shown to increase fracture strength in this project, it has been
speculated that factors other than voids are acting to initiate and/or accelerate cracks in the structure of
SFRC. This speculation is driven by the failure mode results, which indicated that all specimens failed
favourably regardless the presence of voids, but almost one third of the SFRC specimens had bulk
fracture of the restoration. Fractographic analysis have revealed some interesting results in this regard.
The first interesting fractographic observation was lack of evidence of fatigue failure (e.g. microcracks,
fatigue striations) in the matrix close to voids. This might support the speculation that voids are not directly
related to weakening SFRC structure.
The second fractographic observation, there was an inter-specimens and intra-specimen variations in the
fibre quantity, length, orientation and distribution. This variation has resulted in differences in the
mechanical properties of SFRC across the post ad core structure and variation of the mechanical
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behaviour between specimens. Unfortunately, it is difficult to control or predict the fibre quantity, length or
orientation distribution within a SFRC restorative structure. The variation in the fibre orientation and length
and their distribution might be created as a result to manufacturer-related factors, clinician-related factors
or cavity related-factors as shown in figure 7.4.

Might cause fibre breakage (especially
defective fibres), which increases the number
of short fibres that are shorter than the critical
fibre length and change the fibre aspect ratio.
Manufacturer- related
factors

Inadequate fibre impregnation and adhesion
between fibre and matrix (due to matrix high
viscosity) might lead to fibre debonding.
Stresses during extruding highly viscous
material, might create variable fibre alignment
and quantity in each increment and hence,
variable fibre quantity and orientation
distribution across the post and core structure.

Cavity-related
factors

Clinician- related
factors

Figure 7.4:

Packing SFRC in a small cavity (i.e. post
space) might alter fibre alignment.

Overmanipulation might change fibre alignment
in relation to the applied loads, which can effect
the theoretically estimated mechanical strength
(Krenchel factor).

Create:
Range of isotropic and anisotropic
properties in the restoration structure.
• Resin-rich regions.
• Fibre-rich regions.
•

Reinforcement
efficiency will
be affected

Possible reasons and consequences of variable fibre quantity, length, orientation and
distribution in SFRC
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7.2 Clinical implications and future perspectives
It would appear that voids and fibre-characteristic variations are inevitable in SFRC. In the early fibreincorporation-for-reinforcement dental research conducted by Vallittu, the void presented in the final
products were unexplained. According to Ironside and Makinson (1993), it is easy to incorporate porosities
into composite restorations no matter how it has been handled (Ironside and Makinson, 1993). Similarly,
the heterogeneous nature of SFRC makes it difficult to predict or control the consistency of fibre
characteristics (length, orientation and distribution) across the whole restoration. However, every attempt
should be made by the clinician to minimally manipulate SFRC during restoration construction and to
preferably restrict its application to bulk-fill restorations in order to minimize fibre-characteristics variations.
A maximum void percentage of 4.9% was recorded in this project. A study testing the effect of intentionally
introduced voids above that level in SFRC might show a negative relationship between void content and
fracture resistance. To provide a broader perspective of the significance of the voids, it is also worth
considering future studies analysing voids in SFRC in comparison to voids in other bulk-fill composites or
PFC.
The improved mechanical performance of SFRC as a post and core reported in this study was achieved,
in part at least, by the careful handling during post construction. This was demanding, technique sensitive
and time consuming and, on reflection, is not going to be achieved by all operators in every clinical
situation using currently available SFRC materials. Therefore, it seems entirely reasonable to use SFRC
as a bulk-fill core restoration in ETT, with ample evidence supporting this application ( Kemaloglu et al.,
2015; Eapen et al., 2017; Gurel et al., 2016; Gaintantzopoulou et al., 2018).
In the future, consideration could be given to developing techniques for the use SFRC for the construction
of shorter posts (4-5mm) where a bulk-fill technique, which avoids over manipulation, might be
appropriate. An analysis of the strength and fracture mechanics of restorations of this type is another
promising area for future research.
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Furthermore, history has shown that as manufacturers continue to develop materials, there is continuous
improvement in a range of properties including delivery systems and ease of manipulation. The promising
results in this study should encourage manufacturers to pursue such modifications.
The demanding handling, unpredictable voids and fibre arrangement and distribution of SFRC were
mainly caused by the material high viscosity. Few measures can be applied by the clinicians and/or
manufacturer to counteract the viscosity of SFRC. For example; warming the increment prior to
application, use of a sonicated delivery system and modifying the flowability and/or dispensing nozzle
(use a larger diameter nozzle could be considered).
Interestingly, the group of researchers who contributed in the development of everX posterior™ SFRC
are working now on new experimental formulations to develop a flowable SFRC (initially named as ExpSFRC). With this new flowable composite, the authors reported promising results in regard to mechanical
properties (flexural strength and fracture toughness) and failure behaviour in comparison to PFC (Lassila
et al., 2018; Garoushi et al., 2019).

7.3 Limitations
This project aimed to understand the failure of SFRC as a post and core restoration using mechanical
testing, micro-CT and fractographic analyses. Micro-CT scanning and analysis required meticulous
setting of parameters, which might affect the accuracy of image interpretation. This risk was managed by
working closely with imaging specialists. One operator has performed the analysis of micro-CT images
and micrographs. This might introduce the possibility of operator bias. Also, due to lack of comparable
studies that consider micro-CT void analysis, void-fracture strength relationship and fractography in dental
SFRC, discussion of the results was limited in some situations.
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7.4 Conclusions
Considering the conditions and limitations of the present project, both hypotheses presented in Chapter
1 were accepted; restoring ETT with SFRC as directly-layered post and core restorations improves the
fracture strength and reduces the incidence of catastrophic failure of ETT, and the structural composition
of SFRC have an impact on the mechanical behaviour of ETT restored with SFRC posts and cores.
The following are the specific conclusions of the studies presented in this project, which analysed the
failure of endodontically treated premolars restored with SFRC posts and cores:
Chapter 3:

-

Posts and cores constructed using SFRC has voids of variable sizes and
distributions.

-

The volume fraction of voids within the post that was incrementally-built was
significantly higher than the volume fraction of voids within the core that was
constructed using bulk-fill technique.

-

SFRC resulted in a well-adapted posts to canal walls.

-

The coronal third of the SFRC posts had the highest volume of voids compared
to the middle and apical thirds.

-

The percentage of small voids (<100 µm3) in the SFRC posts was significantly
greater than the medium voids (100 -500 µm3) and large voids (> 500 µm3).

Chapter 4:

-

Sound untreated premolars had the highest fracture strength compared to ETT
restored with SFRC posts and cores and ETT restored with prefabricated FRC
posts.

-

The fracture strength of ETT restored with SFRC posts and cores was
significantly higher than the fracture strength of ETT restored with prefabricated
FRC posts.
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-

All sound untreated premolars and ETT restored with SFRC posts and cores
had favourable failure mode, whereas, unfavourable failure mode was reported
only in ETT restored with prefabricated FRC posts.

Chapter 5:

-

There was a positive relationship between the voids (in the range of 1.3-4.9%)
in the SFRC posts and the fracture strength of ETT restored with SFRC posts
and cores.

-

For every 0.1 mm3 increase in the void volume, the mean failure load of ETT
restored with SFRC posts and cores increased by 22.7N.

-

For every 1% increase in void volume fraction, the mean failure load of ETT
restored with SFRC posts and cores increased by 53.9N.

Chapter 6:

-

The glass-fibre length, orientation and distribution in SFRC restorations are
unpredictable.

-

There was no evidence that voids in SFRC restorations have initiated failures
in ETT restored with SFRC posts and cores.
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Appendix 1.

Manufacturer

Bijelic et al., 2016

everX Posterior SFRC (GC, Tokyo, Japan) parameters as reported by the
manufacturer and as investigated by Bijelic et al., 2016

Total filler load average 67 Wt%:
Silicon dioxide particulate fillers
Barium glass particulate fillers
E-glass fibre fillers: max. 15 Wtf%, average: 8.6 Wtf%
E-glass
E-glass
E-glass
critical fibre
fibres
fibres
fibres
length
diameter
length
aspect ratio
lfc
(mm)
l/d
(µm)
16-17
0.3- 2
18-125
17

0.3–1.9

18–112

Wt%: total filler weiht fraction
Wtf%: fibre filler weight fraction

176

0.85-1.09

Optimal fibre
length
lfo

Fibre volume
fraction
Vf%

-

-

1.0–1.3

7.2

Appendix 2.

2.1:

Pairwise comparisons between variables of void location,
distribution and size

Pairwise comparisons between closed, open and core voids volume and volume
fraction

Void Location

Void volume(mm3)
Estimate

Closed
Open

2.2:

95% CI level
Lower
Upper

P-value

Estimate

95% CI level
Lower
Upper

P-value

Open

0.3237

0.1576

0.4897

0.0009

1.4205

0.7188

2.1222

0.0007

Core

0.01093

-0.1888

0.2107

0.9082

1.9922

1.3827

2.6017

<0.00001

Core

0.3127

0.07150

0.5540

0.0147

-0.5717

-1.1243

-0.0190

0.0435

Pairwise comparisons between coronal, middle and apical voids volume and volume
fraction

Void distribution

Void volume(mm3)
Estimate

Coronal
Middle

2.3:

Void volume fraction (%)

95% CI level
Lower
Upper

Void volume fraction (%)
P-value

Estimate

95% CI level
Lower
Upper

P-value

Middle

0.1133

0.02737

0.1993

0.0134

0.7350

-0.2349

1.7049

0.1264

Apical

-0.1440

-0.2574

-0.03065

0.0164

-0.06667

-1.2064

1.0731

0.9019

Apical

-0.03067

-0.09841

0.03708

0.3481

0.6683

-0.0457

1.3824

0.0644

Pairwise comparisons between voids sizes number and percentage
Voids number

Void size
Estimate
Small
Medium

Voids percentage

Medium

-297.00

95% CI level
Lower
Upper
-344.65
-249.35

Large

-317.33

-365.63

-269.04

<0.0001

-85.2233

-87.0068

-83.4399

<0.0001

Large

-20.3333

-24.6669

-15.9997

<0.0001

-5.6966

-6.9394

-4.4538

<0.0001
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P-value

Estimate
-79.5267

95% CI level
Lower
Upper
-82.2208 -76.8327

<0.0001

P-value
<0.0001
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Colour-coded models of closed voids in XFP group specimens

XFP specimen 1
Void volume:0.3 mm3
Void volume fraction:1.3%

178

XFP specimen 2
Void volume:0.4 mm3
Void volume fraction:1.4%

179

XFP specimen 3
Void volume: 0.7mm3
Void volume fraction:2.9 %

180

XFP specimen 4
Void volume: 0.4mm3
Void volume fraction: 1.8%

181

XFP specimen 5
Void volume: 0.5 mm3
Void volume fraction: 1.9%

182

XFP specimen 6
Void volume: 0.6mm3
Void volume fraction:2.5 %

183

XFP specimen 7
Void volume: 0.5mm3
Void volume fraction: 1.9%

184

XFP specimen 8
Void volume: 0.9mm3
Void volume fraction:3.9 %

185

XFP specimen 9
Void volume: 0.5mm3
Void volume fraction: 2.7%

186

XFP specimen 10
Void volume: 0.3mm3
Void volume fraction: 1.8%

187

XFP specimen 11
Void volume: 0.6mm3
Void volume fraction: 2.9%

188

XFP specimen 12
Void volume: 1.1mm3
Void volume fraction:4.9 %

189

XFP specimen 13
Void volume: 0.8mm3
Void volume fraction: 3.9%

190

XFP specimen 14
Void volume: 0.6mm3
Void volume fraction: 3.5%

191

XFP specimen 15
Void volume: 1.3mm3
Void volume fraction: 4.9%

192

Appendix 4.

Publication: AlZahrani, F. and Richards, L. (2018) 'Micro-CT evaluation of a
novel periodontal ligament simulation technique for dental
experimental models', Archives of Orofacial Science, 13(2).

This paper describes a work completed during an earlier phase (pilot study) of the PhD. It describes a
simple technique to construct the tooth-PDL-bone experimental model with a reproducible PDL layer of a
uniform width. This paper has been published in the Archives of Orofacial Science and attached in the
next page.
Statement of contribution by the authors
Title: Micro-CT evaluation of a novel periodontal ligament simulation technique for dental experimental
models
Authors: F AlZahrani and L Richards
F AlZahrani: was primarily responsible for this project. F AlZahrani designed and co-ordinated the study,
conducted the experiments, and collected and interpreted the data.
L Richards: assessed in designing the study and interpreting the data. L Richards provided critical
comments and general supervision.
F AlZahrani and L Richards were involved with the preparation of the manuscript.
L Richards gives written permission for this paper to be included in F AlZahrani thesis titled “An in vitro
study of the failure of short glass-fibre reinforced composite post and core restoration of endodontically
treated teeth”.

…
F AlZahrani

L Richards
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Appendix 5.

Pairwise comparisons between test groups mean failure loads

Post-hoc multiple pairwise comparisons between test groups mean failure loads (n=45)
Groups multiple comparisons
C

XFP

Estimate

XFP

477.95

95% confidence interval
Lower
Upper
411.61
544.29

PFP

835.34

769.00

901.68

<0.00001

PFP

357.39

291.05

423.73

<0.00001

C: Control group; XFP: ETT restored with SFRC post, PFP: ETT restored with prefabricated FRC post

204

P-value
<0.0001

Appendix 6.

Cross tabulation of mode of failure versus tested groups

Mode of failure
Row Percentage
Colum Percentage
Crack/chipping of the crown (natural or ceramic)

Control
group

PFP
group

XFP
group

Total

15
60.00

5
20.00

5
20.00

25

100.00
0
0.00

33.33
5
55.56

33.33
4
44.44

9

Decementation of post and core

0.00
0
0.00

33.33
1
100.00

26.67
0
0.00

1

Restoration bulk fracture (tooth fracture above CEJ)

0.00
0
0.00

6.67
0
0.00

0.00
6
100.00

6

Deep tooth fracture (below CEJ)

0.00
0
0.00

0.00
4
100.00

40.00
0
0.00

4

0.00
15

26.67
15

0.00
15

Decementation of the ceramic crown

Total

XFP: ETT restored with SFRC post, PFP: ETT restored with prefabricated FRC post
Fisher’s Exact Test P-value = 0.0123
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Appendix 7.

SEM micrographs of fractured XFP specimens

Failure load 696.5N

XFP specimen failed at 696.5N showing a fracture surface with relatively uniform fibres distribution that are
present in high quantity with dominance of transversely oriented long fibres.
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Failure load: 746.9N

XFP specimen failed at 746.9N showing a fracture surface with dominance of multidirectional fibres that are
unevenly distributed.

207

Failure load 626.5N

XFP specimen failed at 626.5N showing a fracture surface with multidirectional fibres that present in low quantity
and are unevenly distributed

208

Failure load: 577.9N

XFP specimen failed at 577.9N showing a fracture surface with low fibre content and dominance of transvers
fibres orientation and debonded fibres.

209

Failure load 626.5N

Failure load: 816.4 N

XFP specimen failed at 816.4N showing a fracture surface with uniform multidirectional fibres distribution that
are present in high quantity.

210

Failure load: 609.3N

XFP specimen failed at 609.3N showing a fracture surface with low fibre content and dominance of transverse
fibre orientation that are unevenly distributed
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